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FOREWORD

Zev Birger, Chairman and Managing Director,

Jerusalem International Book Fair

As an integral part of the many cultural events held during the 14th

Jerusalem International Book Fair, the International Symposium on

Encouraging Reading took place for the fourth time Prominent researchers,

media experts and practitioners in the field of reading encouragement,

gathered to discuss issues of importance to those concerned with books and

reading.

I would like to express my gratitude to Prof. Dina Feitelson for the

endless hours she devoted to the inviting of participants and to the

planning of the Symposium programme.

The Symposium would not be the same without Mr Rolf Zitzlsperger, member

of the International Organizing Committee of the Symposia, who has

been in attendance since its conception and has voluntarily given of his

time and expertise - thank you!

My special thanks to the Symposium Coordinator, Ms. Linda Futterman, to Mr.

Robin Twite for his constructive advice and assistance and to Dr. Ilya

Stanciu and the Organizing Committee.

The proceedings have been printed in the order in which the papers were

delivered at the Symposium. Regretfully, we did not receive written papers

from Dr. Zvi Malachi, Ms. Nira Harel and Prof Jerome L. Singer. We have

included a paper by Prof. Lesley Mandel Morrow who, due to illness, was

unable to present her paper_

The management looks forward to hosting the Fifth International Symposium

on Encouraging Reading at the 15th Jerusalem International Book Fair which

will be held during the week of April 28 - May 4, 1991
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Preface

Prof. Dina Feitelson, School of Education, Haifa University, Israel

Chairperson, Program Committee, Fourth Jerusalem International Symposium on

Encouraging Reading

By now the immensely successful Symposia on Encouraging Reading have become

a permanent fixture of the biennal Jerusalem International Book Fairs.

Originated by Dr. Ilya Stanciu, the Symposia are organized by the Jerusalem

International Book Fair in cooperation with the Israel Reading Association,

the Israeli Section of the International Board on Books for Young People

(I.5.B.Y.), the Jerusalem Municipal Libraries, and the Department of

Libraries of the Ministry of Education and Culture

The aim of the Fourth Symposium, like that of its predecessors, was to

enable a group of internationally acclaimed experts to exchange ideas, and

to give local researchers and practitioners the opportunity to meet with

them and take part in their deliberations

The Fourth International Symposium on Encouraging Reading, addressed itself

specifically to the promotion of reading habits among children and young

people. The common theme was discussed from three main perspectives:

1. Programs for the encouragement of reading among the young. Here,

participants with experience in large scale campaigns spoke about the

philosophical and practical considerations underlying such campigns. A

recurring topic that came up in this as well as in further sessions was the

role of mass media, and especially television, in promoting children's

leisure time reading or competing with it.

2. Maximizing th& appeal of re Jing matter for children. This session

enabled the audience to share in the know-how and accumulated experience of

publishers, editors and suppliers of children's books Speakers in this

session stressed the importance of appealing not only to prospective

readers, but also to parents and other adults who are in fact the actual

decision makers in book purchases Bobbye Goldstein expanded on this theme

with a series of lively examples, illustrating ways in which teachers and

parents can join efforts in attracting children to reading. Brough Girling

on his part emphasized the importance of school bookshops, in allowing

children diect access to books that are above all truly enjoyable. In

Britain sales in school bookshops currently run to over 25 million dollars
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annually, and they are regarded as a key to turning children cn to

reading.

3. From theory to practice: international research and experience in

recreational reading. Speakers in this session spoke of their own

research, and charted paths leading from academic studies to applications

in the field.

The Organizing Committee of the Symposium is grateful to the speakers, for

their readiness to take time off from their overburdened schedules, in

order to participate in this endeavour. Most specially we appreciate our

guests from abroad, who endured long flights, crowded airports and double

jet lags. Special thanks are due to the International Reading Association,

for asking Professor Nancy Seminoff, member of IRA's Board of Directors to

act as official repreaentative.

Not all speakers were able to let us have their presentations for the

proceedings. We are indebted to those who did Also, not all overseas

participants were on the list of speakers. Mrs. Lila Weinschelbaum from

Argentina joined us and . kind enough to deliver a short address.

The warmth and comaraderie that developed among participants during the

days of the Symposium will be a fond rememberance of all who particpated,

as will be the innumerable helpful acts by the staff of the Book Fair, and

most especially by Linda Futterman, coordinator of the Symposium from the

early planning stage, to the publishing of these proceedings. She proved

that three young children are no deterrent to constant availability, and

doing an excellent job. Mr Zev Birger, Managing Director of the Jerusalem

International Book Fairs for many years, was the force behind the scenes

that caused it all to come about.

The best attest to the success of the four past symposia is that we are

already receiving requests from people asking to attend the fifth, that

will be part of the Book Fair to be held April 28 - May 4, 1991 in

Jerusalem.
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Greetings: Dr. Ilya Stanciu, First Chairman of the International Symposia

on Encouraging Reading, Emeritus, School for Library and Archive Studies,

Hebrew University of Jerusalem, Israel.

Honoured guests and audience,

In a meeting of people deeply concerned with problems in the field of

reading, held during the 1980 Frankfurt Book Fair, I raised for the first

time, the idea of organizing a Symposium on Encouraging Reading to be held

during the Jerusalem International Book Fair.

Among the participants of this meeting were Prof Richard Bamberger,

Director of the International Institut fur Jugendlitereture, Vienna; Dr.

Heinz Steinberg, then Head of the Central Library of West Berlin and Mr.

Rolf Zitzlsperger, the General Secretary of Deutsche Lesegesellschaft.

Later on, this group ws joined by a, number of other experts concerned

with problems relating to reading These included Ms. Genevieve Patte,

Directress of the National Center of the Book in Paris; Mr. Martyn Goff,

then Director of the National Book League in London; Prof. Dina Feitelson,

School of Education at the Haifa University; Prof. Peter Pumfrey from the

University of Manchester, Prof Guy Garrison, from Drexel University, USA;

the late Dr. Uriel Ofek who was head of the Israel Branch of I.B.B.Y.; Mr.

Victor Ben-Naim, Director of the Libraries Department in the Ministry of

Education and Culture; Ms. Nira Fradkin, Department for Curriculum Studies

in the Ministry of Education and Culture; Dr. Snunit Shoham, School for

Library and Archive Studies at the Hebrew University of Jerusalem; Mr.

Menachem Regev, author and teacher at David Yelin Teachers' Training

College; and Dania Anzenberg, Librarian and expert in the problems of

Encouraging Reading.

The founders welcomed the idea of a special framework in the form of a

Jerusalem Symposium on Encouraging Reading, because they regarded

encouraging reading as a separate field in problems of reading in which the

central role is that of ne environment: the society and family which

directly and constantly influence the reader's development, parallel to the

influence of formal education within schools.
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Three factors which influence education towards reading habits were the

subjects of the papers and discussions in the Symposium

The Book from a creative point of view as well as problems of publishing

and distribution.

The media - which encourage reading.

Informal methods in encouraging reading

In all three Symposia, 1983, 1985 and 1987 we tried to maintain these

principles and looking through the Symposium Proceedings, one may see how

rich in ideas and scope each one of the presentations is

The Jerusalem International Book Fair management has taken upon itself the

organization of the Symposia and has both supported and encouraged all

activities relating to them

The founders of the Jerusalem Symposia on Encouraging Reading have over the

years, remained its loyal supporters they have contributed voluntarily of

their time and expertise in the organization of the Symposiums, delivered

papers and chaired sessions

Working as a family in an atmosphere of understanding and friendship has at

times the disadvantage of not adding new faces, energies and ideas to the

organization of the Symposia The 1989 Fourth Jerusalem International

Symposium is about tc begin with new ideas and fares and we all Join in

wishing the participants the best of success and enjoyment both this year

and in the future.
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SECTION 1

PROGRAMMES FOR THE ENCOURAGEMENT OF READING AMONG THE YOUNG



GIVE US BOOKS, GIVE US WINGS
1989-YEAR OF THE YOUNG READER

By John Y. Cole, Director
The Center for the Book, U.S. Library of Congress

"1989-,The Year of the Young Reader" is a campaign initiated by the

U.S. Library of Congress to encourage young people to read, write, and

become familiar with the world of books. It is an effort that has brought

together dozens of national organizations and thousands of schools,

libraries, and civic agencies throughout the United States. These

organizations are using the "1989-'Ihe YLar of the Your Reader" as their

theme for activities and projects that develop a love of books and rending

among young people.

The Year of the Young Reader is an international theme as well,

for developing young people into readers today is the best way to ensure a

literate and informed world tomorrow. Boots are the key, for they are a

unique means of transmitting ideas, stimulating imagination, and encouraging

mutual understanding.

This exhibition of U.S. children's books, sponsored by the Library

of Congress and the U.S. Information Agency as a joint Year of the Young

Reader project, reflects the remarkable diversity and ridhness of the world

of children's books. Seeing these books and sampling their stories,

explanations, characters, illustrations, and the enthusiasms of their

authors, it is easy to see why Paul Hazard, in his Books Children and Men

(Horn Book, 1924), felt that children's books represented the hope of the

future. If, cpoording to Mr. Hazard, adults would only listen to children,

they would hear them exclaim: "Give Us Books! Give Us Wings!"

9
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Children's book publishing is flourishing in the United States,

but the situation is not as positive regarding the reading of books by

children. A 1989 survey conducted by Weekly Reader, a children's magazine,

found that television was by far the most popular leisure time activity

among elementary school children, and that reading was the 1.!ast popular

pastimes. And the 1983 Consumer Research Study on Reading and book

Purchasing, conducted for the Book Industry Study Group, found that among

your adults between 16 and 20 years old, the proportion of book readers

fell from 75 percent to 62 percent in 1983. Statistics such as these

convinced the Library of Congress that a national campaign to encourage

reading and a love of books aapng young people was important. The campaign

is sponsored by the Library's Center for the Book and the Children's

Literature Center in the Library of Congress.

The Librarian of Congress, James H. Billington, a strong supporter

of the Year of the Young Reader campaign, enlisted the help of Mrs. Barbara

Bush, the wife of U.S. President George Bush. Mrs. Bush, a longtime

supporter of literacy and reading projects, is honorary chairperson of the

Year of the Young Reader campaign. In this capacity Mrs. Bush is making

visits around the United States on behalf of local literacy projects and

Year of the Young Reader celebrations. Dr. Billington, in announcing Mrs.

Bush's role, not that "The Library of Congress has a new goal of serving

more effectively the educational and inte,lectual needs of all Americans, a

goal that coincides perfectly with the First Lady's strong interest in

literacy and reading." On March 7, Mrs. Bush visited the Library of

Congress to film public service announcement for American television about

the Year of the Young Reader and to read aloud to a group of local

schoolchildren. The book she choose was The Three Billy Goats Gruff, one of
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her childhood favorites. In her television message she emphasized the

importance of readinG aloud to children at an early age and of talking to

the Children about what is being read.

Official support for the Year of the Your Reader has come from

the U.S. Congress and from governors and mayors all over the country. In

introducing the Year of the Your Reader resolution in the U.S. Senate,

Senator Dennis DeConcini of Arizona said, "TOO often our children are

conditioned to believe that reading is work. We need to remind them that

books open doors to new worlds which can provide hours of personal

enjoyment. To master the skill of reading is a joy, not a chore."

Congresswoman Mary Rose Oakar of Ohio, introduced the resolution in the U.S.

House of Representatives. President Ronald Reagan approved the legislation

in November 1988, officially designating 1989 as the Year of the Young

Reader in the United States. In his Presidential Proclamation, the

President noted, "nurturing a love of reading in children is crucial for

their personal growth and well-being and for the continued health and vigor

of our communities and country. Now as always, America needs a literate and

knowledgeable citizenry fully conversant with and determined to defend our

heritage of liberty and learning." Governors in Alabama, Colorado, Florida,

Iowa, Louisiana, Minnesota, New Jersey, and Oklahoma have officially

proclaimed 1989 as the Year of the Your Reader in their states, and many

other proclamations have been issued by majors and city councils.

Within the United States, over 30 publishers are participating in

the campaign, along with organizations such as the American Booksellers

Association, the American Library Association, the Association of

Booksellers for Children, the Children's book Council, and Reading is

Fundamental, Inc. Corporations which normally cosponsor projects with thp



Center for the Book are focusing their 1989 projects on the Year of the

Young Reader. This includes ABC Children's Television, the Arts and

Entertainment Cable Network, CBS Television, NBC Television, Pizza Hut,

Inc., and PBS (Public Broadcasting Service) Elementary/Secondary Ser'ice.

In addition, the 19 statewide centers for the book, each affiliated with the

Center for the Book in the Library of Congress, are sponsoring Year of the

Young Reader projects and activities. State centers are located in

Arizona, California, Colorado, Connecticut, Florida, Illinois, Indiana,

Iowa, Kansas, Michigan, Ohio, Oklahoma, Oregon, Pennsylvania, Texas, Upper

Midwest (Minnesota, North ;iota, South Dakota), Wisconsin, Washington, and

Virginia.

One or the most popular Year of the Your Reader projects is

taking place in Florida. The Florida Center for the Book and the Florida

Hospital Association, with Funds from the Florida State Library, celebrated

"Happy New Year of the Young Reader" by presenting each baby born in Florida

hospital on January 1, 1989 with a "love Me, Read to Me" T -shirt, a book,

a-1 a teddy bear. The parents of each child received a "Raise a Reader"

kit, consisting of Year of the Your Reader T- shirts, The-Aloud Handbook

(Penguin, 1985) by Jim Trelease, and information about local libraries.

Different versions of this project also are taking place in Alabama,

California, Colorado, and Louisiana.
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Television & Reading: Friends or Foes",

Dr. Dorothy G. Singer, Jilliam Benton Professor of osychology

Co-Director, Yale University Family Television Researrh and Consultation Center

Book paper burns at 451 degrees Fahrenheit. In a novel Fahrenheit 451

by Ray Bradbury, we encounter firemen whose job is to start fires rather

than extinguish them. We learn from a conversation between Montag, a

disillusioned fireman, and Faber, an old friend, why Montag feels remorse

about the books he has burned over d course of ten or twelve years.

Montag decides finally to steal books and hoard them; but feels troubled

by his decision, Faber counsels him:

"It's not books you need, it's some of the things that once
were in books. The same things could be in the 'parlor families'
today. The same infinite detail and awareness could be projected
through the radios and televisors, but are not. No, no, it's
not books at all you're looking for! Take it where you can
find it, in old phonograph records, old motion pictures, and in
old friends; look for it in nature and look for it in yourself.
Books were only one type of receptacle where we stored a lot of
things we were afraid we might forget. There is nothing magical
in them, at all. The magic is only in what hooks say, how
they stitched the patches of the universe togeLhel into one
garmelt for us. Do you know why books such as this are so
important' Because they have quality. And what does the word
quality mean' To me it means texture. This book has pores.
It has features. This book can go under the microscope.
You'd find life under the glass, streaming past in infinite
profusion. The more pores, the mole truthfully recorded
details of life per square inch you can get on a sheet of paper,
the more 'literary' you are. That's my definition, anyway.
Telling detail. Fresh detail. The good writers Duch life
often. The mediocre ones run a quick hand over he:. The bad
ones rape her and leave her for the flies. So noo do you see why
books are hated and feared? They show the pores in tne face of
life. The comfortable people want only wax moon faces, poreless,
hairless, expressionless." (1 )

Sometimes I feel that what we watch on television are "wax moon", "express-

ionless" faces of plastic-like characters. At times we lino a program that is

satisfying and gives us food for thought, but considering the number of hours
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the average American family watches television, 28-30 hours a week, it is

difficult to believe that these hours are filled with programs that are

both entertaining and edifying and as satisfying as reading a favorite book.

What is the difference between watching television and reading a book?

When we read we are engaged in an active process of encoding the words on

the printed page. We must form these words from discrete letters, and from

a string of words, thoughts are generated and turned into images.

We can control our reading in many ways: reread a sentence, pause to reflect,

ponder over a difficult word, stop to consult a dictionary, flip back the

pages in the book to an earlier section, or even peek ahead if we want to;

skip over sentences we don't enjoy or understand, or savor a sentence that

has particular beauty or meaning for lib. We control our paL,t whE..0 we read.

We can go quickly or slowly. We can read with intent or we can skim. We

can finish a book, and then start all over again -- immediately, if we choose

to do so.

With television, unless we have a VCR and can «uiliol the set, the

words come too 0uickly and we must process the image and words simultaneously.

There is no instant replay if we missed some conversation. Instant replay

is reserved foL sport events w'iere we can see a "tackle" or "homerun" repeated'

and in slow motion. The action on TV is enhanced by lighting, music, cuts

and zoom shots. Special camera effects can distort images, create ripples

or dream-like sequences, slow or fast motion, "split" the screen so that two

or more events can be shown simultaneously. Editing can make things disappear,

or go backwards, jump up or seem to float. Chroma-key can give us the

illusion that a reporter is in front of a famous landmark, when indeed he

is still in a studio and the landmark is merely a projection on a screen

behind him. Yet despita all this camera magic, television :an turn us into

what some Ameiicans call "Couch Potatoes".



Television's "magic" takes us all over the world and has made the

"global village" described by Marshall McLuhan came to pa,,s. In the remote

village of Gorotire, Brazil, for example, a satellite dish brings He-Man and t-,c

Flintstones to the naked children in this Amazonian rain forest. Television

is called the "big ghost" by the villagers in the settlement, and the nature

of their community is changing. The people of Corotire uo not gather at night

to meet, to talk, to pass on information or tell stories. Bebtopup, the

oldest medicine man, says that "the night is the time the old people teach

the young people. Television has stolen the night." (2 )

In another village, a geographic blind spot, located in a valley in

Canada, the television transmitter that was available did not provide reception

for most residents. ( 3) This town, studied by researchers before and after

television was introduced gives us data on what the effects of the "big ghost"

ore. After television came, those who were heavy viewers compared to those

who watched tewei hours were poorer readers. Before the town had television,

the children had higher creativity scores than children in nearby towns who

already had television exposure. After television was introduced, these

creativity scoreL, were to those of children who glow up with 1V.

Results of the reading and creativity tests may reflect the fact that

television watchins: lognires little or no mental elaboration Television

viewing ma'. di ,pla,e Ow time needed
for reading pract iit, nnd in te/m., of

creativity, IV witching may displace activities and experiences that

are conducive to problem-solving situation.,. The last pa, mg of television

and its entertainment function may
interfere with the process of reflection

needed both f,,r. reading comprehension and for creative think, op

A study of reading achievement in El Salvador junior high b(Soo, students

found similar remit, a. in the Canadian project. When tilcv11,,n wa

introduced to th, town, acquiring a TV set was assoi tilted with ,,lowed
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development of reading achievement as measured by group tests administered

in the schools. ( 4) In other countries, Japan, England, Norway - all

reported a drop in number of books read when television was introduced into

communities. ( 5) ( 6) (7 )

Unfortunately, we have sparse data on the Kaiapo Iadians of Gorotire

so that it will be difficult to carry out a sophisticated study similar

to those in El Salvador or Canada, but we do have data from other sources

that suggest that unless children actively concentrate on TV plots, they

gain very little in terms of comprehension. Gavriel Saloman has conducted

studies in Israel that demonstrate quite clearly, that children can

learn from television provided that they employ what he calls AIME the

amount of invested mental effort. (3 )

In one study using Saloman's id.a of AIME, children were asked to self -rata

both the amount o, mental effort they expended while watching TV and

while reading. ( 9) They were also askcd to rate the ease of learning

from each medium. The amount of mental effort expended in TV viewing

did not predict reading achievement, but the ratings of mental eftort

expended in reading did predict reading achievement in third and sixth graders.

We do not know from this study the relationship between the amounts of effort

used in TV and the amount expended when reading. It may be that these children

simply exerted less energy while processing TV.

There are many correlational studies concerning television and

reading with some finding positive relationships and some negative.

For example, one study found that there is a positive relationship

between TV and reading for viewing up to 10 hours per week, and then

the relationship becomes negative. (10) This relationship is stronger

for high IQ childreq and especially for girls. In our wor:,, we found

that there is a positive relationship between TV viewing and reading for

2s.16



children of lower classes, but only if parents were involved with their

children and were selt-described as curious and imaginative. (11) It may

be that these parents actively mediated while the children watched TV.

Children whose parents were less imaginative and curious did not show

the same reading results if they were heavy TV Ndewers. This parental

interaction with the TV-viewing hours and gains in cognitive functioning

of children is extremely important as was shown in the earlier studies of

Sesame Street. (12) (13) When parents encouraged children to watch

Sesame Street, and commented on the content, children learned the

numbers and letters more easily than when children viewed alone, or

without such commentary.

Television viewing may reduce a child's interest in reading since

it is easier to process a television story. It may be that parents

who do not themselves emphasize reading as a pastime, and who

themselves are heavy television viewers set the scene for thei,-

children to follow these habits. Thus parents nerve AS role models

for their children who then adopt a more negative attitude towards reading.

Studies have found that when parents have a high interest in reading

they have low TV viewing levels. This value system may be communicated

to their children. (14) (15)

There is some evidence that television reduces perseverance in a

task and increases restlessness. We have found, for eximpl that

children who are heavy TV viewers are less able to sit still in a

waiting room situation, and are described as more restless by patents. (16)

Similarly another study suggests that during early reading acquisition,

those childrr'n who de less well in task perseverance may have more

17



difficulty in later reading achievement. (17)

As part of a large longitudinal study begun in 1976 and carried

over until 1982, we were interested in the cumulative effects of

television viewing on a child's later reading acquisition skills. (18)

We had complete data on 84 children who were in the original sample of NO.

The advantage of studying preschoolers before they began to read, and

following them into their reading periods allowed us CO look at both causal

and correlational data. We had information on television-viewing, family

life patterns, cognitive and behavioral functions gathered since preschool

years. We identified the 84 children who could be separated into two

groups diffeimig ..harply in the amount. of TV viewed of one who could

be matched for ti.,. Iligonte, seem-economic stating ino These children

were studied in J ,,erleS of psychological tecitc, and c,itations

designed to th. IT 1.'ad .11/1111 , at t t lit It.11 t apacity,

delaying ability, uniginativeness and behavioral tcnden(lcs at ages

7-8. Thus we writ' able to determine the extent Lo which earlier

patterns of TV viewing might. relate to current dlflcrn(es between the

groups and also eunine contemporary correlations of IV viewing and

cognition, imagination and behavior.

With light. IV-viewing, the average redin4 1 a middle class

child exceeded si,,n1fl,nitly the average scoio of a

as realled Ir. I Ina II di 'ed read trg With haw,

the diffeicii e I.,.n the two 5:roup,

middle clam .11! Id! ru dropped and Llic,e of the lower chr Si' n

improved. Our d:cli showed that the efrect of TV exposure interaGtod

with the .orio-euonomic fig middlt class children,

the mean rea'Ing ,,,orec, were significantly lower lot li .cc than for

18



light viewers. For the lower class sample, there was a trend for

the opposite effect (i.e. slightly higher scores for heavy than for

light viewers). This interaction was significant on both tests of

reading recognition and reading comprehension. Under the

influence of heavy TV exposure, the edge that middle class children had

over lower class children was lost. This finding provides direct

support for George Gerbner's "mainstreaming hypotleses' which suggests

that television has a levelling effect; it tends to remove differences

due to either nature or nurture advantages.

Results of a study carried out by us with about 200 middle class

children In glades three, Four and five in un elementary school in a

New England town indicated that these children were watching about 15

hours of television a week, atypical of viewers compared to the

national norm of 20-30 hours fot these ages. (19) the children's

IQ and reading SLOICS (AWL(' IC(Olded and flute we I,u L,, ihai tbcir

IQs ana reading levels were somewhat highet than natio,lal We

did find, however, differences between light and 1,av television

viewers in Lctms ot televi5Ion preterenues for parriiiilat programs,

and for interest in reading. Children with higher IQs in the

study spent more time reading, watched fewer fania,v

programs, and had IIM1Lb on their TV viewing tir, impo,ed by their

parents. When IQ and grade level were taken into acc,Int, the

children who read iaore books tended to watch fewer ille shows and

variety programs. Children who were the heavier vicwLt, tended to

have fathers who watched more television and who were younger. The

children's interest in television reflected their parent,,' viewing

habits. The heavy viewers of fantasy violent prograw, were also
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described by their teachers (who did not have access to the children's

TV-viewing reports) as less cooperative, less succussul in interpersonal

relationships, more unhappy and less imaginative regardless of the

children's IQ scores. Children who watched more cartoons were rated

by teachers as unenthusiastic about learning. These relationships do

not prove that television causes problems, but [hest. results are

important in suggesting that specific programs may be too stimulating

and may be reinforcing a variety of negative behaviors.

Over the years we have been distressed to find that so few parents

actually do monitor what their child watch on television. Neither do

parents control children's viewing time nor discuss the «ltent of

programs. Only a small number of families engage in what we call

mediation, or the explanation
or clarification of both content

of commercials and of the programs viewed. When families do

intervene, the effects of television viewing can be positive.

Parents can encourage children to pay attention; they can explain

things that are difficult for children to comprehend; they can

talk about the content later and relate it to a child's everyday

experiences. Research in Israel with Sesame Street by Gaviiel

Salomon suggests that the program is more meaningful when the parent

actively mediates. (20) Dafna Lemish reported
similar iesults when

working in America. She found, for example, that when parents asked

toddlers questions while viewing the program, the children were more

attentive and repeated words they heard. (21)

In a study will 66
kindergartners and first graders studied at

home and at our Center over a two year period, we found that a

combination of several family communication and discipline variables

1.
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as well as family mediation in the first year was positively related

to a child's reading recognition, ability to discriminate fantasy from

reality on TV, and comprehension of TV plots in the second year of the study. c22)

As the children advanced into the early primary grades they developed more

sophisticated linguistic and intellectual skills that enabled them to

make better use of their parents'explanatious. Children were better able

to follow their parents' cause and effect answers to "why" questions;

they had increased attention span, and greater facility at question

asking. They were more empathic at this age than earlier, and could

appreciate another's point of view. One snore facet of the mediation

process is worth noting. Parents who filter and explain create an

atmosphere conducive to curiosity, and children are rewarded for their

efforts to make sense out of the confusing television world. It is

important to begin the mediation process early even though a child

might not fully grasp the adults' explanations. Ihe earlier the

mediation, the more children will adopt ,n active stance as they watch

the TV set.

Educators can also help children become more critical viewers of

television. School librarians in some towns have developed programs

to help parents control TV-viewing by offering them activities that

they can engage in with their children when they watch television and

when they do not. (23) Some librarians have combined their efforts

with local publ.rc television stations as in Buffalo and developed a

"Television Library Club". (24) Books and stories were presented on

television in order to motivate children to attend their local libraries

for once-a-week "club" meetings in order to follow-up through reading

these books aloud, discussion of the stories, drawing pictures, finding

21



other books related to the themes presented on TV. Readinvilainbow,

produced on Public Television and which evolved from the Buftalo

model, features books that are r.,ad out loud and that can be

found in local libraries. Some librarians either display books

or circulate information about other television programs and books

related to them in their library newsletters.

A commercial television network has been helpful in promoting

reading. CBS, as part of their television reading program, distributes,

free vi charge, television scripts to elementary and secondary school

students around the country. Students read the scripts in the classroom,

taking turns reading the various parts. Teachers can receive cc-prehensive guides

that enable them to initiate classroom discussions and involve students

in a variety of reading, writing and creative projects inspired by

the scripts. The project began in 1977, and as of 1989 more than 36 million

scripts have been distributed around 0 country covering 52 television

programs. (25)

Schools have also implemented eurricuta devoted to teaching children

how to become intelligent TV consumers. We developed one such project

direeteu to elementary school-aged children. (26) Eight lessons were

prepared accompanied by a ti'ovision component related to the lessoa's

subject matter. Major goals were as follows:

1. To understand the different types of television programs,

such as news, documentaries, variety, game ,,Ituation

comedii,, drama, etc.

2. To understand that program.; arc cleated by writers, producers,

and ditectois, and etilize actors and act_Le-,,-, as well as

scenery and props.
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After teaching the exper - rental group the lessons, we then had an

opportunity to teach the control group several months later, thus

allowing us to test our materials twice. Teachers hay, wen trained

to administer the lessons, and workshops were held tor parents of

children while they were exposed to the lessons.

Our curriculum is only one of many in America dealltu, with television

literacy. Under grants from the federal government, four projects

were developed, targeted for elementary-school-aged children, Junior

high school, high-school and college-aged students. In addltion,there

are individual teachers who develop their own informal methods

and who use television in their classrooms as one would use a book.

Children learn how to deal with character analysis, plot development,

setting, themes and identification of various literary devices.

Yale University's language laboratory has even produced a

soap opera format series of TV programs to teach French. It Is so

successful that it has been adopted by many institutions around the

country. Obviously television can be an excellent teaching tool if

used wisely. Many other Universities, Brandeis, New York University,

University of Southern California, MIT, and Syracuse University have

courses devoted to the analysis of television programs aq they relate

to society in ,;moral, and in some ,1a' -es, program-. .me u,td in the

discussion of asthetits as one would use works literiture.

On November 15, 1988, President Reagan signed a public law that

designated 1989 the Year of the Young Reader. the purpose is to encourage

parents, educators, librarians and others to observe the year with

)
titi
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activities that focus on encouraging a love of books and reading

among young people. It is unfortunate that commercial television

has not actively entered into the spirit of this year. It would

be an exciting event to see television programs springing up all

around the country drawn from quality children's literature on a

regular basis. We have one example of this on commercial television

in Boston where Channel 5, WCVBTV, is launching a new program called

"A Likely Story" directed to children ages four and up. Public

Television has been sponsoring Wonderworks for older children. The

programs generally are based on books and are presented with

sensitivity and style. We need more such programs on television

if we truly believe that television can be a positive factor in a

child's life. It is unfortunate that a program like The Electric

Company which was designed to teach reading to children is no longer

on all Public Television stations. This program 'used visual movement

and synchronized voice to teach the blending process of individual

letters into larger units such as words. Letters were made brighter,

expanded, wiggled and jumped in order to help the child associate the

right sound with the right letter. Two profiles of a face were used

so that lip movements could be exaggerated and a child could see the

blending of two print elements slide together and merge into a word

at the same moment when the unit was pronounced. With the advent of

the laser disc, the possibilities of teaching reading through

television are enormous if only educators and producers would combine

their talents
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The use of television for enhanciag positive cognitive effects

is still in the pioneering stage, despite television.-, 1(rt \,eal,.

Too ouch emphasis has been placed on fLlevision's negative tftects on

our social, emotional and cognitive development. Perhaps life begins at

forty for television. We can only hope it Is not too late.
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Rolf Zitzlsperger, Jerusalem 1989

"Media Education, Reading Promotion in Families and

Kindergartens Results of a Two Year Campaign"

1. Starting Point of Media Education/Data on Television

Viewing and Reading in the Federal Republic of Germany

Change of It is undisputed that the development of new distribution

every-day media cable IV, video, computer has greatly influenced the

media everyday use of media in the family. Today's children grow up

usage in with an unprecedented variety of media The traditional public

the family television has become such a natural factor in the media world

of children that a stagnation, if not a decline, in its usage

among children and adolescents is feared by some. Neverthe-

less, according to latest measurements, 6 to 9 year old

children, ion example, still spend an average 74 minutes per

eek-day (Monday to Sunday) in front of the TV, on Saturdays
1

the youngest viewers sit 94 minutes in front of the TV In

addition to this we may expect a higher consumption of visual

media by children and adolescents in hou:,eholds with cable IV

and/or video recorders The additional "attractivity" leads to

an in(.reased consumntion If we look at the youngest age group

once more, findings of the continuous Gfk Television Research

show that, on the average, children aged 6 to 13 spend around

2 V hours (153 minutes) in front of the TV set in households

with either cable or satellite TV, video households show a

30 % average increase of TV consumption among children

Eflects of

expanded

program

offer

Higher TV con,umption, a drastic increase among children,

unproportionally high increase within the lower social clas':,

fewer leisure time activities as results of an expanded

program range all these findings do not give rise to

optimism, particularly if we consider the undesirable social

consequences. "Especially the noticeably greater gap between

television use among the lower middle class and the upper

middle class shows that behavior patterns in families

12P-Lauging 2-..a_diflerent_aacdalraaaLasLreaaingly differ f_i_Qm_
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one another." 3) Above all, the increased television

offer confirms "traditional role differences" and pushes

television viewing more into_the center of family life,

iffpaCtufill o Children under 3 years speut_L.wice as much time in front of

on children the TV_acreen in cable household= than their_peers In

households with traditional programs, 4 to 6 year old

children in cable households watched 67 % more, 7 to 9 year-

olds 40 % more, and 10 to 12 year-olds 17 % more Among the

parents the increase was around 25 5.

Inequality of o Pettina Hurrelmann observes an iheciu_all_of oppo_rt_u_hity_

°opportunity especially for reading and telev_IaLon_Y_I,ewing ia_lne_lazdlx.

TV/reading E g. in such a way that television viewing in contras* to

reading is "a field of behavior in which being grown-up is

expressed by an extensive temporal usage " 4)

ChIldleh_o_e_e_theit parents far le_a_a_ilequaiktly____A_a_readui&

wl.ereas parents, especially many fathers, watch

television very extensively and decide which program is

watched

o In addition, watching television " has become an activity

which, of all media activities in the family, most clearly

,onveyc the impression of common interests," whereas reading

hac become an individual activity, which does not represent

a group activity any more " ') In over 70 7, _of AIL

LeadIn4 instances tna are alone whereas in 62 7e Qi_

all ccaT.,_es children watch _T_It together with thei_r_____parente_,._

Id.rotnero_ QX al=ters, More tnan 77 % of the children mention

common interests of all family members as far as television

viewing is concerned, but only 17 % speak of common inter-

ests concerning books.

o w1tilin_t_he_i_dzu.1 4_ is more often

associated with a supplementation of emotional nearness and

the formation of common interests and knowledge than

television, viewing Nevertheless television viewing gives

"most of thi, respondents similar gratifications without

making such high demands on the conscious attention to

children "
4)

Whereas over half of the families
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at least occasionally read out to their _hildren without ,n

interest of their own, this occur=_ far less frequently with

regard to watching television together

Little o The Allensbach study confirms the results of the Dortmund
interest of family survey of the dillar ent intiar_aalz.L

parents in shildren's_telayiskon viewing 11.11d_readIng beliavioL_ "57 of
duldrEn's parents of 6 to 15 year-old children would like to influence

reading their children's viewing habits, only 21 % wish to influence
6)

their reading " An Allensbach survey of 8 to 12

year-old children showed a strong correlation between a high

television usage and a low interest:in reading. "The group

of children with an intensive television usage without a

noticeable supplementation by reading accounts for about

25 7. of all 8 12 year-olds " b) The share of child-

ren from working-class parents is clearly above average in

this group.

parents as

exerple

o Joy of reading is, according to this study, socially desired

and acknowledged, but it is rather_an abs-__tfact__Alm in C,_h_111

education than an atm whi_oll_is pursualvith_ogdeal of_

interest, We should therefore not be surprised that "only

1a 7, of the wupulation_e4wer_lanc_ed an ialiaxadve_Lau.ding_

education at home, whraa_a__5:1 / experaed_aQ_ reading
6)

Among the 16 29 year-olds 16 %

had an intensive reading education, but still 41 7. cannot

remember any parental reading impulses Among the methods

practised by parents obviously only .a "_aed_u_olion into

Eaading"_i_a really successful. "a reading education by

admonition" often results in the opposite

o To which extent those allieLelit_iLitillie determine the

later reading behavior was established with the help of

regression analysis According to this analysis the most

important factor among children and adolescents is the

behay.lar I i t Li.tuatia_ali_i_e_xamplL

followed by the intensity al ttia_re.ading aJal_aatiari and th.

school,_ "In later period,-, of life the

duration of the professional training represents the

strongest influence, followed by the partner's reading
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Cenclusion intensity, the attitude towards reading in the parental

household and the intensity of the reading education."

Family and o Media behavior is always social behavior at the same time.

kindergarten Reading promotion which aims at changing the media behavior

as focal in favor of reading must reach its addressees in their

points of social environment. Since reading promotion primarily

reading addresses children and adolescents, it must simultaneously

praMiliM influence the "etwork of their social relations first

family, kindergarten, and friends, then school and later

the new social environments they are growing into.

o Like the studies of Hurrelmann and Kocher, Bonfadelli 7)

repeatedly stresses the o_tabiliLing And stimulating

function of the "family context" for the reading behavior

and notes that "only relatively few_parents care about Ui

reading behavior of their childreu"

o On the other hand.

At the same time surveys among parent confirm again and

again, that fathers and mothers are not sure what effects

television viewing has on their children

o The presented findings about reading/television viewing and

the family well as the twofold dilemma of parental

insecurity regarding their media education behavior on th

one hand and a lack of information for parents on the other

have led the Deutsoh=, LeL,egeoells,_haft/Stiftung Leoen to the

idea of a model of remedial mea-ures within a comprehensive

,_or,pt

2. Conception of the Project "Guidance and Information on

Media Education for Parents, Educators, and Teachers"

2.1. Empirical Study of Media Education Problem; in Families

Ae. a bA,,,io of the development of the material and a a

supplementation of the resear,h re:=_ults de,icribed above:
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Flat do

children

rate the

rredia

standardized surveys of media behavior and of media-

educational dilemmas, 64 families with children aged 0 to 6,

7 to 10, and 11 to 15 years.

o Central Questions

o Table 1. Rank of Media among ChildEem.

MEDIA TOTAL A G E GROUPS
SAMPLE 0-6 yrs. 7-10 yrs. 11-15 yrs.

(n=1441) (n=71) (n=31) (n=42)

Picture Books/ 33 % 42 % . 29 % 21 %
Books

Television 23 % 18 % 26 % 28.5 %

Cassettes
(music)

13 % 13 % 6 5 % 19 %

Cassettes
(stories)

23 % 25 5 % 29 % 14 %

Comics 3% 1 . 5 % 6 5 % 2 5

Computer 2 % 3 % 5 %

Daily Ne4spapers 1 % 5 %

Magazines 1 % 5 %

. Several answers possible. Due to roanding off not all tables
add up to 100 %. If not stated otherwise, the figures are
true for the respective sample size.

Parent, of prt-,:chQ41_ cliildrell (0 to ) .cow hap

predominatly an a ,artag,.11 (t)() ; of re-pund

Parent',, look at picture Louk,.., togs -tLer their children and

read out to them from the,e })cook_ l'ultuerm,re, Uook, play an

impoz'ant role for thi- ago group,

children (e g to play, to a-..k rlrc t, n rhoy

prumc,te their imagination, and 'he,y arc ex.:111,,g frt

the ,:hildren (altogether %i ):11,11a/%. ,k/Ad

.:-.Q1 tail" mi

stolieE, book,, a.dventurc. ,:torlc- In the group of the

11 to 15 year olds the reasong, for reading wort elually

divided among the categories 'Ltimulatinn/imagination/e::c_ite

ment and interest /fun
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In over half of all cases the reasons for telev Ion viewing

given in the youngest age group referred to the children's

independence in dealing with this medium Children are able to

handle TV sets alone and to watch programs alone "He's quits

good at it " or "He mostly watches TV when I'm gone, to my

gymnastics or so, or while we (parents) are doing something

else, on Sunday afternoons, while we are cooking "

Television as a common acitivity plays an important role in

all three age groups (27 %) With increasing age television

viewing within the family increasingly gives way to watching

television together with friends In the two older age groups

interest and pleasure in the television program take oi,er

important functions.

The reasons why children in the ,roungeFt giok.p prefer music

cassettes are the children's liking for music which is derived

from examples (parents, relatives) as well as their ability to

handle the cassette-recorder independently For children

between 7 and 10 years music is of rather secondary

importance This seems to be changing with age in the

of 11 to year old children a much larger ,art are

interestt,d in music and consider 1- to 1t, fun (efp,fall;

mu is and hits Parents of pre,Iool 1,ridxcn explain th,./

pr, for ,as=ette- wrth stories ty the fa,

that 1-5f ,_hildien can do that alonc 1.% of all anotonces,

Rea_un: Ilk, ,timulation/imagination'c-, rtement become mire

(111.01 taut lE the children grow cld,r 50 ';)

all three agt g,culip-.7 familiarity and re,-4 'itimn with re?,a2 1 to

the '-tor r-c play an importare. role, among tly ollel children

`hi may n as an experiencing or rcli4ing of the.

cturieo

childt,n who like computer gamer lo thir for rcas,ons-_, of

imaglaation and because of the vx-ilement In the group ol

II to y=ar -old children we alFo la,v(_, to cons.rder dally

wFpapers and magazines for the toting, Loth of which are read

for information
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Impact of o Table 2: Rating of the Mew

mecca on

children as TOTAL SAMPLE
seen by negative positive

58%
parents Television (n=110)

42%

Books (n=69)

Cassettes (n=23)

Television (n=54)

Books (n=44)

Cassettes (n=14)

Television (n=31)

Books (n=14)

Cassettes (n=5)

Television (n=25)

Books (n=11)

Cassettes (n:-41)

13%J 87%

57%43%

AGE GROUP. UP TO 6 YEARS

negtive

64%

Si ti ve

IA

AGE GROUP. 7 TO 10 YEARS

negat58,4ive positive
42%

20%

7%

89%

93%

AGE GROUP. 11 TO 15 YEARS
44% 56%

27%

80%

73%

100%

The two media, televieinn and car,.2ttc, are rated differently

in the different age groups whereas thc, influence of hooks is

mainly rated pohltvely This po=itive rating is reflected ly

the 93 in the group of the 7 to 10 year-olds, the 39 in

the youngest age group and is leal.t significant in the group

of the 11 to 15 year-olds (73 3) The relsuns fur the good

ratings of books in all three age gi uups refer to the factot-s

imagination /creativity and learning/knowledge/language The

first category is especially important in the youngest group

The cognitive influence is rated higher with inreasing age of

the children
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Television is rated predominantly as negative by parents with

children between 0 and 10 years (61 7.); parents of older

children (11 to 15 years) rather consider it to be a positive

factor (56 %). Parents of preschool children Eee the negat1'e

effect especially in the bad influence television has on the

child's behavior and his emotional experience, parent: of 7 to

10 year-old children also see a negative Influence on the

child's imagination and his development of clichees and

prejudices Both groups, however, asEume a similarly poal

impact of television with regard to the child's cognitive

development (learning/knowledge/language) For the sams rea_on

television is seen as positive by the parent= of the oldest

group of children (86 %,) Furthermore the addressing of

problems (political, social, economi(:, ,stc ) is counted among

the positive features of this medium Its impact on the

imagir,ation, the child's behavior and his emotional rcspons,

is seen as negative
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Problem

situation
in the
family
about

media

usage and

solution
by parents

2.2 ailemixa.Q1._ Media Education

o Table 1. First Problem Situattali

"Your child would like to watch a TV program that you objcct
to. How do yo,) react to this' "

A

D
C
D
E
F

A

B
C
D
E

F

A

B
C
D
E

F

A

B

C
D

E

1

1

TOTAL SAMPLE
13
11 %
13 %
10 %
12 %
12 %

AGE GROUP. UP TO 6 YEARS
142 %
11 %
13 %
17 %

5 %
15 %

AGE GROUP 7 TO 10 YEARS
441 %

0 %
12 %
0 %

1 38 %
6 %

AGE GROUP. 11 TO 15 YEARS
1 39 %
22
11 %

5.5 %
5 5 %

I 17 %

A . explain prohibition
B = permission
C , compromise

D = alternative
E = prohibition
F = other

The share of those who would strictly prohibit the program

is highest among the parents of 7 to 10 year-old children
with 38 % (total 11.5 %..
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o Table 2. Second Problem Situation

"Your older child is watching a program, your younger child

is watching it together with the older, but tLe program

seems to be unsuitable for the younger child to you "

B
C

E

F

A

B

C

D

E

F

A

B

C
D
E

F

A

B

C

D

E

F

TOTAL SAMPLE
17 %
18 %

I 35
5 %
3

17 %

AGE GROUP. UP TO 6 YEARS
18.5 %
16.5 %

138
3 %
6 %

18 5 %

AGE GROUP 7 TO 10 YEARS
13 %

I 37.5
24.5 %

%

6
12.5 %

AGE GROUP. 11 TO 15 YEARS
17.5 %

6

141 %

6.5 %
12 %
17.5 %

A = prohibitior for the younger child
B = either both nr none
C = distraction of the younger child
D = younger child may alEo watch
E = sacrifice of older child
F = other

The ma y of 1, Arert"-.4. 7. w,.111 I 41 r, .11 _ r is 4- he
you tigt--r n11.1 t. g 41.1,)y) In wit, ...rr .. h t 17 `4 c,f "10-

parentI wcpil i 1 (1r- bid t he younger 1.ii 4.) wat, th. fro gc
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o Table 3. Third Problem Sitation

How do parents react if their child leads too many comic_

and dime novels

A-1
B

E
F

TOTAL SAMPLE
16 %
21 %
15

15 %
26 %

7.5 %

AGE GROUP. UP TO 6 YEARS
25.5 %
21 %
1,7 %
10.5 %
16 %

8%

AGE GROUP. 7 TO if YEARS
5%

28 %
17 %
11 %
39 %

0%

AGE GROUP 11 TO 15 YEARS
Aj 6 %
B 15%

67
LI 29 %

29 %
12 5

A = aviod
B = raise ioterestc
C = accept with

satisfaction

O agree
E agrce t,ith demand=
F = othet

A largc patt of pareuts of 11P-. Lu 1 Li1Jr,n C 2
r °,) wn,Ald

avoll thc_, A\,,,iling 1:0 lud, = ,.0NttLJ

po,_ket money, hiding or taking, at..t; oml, =,

et 01,1 y °,;, of pat 111 of t I ti 110.1 cwly

of the L)1(1,-._t group ,_oncider 1oiL r a a he,,_ful way

16 7. c.1 the pare_nt would a, -pt

consider prohibition useless Ue,.au-e dutihg this "tran=t

to y'' phase It the development of their child they think

reading comics, is better than not reading at all
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Summary /Conclusion

Pedagogic:al conception

As has become clear in the previously presented survey, a

detailled knowledge of the media-educational problems in

families and of the desired help and assistance to solve these

problems is a prerequisite of adequate media-pedagocial

information Let me therefore summarize the findings of this

initial survey once more.

o Around 70 % of parents are dissatisfied with the handling of

the media in the family; the main problem seems to be the

usage of the television This is especially true if the

family includes small children In other words. The older

the children in the family are, the more satisfied are the

parents with their use . the media The parents are self-

critical enough also to question them own media behavior

Tiredness, boredom, loneliness obviously seem to be more

importa%t factors .han the program offer. Dissatisfaction 12

especially expres,,J about the influence of television

viewing on family communication The slogan "conversation_

are neglek_ted" illustrates the limitations imposed upon

family life by the medium

o Parents dislike their children's, television usage both ,Jr.

far as quantity and quality ale _onc,rn Daren,a1 ,,ontrr,1

is often rendered ineffective by friends,, relatives, et,

o Due to this dis,,atisfaction with the fele,:icjon viewing

sitat.on parents are looking fur the rollo4ing form: of

suppolt in coping with the problems of media wage

n About 13 % of the par(ult,i- would forbid their ,bildren to

watrn a program they do not approve of and try to give

reason: for this.
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What sort of help are parents looking for in their handling of

media educational problems?

TOTAL

F:ummaries of current programs/book.,

B = Criteria for programs suitable for children

C = Information

D = Literature

E = Frac,tical advice

F = instructions

G = Suggestions for leisure time ctivitie,c

H = Contact addres,les for media-educational problems

I = Nothing
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o Asked for their wishes r-,garding comments and advice abou'

TV programs by a media-educational publication we received

the following picture

TOTAL

tCV
o,,z,

CJ
r r),

Z
ABCDEFG
0 to 15 years

BY AGE GROUP

ABCDEFG
0 to 6 years

A = Information/explanations about the
program

B = Book recommendations and reading tics
about the program

C = Game suggestions
D = Additional material
E = Possibilities to follow up the piogrAm
F = Agc referen,es
G = Selection criteria

ABCDEFG
7 to 10 years
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What did we do on the basis of the previously mentioned
results of our empirical study?

PROJhCT MTLINE

Deutsche Leegese.11chaft e v 'Ctittung LeLen
Guidance and Information on Media Edin_ation

for Parents, Educators, and Teacheis
HeiLrih Kreibich, Margit Lenssen, Wolf Zitzlsperr:er

Media-EduoJtional Information for Parents Empirical Study of MedJ
Educational Problems in Families and on Media-Educational Aids

Data on problems of media

Education and Parental

Expectations

Data on problems of media

Education and Parental

Expectations

Teachers' and Educators'

Expectations of Information airs

Reading-Television Viewing Playing Reading-Television Viewing-Playing Information on Media Education

LAL.-Assistance with the selec- &AL.-improvement of media-

tion of the current pro- educational competence news

gram for children and

adolescents -Advice and tips on how to

LILL-Imparting media-educational

-game /play and reading

suggestions based on the

program or as an alternative

-Information of parents about

problems of media education

in the form of tips and

advice

Co-operation

-Arbeitskreis Medienpidi-

gogik, Stuttgart

-Evingelische Medienzentrale,

Hannoyer

-Charitasyerbind, Kassel,

Fulda

accompanying scientific study

1 Bedit-Educational Informatioa

for Parents. 'Raiding Tele-

yision Viewing Playing'

2, tlidikaialignallniciallagg

for Parent Reading Tele-

yision Viewing - P11,ung

Findings of a comparison of the

children's page of Sudfunk

Stuttgart and 'Reading Tele-

vision Viewing Playing' in

100 selected families,

Conducted by.

Abteilung Medienarbeit des SCA-

deutschen Rundfunks, Stuttgart

3. Acceptance measurements of

'Reading - Television Viewing

Playing'

-Suggestions f.lr parental

handle problems of media work

education in the course of

socialization

-Information on game/play and

reading suggestions/guidance

for each age group

-fundamental contributions on

med,a-educational questions

Co-operation: Co-operation

-Arbeitskreis Neue Erziehurg, -J,M,Sailer Verlag, Nurnberg

Berlin -Initiativen de, Lehre,-;)rt-

-Lindesant, fur Jugend and and Yeiterbildung

Soziales, Rheiniand-Pfalz

accompiniing scientific study

Acceptance measurements among

recipients of the letters to the

Parents
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ad 1) Reading Television Viewing Playing

Airr

On this L,-.1...=1E the publication of Television Vi(w,tg

Playing" could be star ted It ,lean that a project

dedicated to media-educational a-_ could not ac.mme to

change the general condition- of media behavior in the family

The attempt should rather be made to k up parents and

children from where they were in their media behavior and to

impart ies of action, ezper iencec in creative

tivi tiv E, playing together and commun-cati Je exchange In

t to show them the potihilitieo of shifting from a

experien,e to an a.- 4- lye experience 9)

"Peading Television Viewing riaying" as a 'soft' var

of media edu's ti on aimed at strengthening e:,isting parental

(media- )educational .sompetences and, abuse :Al, at initiating

a dialogue between parents and children about media, media

contents., arid the use of the mt.dia within the family The

concept of the publication was structured in the following

way

o E'uryey of the current prod ams for children and adoles,_coto

for weeks form of a po.t r nr. each day one ur

rever,31 prry anri. were se1er. ed ur,d t with in di f f,r3nr,'

'ways, w,h1J-Ii might al-sn run parallel,

n :art. or hi 1 dt er, which at, v3-'1 nit program I

1,1 r3--t, ma \, pi ay t hem-, 1 3_ or 11-,I

1,31 13* 13_/ .,1.th their , ,r,Elatc thl

1.1r t, 11,11 .111 .1, t of t

tit '3_, t 1 'II,

4
44
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o games which are designed to nelp ,hildrer. handle problematic
film contents and which give them opportunity to dls/_ass
it with others,

o games which are a counterbalanie to sitting quietly in front
of the TV set and which stimulate the e:fperience of excite-

ment or Limply romping and laughing.

o reading and book recommendations for parents anu children

which, whenever possible, relate directly to special tele-
vision programs and their contorts

The selection of programs consciously also included such

programs 4hich parents as well a, educators would certainly
not have recommended More important for the project, however,

4as that the children, found those programs on the poster which

they really watched and which were "the talk of the day" in

kindergarten, and primary school

The parent, were given e..(planati,:r, and recommendation for

sin-11 programs in a separate columa with "Tips for Parents"

This column aimed at an astivo and productive handling of what

the children had seen and at oft(.ing alternatives to these
programs

Filme and Lerialc whirl, were not i-pecially made for children
1,Ut whi h wer, lornadoast at th- -HI-responding times were
marked 1 / a 1 ie._101:7 th-_1gned -,mbol It W3: meant to ',how

parcnts 1h)t .er'ain programs i;./ t Jo ecrtini.;, too "in-

igesti1.1." that too many qu. +/on wen,' unanswered for

younger -hildren to be left alon., in front of the TV

Fitt/ iha'inn f -Imple. up, "Reading releviolon
Vii wt PI a / hg"

RealiZ.It1unr) 51-'-i-o'for. of 2''.100 _,,pits / two w, elk f ,r 10 issue-,

results of t h kindergirt. 0 rn e, op. / ,t ion with the appropriate

accompanying ur

scientific
Cuppl,,ment to 6ong (67,000 opt ) and Stern (50, 000 copies)study

o Accompanying seminars for educators
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Findings

o high acceptance among educators and authorities in charge of

kindergartens, but no funds for a permanent subsidy

o Accompanying survey of 60 selected familie=. This survey

empirically analyzed the impact of "Reading Television

Viewing Playing" on the basis of parental media behavior

during the time of the survey.

Media What was the use of the media like in those families which

behavior received "Reading Television Viewing Playing" in the

of fami les course of the survey?

selected

for the Use of M-lica by Mothers arise Fathcr_s_

accompanying

study Use of Media by Mothers
per cent)

.4

61%

f=-1

Television

71%

)23%,

Video

Use of M:dia by Fathers
(IN ,- r cent)

SCrt

CCU

-1

I I ,

I I I 13"%
1% ?E.%

4ii
, it 1 r:::\\I 1

71
T'

,y,01J
-_,,,,, ,

, \\\ 1 lac

:1:75 \\\ \\.i
; -1 I a\\ ,-

Television Video Po-iks

4J%

13o%
--1
\22%'
0 I

Book

[11113 seldom [1:71] occasionally CI J daily
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Use of Media by Children

by Age Groups (per cent)

7

Television Books

4 f41

II WI
\1

0

Cassettes
3-5.1 7a.)
Cassetteo

(stories) (music)

1

Video

Occupation with the Leaflet at time T2 and TO

Parents and Child 35 e

Mother alone 32

Child alone 31 4

1 Month

T2 I

Iarc NtL anC1 Ch11T 41

Mo the: on-! 45

,1,,
pgmaN,

T2 ? Month-

Rating of Leaflet

Layou t

r

ITI D, :CI Iptlon

F..1271t. otc_:

Peadi r P, commends t] unS
4.

.

2ort

n.

ft

, /el

CO, (Mt.

l very ILl good 0 0 less [,H) not
47 i good good good



Further Findings onclusion:

a g % of the children (7 to 10 year_ .,,atched TV more

C00,7_,C1OJEly

o Vitt 7 % of the ,_hildren thE pi a, i ta hay: or was 1 nf1 ueL,7ed

pooltivLly

o 4 % only watched rro.'ranil. incik_,,-1ed IL thc _eaflet

o Or,lv %, of the parents otatC 'hat 'hi leaflet ha,_1 no

Influer., at all

.7,,1 no -t 1.7,,L,rtant i nrr1. H

Parent- -ould find COat that wish

t1,7 with t&levi

pn aria and are more concer ii- i 1 tleir childrcn'= meal

behavir

in a ?,peIal CCC sur'..ey 72 '4 of the Talent, ll-odFht the

leaflet to be Food for childr-en, 41 -ay. the prnrter or

t,,Ltitute for a TV Guide

ad 2) Letters to the Parents on Media Education

Starting Point/Conception

ht lette/c., to "11,- an 1T tc)!

; 1/, ,t- content, b7 the "Arb,_Itt-L_Iei, Neue

huni.," in P, nn a ni ha,,, Lien pra,_ti,cd u,ce-ifnlly by th-ui

The '(Ui t I a I f an off n fucy-n,lanitr th,u.:),Lut

Cepublia_ of Germony have the pn,, 11,111'7 of obtoinin?,

on iao ilon_ ui drvelutal p-v ftorr Perlin aril Hi

/It' l,11 to ha' pal 41Ttt'' 1 ri pt _ t 1 'it ct r f'1,

Basel on Inc, OH i t i va experien,_e witb letta,r 'o the parer'

(cf summary if a hapter II 1 an.-1 the DM_TPF(,-1-6-port 197,?/71,,

the att,_,mpt ohiou II he made within 111,_ prop, t to suppurt ti
parent,: in their medi a educational , L,n.reptionl,
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Topics like "My first picture book," "Why does my child like

watching lommercials'" "Reading out and =tocy-felling,"

"Alternatives to television %iewing," "leat and visien=e,

"Children in front of the TV," etc were ;n=o consi-

deration These and other topics -should be taKen up Lh a

simple and understandable form They then be supFle

merited by recommendations for activities anal sent dire t., 'c

the parents, ,scn,idering the age of th.._1 ,hildten The

advantage of this procedure is, amon °liters, the direct

address to the parents, they do not hay to attend parent:-

meeting:, or courses at an adult edu_atinn center In additi-,n

to this, letters to the parents a1 -0 rtlhe a direct dialog

between the educating partners within a iamily possible

A prerequisite for the adequate r,iar,ning and editing uf fl _

letter= the patents as an ,=m_titi,rai stud; of mcdia-

educational problem:, within the family A ,11 OT an analy--

of existing guides on media usag,--

The result, of this survey of media ._du ational problc_ms

within families, which was condtritd in :o-opetation wit`,

Department of Education at Maim hate alted

shown Let me briefly summarize the, main, findings n

the basis of the editorial work

20 I of the respondents stated tl:at would like to 1,rd

Loh, let t'_ , aids, and in'frIl.1,-,ns rot 'he use :di

different media in these letf,-u-=

it Te-e -hnuld also b( wr it t. in an under fand-il(

way Facts and examples =1-inuld r dire,-r

refe:ence in th., r.alitie= of : Imily life

A half of f.npondr,ht' al: I affa,h gted' iii
an , to an appealing layout ..,ti 1110O'.r_ iilustrat,-

anu snort, well _tru,_turcd paragr,t1h,
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7 % About 7 % each also said that the children should be

included by way of pictures, comics etc. and that the

letters should avoid suggesting a "bad conscience" to

the parents by telling them which mistakes they were

making but that they should be offered alternative ways,

of acting.

10 % found it unimportant or had no ideas what such a letter

to the parents should look like and

10 h of the parents in the survey were not interested in such

information letters.

Let us now have a look at the results in the following graph:

',Intents

Six letters with the following topic= for the t-)11owing age

group

The media-educational letters to the patents were finally

conceived for parents of children up to +he dEo 6 year

There were 6 edition:, with the following topi.s

(cf. documentation)
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Survey and Structure of the Letters

Media--Education in the Family

Letter 1: Picture Books for Understanding

Age of Child: 1 to 2 years

connection between the child's -,,psecn development and

looking at pictures and recognizing them

child's beginning understanding of symbols, picture and

'inner picture"

child's comprehension of the world, first by graspi,ig it.

later by words

._onnecftion between the perception of images and language and

thinking

recommendlticns about enr erg'- and outward appear

of priture honk sJitable fur mill children

recommendAtior,s of hu)ks for small childrc.n Ind of ?woks

for parent- wi'h games for small LnilJrcn

Letter P. Reading Out and Story Telling

Age of Child. 2 5 to 3 5 years

tat ,-. of development- ;if peen inj thinking

imp J r_f hi I _

piLture hook-,

- ti,, 1(

ou+ and tor y ria

,OMp't 1 t, -)11 1,1twf, rt t 1r v1 I ,)Ii 111,1 ,) 11(=

chil n all ea y

: reJ

check litt for parents for leading oil' 11,1 story

bibliography
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Letter 3: Always Television?

Age of Child: 3.9 to 4.9 years

competition between television viewin&_, and playing

understanding anA comprehension of pi ,-.,:hoo1 children,

state of development

certain, posoibilitieo of underctandinF, as a Frerequicite of

duplicating the "language" of telcf-iun, tafter-leffcc,t7 of

televi: an viewing on children

recommended rules for the uoage of t;,leviion in the family

prio-ity of playing during the preh,,,J1

biblIntaphy on children and

Letter 4 Lei:Jure Time with Children

Age of Child: 5.2 to 6 year

leicur. tim.. 1_ ottcn ,

riq and t e, )r,

:,111,p1t

ot Thi
mc2d1-, imp,icel fcq new '

lei_ur,

alone, for the ,hild togethe

together with other ,..h.laren

ON plo;ing

/ i pt I 011=,

52
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Letter 5: Joy with Reading Joy of Reading

Age of Child: 6.3 to 7 years

significance of reading during the child's early school

years

significance of learning how to read and poEzibilities of

promoting ti,e "joy of reading"

prefere.-,:e for comics durinE, tLe rativ reaainc age ar,c1 their

influence

children's magazines as an alternative to or a ,omplemer,-

tation of ,_omics, contents of -:ii,drer,'s rrhigazineE

stir,gs of magazinee for child. en an,1 cf

picture Uuo , games, book fur letrent

children'z ene'yclopedias as ur,e puts,dlifv cf dealing

cloesti,inr, at r:1,e ac,e, tecommend_trion ( f V3Y1C-11=1

encyclupediae

bibliDgraphy and 7,hurt dcscriprion- of varicu_

mAgolz,n:_s

Letter 6: old Games New Games

Age of Child: 7 to 8 yearn

g rn at,i toye ior this age 11,d cf de.elopment

of p1J-yrng at 'hi- age, -tats

,_omitrier r.1;11f , of thLir A.ms:

:ignifi of _onr,ufer game,: tut ,11:1 ,imong s,hool

ptrent,A1 ,eeervation-_ e:pectatione oon:erning

eumpntt_r game-,

siginificarce of game.,-,- for children
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guide to suitable computer games

bibliography of game and puzzle books

recommendations of new games that might represent an

alternative to computer games

3. Distribution

10,000 copies of each of the slit editions of letters to the

parents on media education were printed Two test areas were

chosen. first, the city of Berlin, where, in co-operation with

the Arbeitskreis Neue Erzlehung, the letters were distribu,,d

together w.th letters to the parents on questions of develop

mental psychology, secondly, the state of Rhineland- Palati-

nate, where the letter war distributed by the Lanaeoamt fur

Jugend and Soziales through the regional youth welfare

offices The integrated mailing of the letters was meant to

guarantee that parents do not consider media education as a

separate problem.

'Whereas the composition of the distribution list, i e which

families will reseive the letters, was quite unproblematic

with the Arbeitskreis Neue Erziehang, Berlin, we encountered

some difficulties in Rhineland-Palatinate No reliable

information about numbers and age distribution over the period

of one year was to be obtained from the youth welfare offices,

which sent in requests to a central office but distributed the

letters to the parents regionally The distribution of the

letters finally started in Berlin in April 198B and in Rhine-

land-Palatinate in June 1988

LuceptanceLEApeLianuauLGuncluuluna

Until now lbaut ;00 questionnalte-,, which had oven eru_losed to

the letters to the parents, have been returned to the Stiftung

Lesen A preliminary evaluation ,.hawed
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o The letters on "Media Education in the Family" are highly

accepted and rated as "very good" or "good" and are seen as

"very helpful" / "helpful" for the media education of

children

o Further questions showed that tne responding parents with,ut

exception considered the que,stions ana problems addressed in

the letters to be relevant to the respective age of their

child They also confirmed that the letter had initiated a

discussion on media edication between the parents

With the exception of two all parents weie interested in

receiving further letters cn media education in the family

in the future

o Letters _ri media education in the family are a helpful

instrument for the improvement of the parents' media

competence The more so, because they accompany socializa-

tion and the media-educational probelms in the families

Evaluatitan

gg % of those who returned the questionnaire rated the letter

to the parents altogether as "very ,Jud" or "good" and Co

considered the information theso letters contained to be

"helpful" or "very helpful" 84 7, confirmed the relevance of

the problems described, 14 % said they were only partially

relevant and 2 % considered them not relevant 98 % of the

respondents e <pressed their wish for further letters to the

parents

ad 3) INFORMATION SERVICE FOR TEACHERS AID EDUCATORS

NEWS, PROJECTS, AND HINTS ON KEDIA EDUCATION

atair_ting__PQinianci pt Ian

Munv ed,r_air- and teachers hu/,- :1ff: the L

and d,da,tic-_, of solving media edn. atIonal prohlems at kincl,r-
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gartens and schools Many of them have not received and me.-11-

educational knowledge during their training and many a teacher

and educator does not know how to address the tapir "media"

with the parents The Deutsche Lesegesellschaft e V had once

more confirmed some of thece findings in it mJltimedia

program "It's always Television" ("Immed dieses Fernsenen"'

and the accompanying survey of families, kindergartens and

schools (cf. "Immer dieses Fernsehen " ErgeLnisse der Beglit-

forschung zum Medienverbund BMPW-Materialien vol 25. Pad

Honnef 1985). These results as well as the experience of other

organizations dealing with media education formed the basis

for the idea to meet the existing demand for information about

media-educational know-how by a regular information service

(10 issues were scheduled) for teachers and educators This

was also meant as a contribution to the improvement of media-

educational processes in schools and kindergartens. In

addlton to the report on "news" from the area of media

education this information service had the task to develop

suggestions for the work with parents cnd for a child-oriented

handling of media-educational problems Because of the

different target groups "teachers" and "educators" the

publication was divided in two and was geared to the specific -

needs of the two groups while retaining the general topic.

In order to get more data about the desired thematic orien-

tation of the information service educiters. and teachers were

questioned in a first step with thy- hell of a standardized

questionnaire

Findiugt,

of "1-1- 1,s1Lowihg iriciit Is' //1"fIc,r1

the 171,,-' Jr

o Media atiLnal w.

o Fund-Imental Art -1, on the ,cld

o Tips, 1....-ommendations, Model Drcmc 80 14

o Zug?,estions fur the Work with ParL'fi,' 10'; ,?1. 31, 'c
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o Thematic Orientation

Which topic are you particularly interested

to media/media education?

o Effects of the Media 113

in with regard

22 g2 %

o Criteria for the AEsessment
Media and their contents

of

138 28.00 %

o New Media 114 23.12 %

o FuuctionE- of the Media for Children 126 25.56 %

o Practical Approaches to
Media Education 230 46 65 %

o ':elation between
Tele :ision Viewing and Reading 111 22.51

Would you rather like fundamental contributions on this
tope_ or would you prefer practical advice and suggE:tions,
for your lessons?

o Rather Fundamental Contribution:, cG

o Rather Practical Advice and
Sugge,rtions for your le-7..'Eon,s'

1(2, 27 5

71 23

Ccn:luic.,n Practical ad,.icE? and tur

tinnal ar

priortt. "Pr_Actt_zil tp

.,tier, " F,5 Tor

ut ,'4," 11,1 "

M, Li it,c,"

Rtalizattma

Th : _

total of li - i h 1.1110'-771.1+

aril C1+;')1 t 1.1 1 t .111,1

t k-23::,r" ,11 1 .11 r,cud ') at 1)1
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Findings

We could observe a great demand for such information, but tLe

support of the project by the Minister of Education and

Science was limited to 10 issues The Stiftung Lesen will,

however, continue its work along these lines with a computer

assisted data bank on "Reading Promotion".

Conclualgla

Regal lta, of the Campaign

The accompanying scientific surveys in ramilies and kinder-

gartens aria among educators and tc..,chers, which were conducted

in co-operation with the Department of Education at Mains

University have shown that family and kindergarten are focal

points for the promotion of reading This means that not tri,_

school, but primaily the family and secondarily the kinder

garter are the source uf a child's, motivation to deal with

books

On the basis of our existing knowledge 4(- rmiv a=-Jum

o "Redding Television Viewing d- a soft form :

reading and media edu,ation greatly ,_ontributeL to "irf,r' 1-

tion Eecurity" and thus to the Melia , urnpet,r,,e" ut

parpnts

o "Media Edu,ational bettert_i to the FariNts"

socialization within the family alt_ wticome aid tu

parent-, in the media education uf Lhrldren, beFinnil,g

at a very early age

u ' Infurmrtion i=:ervice for feachLr-, and Edu,ators" may be PliL

way uf r-zercuming a lack of knuwledge and information in

que_tions of reading and media education reIV1CC-E like

the epre.,ent one putibillty of puttinp fundamental

ideas, models, and tips for the promotion of reading into

the pedagogical practice of educators and teacher.
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In the meantime the poster "Reading Television Viewing

Playing", which was tested duririF this model project, is

prnted eekly in the weekend 1 of a daily newspaper and

is thus made accessible to all readers Ve hope that other

newEpapex s will follow this po:itive campie

Vith /ecari to the maJ:a educatiorci 1,t ter t 1,:,1 :7_1,r

further procil ilities of support are ci rrel,t1

consider at Ion, ac we art_ cent nuno 1

reciaeto from youth welfare office:

The meJl,i- oduatior,ai ni or mat lun _ f r *e-_hr ar, _

educatorc m,anwhil been a area l%t:a a d

data hard, on 1 I eTatur-I and on 011-r r r ,1

E''-r'' el aryl -:cid,_at,d J , 1. _' r =

la'a 1-,-Arj, Ind ub'ai% nform,A t a in . 1 1 ` _

projeLr

NeverthLi. prom-,t1r,, r

IA- t t ; _ :

crit r,r e, 1, a "C.) ,rper I,

a-_ well a- a iliatInr,f''

, cffl WIA:tmeh'

er r TId7 r

More of 3t ()_'.r next _,.vmp:-ri,m
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Encouraging Reading: A Philosophic, Pedagogic, and Personal
Approach An Overview of a Primary School Library Program
Barbara Rush, M.L.S., M.A.

Read! Read' Read! Join the Literacy Club' Love reading, now a-d

Forever!

These might be the slogans representing the aims of the prima.,

school's entire instructional program. Thus, it is only natural t- it

the school library, an integral part and the backbone and support

the school's program, has as its foremost goals the educating of

children to understand the world around them and themselves, and '-'

become independent readers; in the woras of Charlotte Huck (p. 740),

"We must do more than teach children to read; we must help them t:,

become readers, to Find a lifetime of pleasure in the reading of ;oar"

books."

The library's prograrr of reading encouragement is based and

consequently built on several philosophies, which must be understood

before one is introduced to the program itself:

1. The school library is a place where not only books but where

life experiences exist. This is in accordance with and can be traced

to a changing emphasis in libraries in general- Historically, with

the creation of writing came a change in the way man used memory.

Books (and libraries) became depositories for basic knowledge, thus

Freeing the mind for expression in art, music, etc. This creative

expression, too, eventually Found its way bacV to the library which

then became not only a depository of life as seen in books but also a

place where life itself Flourishes. The adult library oP' the 1960's,
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For example, is a place where one can riot only Find books,

videotapes, recordings about dance, but where one can also view a

live dance performance or participate in an instructional dance

program. Accordingly, the school library too is a place where

experiences exist, where children may not only peruse books by

themselves or chatter with classmates about a magazine article on

whales, but where they also may open the window tc feel the wind, s1w

dinosaur puppets, dramatize a play, manipulate to clocks, examine

the teeth oF a live rabbit, nibble on fish-shaped cookies (supplied,

of course, by their book Friend Swimmy), dress themselves in the

uniform of a community Fire Fighter, etc. Since reading begins with

experiences, personal and vicarious, the library shares the

responsibility of providing these experiences in order to set the

groundwork for further reading. Also, since, as Jim Trelease

suggests (Trelease, pp. 69, 70),the things that keep life on an even

keel love, courage, compassion, and justice are learned not via

technology but rather through two means, one of which is experience,

and because these very liFe-long tools are learned by the child on

the primary level as he interacts with others (Fulgrum), the library,

via its activities, provides experiences in whiLh children, in their

interaction during the library's program, learn to be fair, to

cooperate, to love each other.

2. The library i5 a child-centered place. When children come to

school in the morning, they bring with them the characteristics of

childhood exuberance, wonder, Freshness- and alsr tneir Fears and

proLlems, rangirj From a bruised Finger to not being invited to a

birthday party to Facing the imminence of parental divorce.

b 4 '
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With our student population consisting of children in

kindergarten and grades one and two, some of whom are non-English

speaking at home, and 12 percent of whom are in a special education

program (mentally retarded, emotionally disturbed, health, language

or multiply handicapped), the entire school program is Focused on the

needs of the child. Ever-mindful that ours is a pedagogic setting,

we work as a team of administrator, classroom teachers, art, music,

physical education, reading, library, speech, English as a second

language teachers, psychologist, health staFF, paraproFessionals,

clerical staff, relying on congruence and constant dialogL' between

us to work with children in both cognitive-and affective areas.

In the library this means that the librarian, trained in both

child development and children's literature (The school librar.an has

a bachelor's degree in education and an HLS), combines these two in

working to meet children's needs. S/he endeavors to provide

materials that meet the interests, not only of primary age children

in general, but of each child, every child has an interest, and For

every interest there is a book. It means providing not only book and

A-U materials but also toys that can be manipulated, stuffed animals

and book friends that can be hugged, book displays that arouse

curiosity, and an atmosphere of comFortability where reading

encouragement can take place. Sometimes it means using techniques of

puppetry, drama, or group guidance to learn how different children

feel about themselves and their world, so that the librarian may

suggest a book in which the same Feelings may be reflected. It means

"tuning in" to a remark made by a child during sharing time or group

discussion. It means grasping the moment, as when one kindergartner
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recently flashed her fake "gem-studded" finger at me upon arrival at

school. "Look," she beamed, "I'm marriedl" The "groom" piped in

with, "Yeah, to me'" This was immediately followed in the library

with a reading of Carl Sandburg's The Wedding Procession of the Rag

Doll and the Broom Handle and a procession of our own. What an

opportunity for presenting rich language and good illustration;

Sometimes it means becoming aware of what is happening in a child's

life that day or at that moment; the child may have just lost a

beloved pet, spent the day in court at a custody battle, left his/her

lunch on the bus, been in a fracas on the playground. Sometimes it

means knowing who "needs" to have his/her picture displayed on the

bulletin board or who needs an extra hug. It means, in terms of

guiding reading growth, knowing who is ready to move on to new

authors, new horizons and who needs the "paper security blanket" of

old favorites like Clifford, Curious George, or still another

dinosaur book.

The library is able to grasp the moment and serve as a

child-centered place precisely because. 1. the library is accessible

and available to the child, and 2. because there is constant on-going

cooperation between the library and the rest of the staff, who

endeavor together to meet the child's needs. Teachers read to

children every day, necessitating a well-supplied classroom library

and also dialogue with the library. Teacners participate in

-
literature related activities: When the library presents The

fe

Gingerbread Man, the children may bake gingerbread cookies in class.

Conversely, when children are learning about shadows as part of their

science curriculum, the librarian may suggest Marcia Brown's
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award-wInning book or encourage children to participate in a shadow

sheet dramatization in the library.

3. Reading is not a subject by itself but is, rather, a tool for

the acquisition of life knowledge, reading is the curriculum.
---

Learning is the equivalent of the totality of language, and reading

embodies all language experience (listening, speaking, singing,

writing). Lar,2uage, according to H. Alan Robinson (1988), has many

parts but is functional only in its wholeness. In Fact, it would

seem that the totality of language expression is greater than the sum

of its parts. In the library, therefore, it is natural for children

to sing, chant, speak, listen, write, gesture in the course of the

library's programs.

The library's program, then, is one that is e(periential and

multi-modal, and one that, because it is child-centered, must be

Flexible and personal The library program cannot rely on the

premise that the child will reach the material, which, be it book or

audio-visual, is, in the final analysis, static, the program instead

works on the premise that the person working with the child will find

a way to reach the child.

Storytelling in the 1)trary, for instance, is an intimate and

personal sharing by the teller, combining story, language, and the

child's experience. A popular anecdote ir storytelling circles

_nvolves a man who traveled to a r3mote village in Africa, there to

find that the villagers had Just received television reception. For

one week, two, three the villagers at glued to their TV sets, after

which they got up and left. "Where are you going? asked the visitor.

"To the storyteller, " came the reply. "But why?" asked the
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visitor. "Surely the TU knows more stories." "Yes," answered the

villager, "the TU may know more stories but the storyteller knows

me." The personal telling of stories is a reassuring experience for

th-. listener.

Also, because the child is imitative and learns by observing

models, the personal aspect of the program is particularly important,

on many levels, in encouraging reading. When the principal

personally shares a favorite book and reads it to the children, when

a kindergarten teacher personally accompanies a child who is "coming

of age" and choosing for the first time a book to read by

him/herself, when the reading teacher personally accompanies a group

of children to the library to select enrichment reading, the material

and the car.ng experience add an intangible quality of endorsement

that cannot be measured in the encouragement it gives children to

read.

And now let us turn to the program itself. The library's

program of encouraging reading, which we have thus far seen to be

based on philosophy, pedagogy, and personal contact, is comprised of

Four interrelated aspects, each of which cannot exist without the

other Presenting an awareness of reading, stimulating the child's

imagination, stimulating the chili 's language, and increasing the

child's reading skill.

1. Presenting an awareness of reading In order for children to

read we must make them aware of reading, present a positive attitude

and lay the foundation for building appetites. The library,

therefore, must present materials appropriate For the young child,

materials that entertain, inform, arouse curiosity, give pleasure.
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These include:

- Non-fiction books Calimals- including dinosaurs and pets-, space

technology, sports, and drawing are Favorites) that inform the child

of the real world about him/her. Although these serve as a major

source of encouraging reading, the Focus of this paper will be on

literature and its related activities.

Alphabet books, ranging From those that are tools For learning

about a particular subject: to those CAnno, Van A llsberg) tnac are

artistically and Intellectually quite sophisticated.

-Wordless books, in which pictures tell the story and which allow

children to privately interpret, to develop their own experiences,

words and language patterns, thus building their own self-esteem.

-Fiction, including picture books, which present the Familiar

concerns of childhood (the Fear of the dark in Ira Sleeps Over, for

instance) which reassure children and convey the covert message that

we too have the hopes and Fears of those we read about.

-Picture books that present meaningful lessons for children (as do

the Frogs in Leo Lionni's It's Mine).

Pict xe books which enlarge the child's world by taking him/her to

the city, the Farm, other countries, and segments of the population

with whom s/he would not ordinarily come in contact, (as does Wilfrid

Gordon McDonald Partridge, which deals with a child's relationship

with the elderly).

-Folk tales, which introduce children to other cultures, which

reflect universal truths and content and stylistic devices

traditionally used by the storyteller (cumulative patterns,

repetition of wording and action); oral literature thus provides the
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child with "an ideal tranformation from being a listener to being a

reader." (Lauritzen, p.788).

Fairy tales, which speak to the heart of every child, offering via

courage, use of wit, and adventure, the means to overcome the cold

world already affirmed by every child. These tales present conflict,

vent stress and emotion, present clues to life's story, and provide

an escape into the lives of others. Because there is a direct

connection between the child's heroes and heroines and his/her own

self-image and achievement, the reading of these tales is important.

(Trelease, p. 42). Books of single tales such as Zelinsky's

beautiful Rumpelstiltskin are best at this age.

- Books that present magic, fantasy, humor.

Poetry, which eases a child's hurts. Read often and kept simple,

poetry becomes contagious to the young child.

-Nursery rhymes, (only one form of poetry), which are intuitively

loved by children (per naps because they re-create the flow of contact

that relates back to the bonding between parent and infant as the

parent hummed and soothed), which ar3 strong in rhythm, alliteration,

repetition, and nonsensical words, and which, according to Marie Claw

(p.2Li), provide a good starting point of sensitivity to sounds within

words.

Books of songs (poetry set to music). On the primary level books

presenting individual songs are best, as these are usually not

overwhelming and are beautifully illustrated (Mammy, Buy Me a China

Doll, Hush Little Baby, etc.)

Predictable books, which lend themselves to creative activity.

Easy readers, presenting a limited vocabulary and designed for
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children to read themselves, thus giving them the Feeling of success

in reading.

-Books meeting the special needs of children For whom English is a

second language. (MoustaFa, 1990).

Since not all of life's tools of love, courage, compassion, and

Justice (which were mentioned earlier) can be learned through

experience, the child learns these through the book (and their

expression in A-U software), the media that preserve life's

experiences.

2. Stimulating language and 3. stimulating the imagination:

Since these two aspects cannot be divorced From each other, they

will be discussed together.

By presenting good literature (picture books, poetry, Folk and

Fairy tales), the library is automatically presenting material that

stimulates the imagination. The imagination is Further stimulated

when children are encouraged to think, to Feel, to create beyond the

story.

As Olga Nelson points out (p. 396), "...a story is truly more

than a story. It is like a multiFacited gem that can be seen many

different ways by each viewer." Although all listeners may

understand the literal meaning LJE a story, each responds in a

different way, giving the story a personal meaning tied to the world

s/he is moldlng. When children create beyond the story by responding

individually to the story's themes conflicts, and characters, they

are discovering anc telling who they are. The story, then, acts as a

catalyst for generating ideas.

In the librarq we create and generate ideas through:
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a. Creative questioning and discussion;

b. Drama (improvisation, pantomime, role playing, recreating

Favorite stories (folktales or folk tale -like. The Fat Cat, Caps for

Sale, The Three Dilly Goats Gruff), shadow plays, and manipulating of

child-size storybook dolls, made for us by a parent group. Young

children,and especially special education children, resound well to

these dolls, knowing intellectually that they are not real, yet

talking to them as though they are friends.

3. Art (making book jackets, posters, games, puzzles, mobiles,

masks, puppets, etc., illustrating our own books,

4. Writing words and music.

Throughout these activities language and social skills are

developed, as children relate to literature and to each other.

Literature, both prose and poetry, provides a wealth of

language, colorful, sensitive, and rich in meaning, for each child to

use and a vehicle through which s/he may experience Feelings. When a

story is presented, the story and its language act together as

metaphors to bring its meaning to a more heightened awareness.

Language is stimulated in the library, not only because it presented

but because it is crest -d-

We constantly create new stories, new songs, new poetry. We

rhyme, rhyme, rhyme, and rhyme some more. We play with language; wa

clap and snap as we find rhythm in our own names or in familiar

objects around us. CA kindergartner recently signed a borrower's

card with her new self-appointed name, Jenny Penny.) Children are

encouraged to create their own metaphors, alliterative and

onomopeatic phrases, we use the metronome to set tempo, and often
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extend these patterns into music.

Often we create patterns and rhythms based on those used by

authors; gaining control of these patterns leads to meaningful

reading and writing growth.

"Stand Back," Said the Elephant, "I'm Going to Sneeze" inspired

an action song about a Flea, in which the children have an

opportunity to sneeze as would different animals. A Chanukah story,

written cooperatively in the library by a second grade class, was

based on the fortunatel, ,Jnfortunately pattern in Remy Charlip's

Fortunately. The book was dramatized and presented to the entire

school. The Caboose Who Got Loose stimulated a kindergarten class to

create a nonsense story based on the rhyming of caboose, loose,

goose, moose, juice, the book was illustrated and set to a calypso

beat.

Often story or music is created in coordination with a classroom

need or activity:

"Yellow day" (when everyone wore yellow) inspired a mood poem,

Yellow Is , that became a basic text. "Hat day" (when

everyone wore hats) inspired a story about a growing hat worn by an

imaginary character, Mrs. Tak Tak, the story incorporated a

cumulative pattern Familiar to children From other sources (such as

The Napping House) and an original melody For the refrain. The big

book To Town led to our adding a musical verse "OFF to -own, off to

town, hear our wheels go round and round" as each kindergartner

"read" his or her page about about how In: or she would go to town;

the book is well loved since the children can read both the simple

text and the music. Alphabet learning includes singing an original

f
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rap, twisting our bodies to form the shapes of letters, and making

ABC books in chyme or related to a particular subject; one of these

is illustrated in micrography. The music and art staff lend

assistance to our creations.

1.0.en the reading teacher had exhausted our supply of wordless

books for a first grade project, we set all the second graders to

making wordless seouential books based on a day in their lives.

These, inspired ty Tell Me a Mitzi and qlexander and Day, were

illustrated in cartoon fash2on with assistance from the art teacher.

One day during Fire Prevention Week a kindergartner brought a

live dalmation dog, 3randg, to school. A question was sent to the

library: Why is the dalmation the mascot of the fire house? Calls

to the public library and several kennel clubs yielded no

satisfactory answer, a situation which the library viewed as an

opportunity for creative writing. That very afternoon two easels

were set up in the library, one with the beginning of the story; the

other, with the ending. The children immediately created a charming,

sequential story, using dialogue, story structure and grammar

(although they were unaware of the terms). Brandy the Fire Hero is

now part of our permanent collection, so that anyone who wonders why

the dalmation is the fire department's mascot can find the answer.

Sometimes a book is created as an outgrowth of a child's

particular needs. During the first month of school, a parent came to

see me because her child, Chris, was fearful of an upcoming move to a

different state, and the parent asked if we had a story book that

could make the move less searful. We did, and we also wrote our own

personal book called A Letter to Chris. It begins with Chris
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expressing his fears about his new scary house, followed by the

question "How cFn we send a letter to Chris in his new house?" Using

the pattern "We could go on a but might

" eac'o child contributed in a creative way, ending with the

assurance that this post office will deliver the mail and we will be

waiting for return letters from Chris. In this way Chris knew that

he was loved and wou'd be missed by every child but that the

communication would continue. The book was immediately illustrated

and became part of our collection. A copy was given to Chris.

Language-stimulating activities often arise via parent contact.

Recently, a parent new to the U 6. expressed concern about her son's

embarrassment at her poqr rr7mmand of English. After discussing

stories she knew from her own childhood, I discovered that she was

delighted with a version of "The Gingerbread Man" she remembejed from

her childhood in Russia. Then, after the classroom teacher read the

story to the class and I told Johnny Cake and sang and played "Mt-.

Bun," so that the children could become familiar with the linguistic

patterns, the parent came to read us the story in Russian. How lucky

for us that we were able to hear it, to learn more about the

calligraphy and sound of another language which led to interest in

other Russian tales). But, more important, the bridge built between

child and parent via this activity cannot be measured.

Because the library is a meeting place for all classes, it

provides opportunity for sharing. Children who write their own

stories may come and read to others. Sometimes the entire school

gets involved in a cooperative language activity, as they did at

Halloween when each class wrote one sentence of a ghost story, posted
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on the bulletin board, so all could watch it grow.

Perhaps the most successful activities that encourage reading

(in terms of the number of books the children read) are the long-

range activities in which the library and classroom work together:

During Li-bear-y Week, the teachers received a rolling cart of 35

books and magazines that they could use with the children. In one

class, for example, the children had a bear picnic, based on The

Teddy Bear's Picnic, at which teddy bear cookies and apple juice were

served and the book was read and sung. Uideocassetes of real pandas

and bear stories were shown. One of our teachers, a world traveler,

showed slides of koalas. In the library each child was invited to

bring a to bear, as both bears and children listened to favrrite

tales, dramatized Goldilocks, did bear finger plays, or wrote a bear

story, that one kindergartner creatively entitled "Keith's Love a

Bull Love a Bull Honey Bear." Each child received a bear present and

a paperback bear story to take home. Now, months later, these bear

stories continue to be circulated; it is difficult to find one left

on the shelves. A moith -long Mother Goose project was equallo.,

successful.

But perhaps the greatest moment for the librarian comes when

s/he is able, through these creative activities, to match a book to a

particular child, thus creating a reader. Recently, after listening

to and dramatizing The Magic Feather Duster, a second glade class wal

encouraged to return home and perform some "magical" act of kindness

Two days later, when we met again in our sharing circle, one child

said that she would like to stop fibbing at home so that she could

"magically" be happier. Later, during a private conversation, she
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expressed regret at being caught at and being punished for Fibbing

but showed no evidence oF viewing lying as being harmFul to others or

intrinsically "bad." About a week later I told the child that I had

a book to share just with her, and, after discussing the possible

meaning of the title words Sam, Bangs and Moonsdine, I read her the

story, and together we enjoyed the illustrations. The child has

since read and reread the book, and now, whenever she sees me to

divulge some tidbit of personal news, she looks at me with the

special gleam one gives a private Friend with whom one shares a

special secret, For now we (and other readers) -now the meaning of

bad and good "moonshine." The story may not nae.: cured her habit but

it made a diFFerence in her life'

4. Increasing reading skill:

This Fourth interrelated aspect oF the library program, although

not taght as a direct goal, is one that nevertheless occurs

automatically when children come into daily contact and interact with

good li_erature. Could children's vocabularies, for s.: ample, not be

built up, their ability to sequence not be strengthened, their sense

oF spelling not be sharpened? Research does Indeed indicate a

connection between reading skill and many oF the activities described

in our program- Marie Clag (1989) talks of the link between

experience with rhymes and literary success, Uhl (1969) presents

evidence that singing helps children spell and develop auditory

perception skills needed For reading, RuddEll and Haggard 11985), in

their study, conclude that language perFormance is directly related

to language environment and that oral and written language, being

parallel, are directly related to reading acquisition and
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develcoment, Pellegrini's Findings (1900) that there is a

relationsh2p between play and' acnieement in reading have signiFicant

pedagogical implications Lehr '1966, concludes tnat children s sense

oF theme may de 'elop From their earliest encounters with the

narrative, and Nell '19168', in a study done with older students cn

ludic reading, one which e amires the processes oF reading

gratiFication, concludes that tocs are the most potent means the

entertainment industry bucvldes For consciousness change.

"The great gift oF literature is its connection between the

author's WOrs and the child's liFe." ,Schmidt. 1989) We who love

and wort with both children and literature share the responsibility

oF maling that connection. D,_,7 drogram oF encouraging reading works

because it is subr;crted by a- administrator .'ho creates an atmosphere

oF cossitil og a sharing staf that sees the reading program as

vita by interested' parents u'ho run a scrooi boot Fair, circulate

Loci 1.sts and ae:'.,ities at the buhlie library, participate in a

Parents as PeaLing Partners program , in which they agree to read to

children ever, tag', and sponsor visiting authors and cultural arts

programs, by the public library and its numerous s.:bpementai

wutl-,ties, communit,j res:certs ,,nno share 'heir pertise with us,

an;, e.e7 h,J _oral Tereants haeg chdrer s hccr posers in their

stdre s. 11 hr.3.,-g,h readings ,r d,roFessional

jourT".,3 al'e',ca-Le at tmess:cna. r.-7,-ferb--ees, are tne combined

of star: to ,,ere arc '=ry melee, so that

we ,a, he :-1.1allenged t2 children irto readers and to

not een envisioned

Barbaro 1.1-..raru-red:a speo.ai.st of the Wood Park Primary
`,ehcn! In E Jmmadt , N.Y.
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The Media Can Encourage Reading
Some Current Television Programs in the United States

Arlene M Pillar, Ph D
Long Beach, New York

It is fair to say that in the United States today virtually everyone watches some

television, although most probably do not watch selectively The influence of

television on our lives is a subject that generates strong feelings We have

endless statistics about the numbers of hours pre-schoolers watch TV before they

even step into a classroom, the hours the average high school graduate has spent in

front of the set as compared with the hours in school, and even the number of

killings a child has seen by the age of 14 It seems to me, though, that despite our

statistics, what we cannot know for certain ic, whether TV is good or bad for

children The only thing we can know fur sure is that its impact is indisputable

That being the cace, we must harness TV's power for the good

There are educators and social scientists who find television a convenient target

they blame the medium for students' decreased reading scores, or their passivity,

or their aggressiveness, or their lack of attention and enthusiasm in school In

general, there is r,othing much positive ever said about the effect of television on

young lives And, perhaps, this is because those who are doing the speaking are

part of the literate, book-oriented society, the society which believes that "In the

beginning, there was the word", perhaps, they have a built-in bias i know that the

commonly held notion is that reading is somehow "better" than tc evision viewing,

but doesn't it serve all our best interests to forget the debate and, instead, to

focus our energies on what we car do to make TV work for rather tnan against-

us, to know what we can do to tap children's natural interest in TV to enrich

reading and communications skills?
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I would like to tell you about three outstanding television projects in the United

States today whose objectives include the encouragement of print, as well as

visual, literacy They are the "CBS Television Reading Program," "Reading

Rainbow," and "Long Ago & Far Away

CBS Television Reading Program

The "CBS Television Reading Program" is tne one of longest standing In 1976,

CBS, a major national network, started to distribute to schools across the country

scripts of TV shows, which were going to be aired in the ensuing weeks They

wanted to help teachers help students become morn critical viewers and, at the

same time, help them become better readers The scripts are what actors and

actresses work from printed in a newspaper-like format To date, more than 20

million scripts have been distributed nationwide There are scripts available for

eight to ten shows annually, and the target audience runs from elemerilaiy through

secondary school

In those early years, I wrote many teacher's guides for CBS to accompany the

scripts To this day, these guides always have a bibliography for further reading

about the key subject In addition, they include a range of facts related to the

topic and teaching ideas for studying both the script and telecast Although it is

not necessary for students to watch the telecast- -they can read the scripts

independentlysome of the activities work best whey-, 31.udents have had both the

visual and print experience The teacher's guides also include a summary of the

program's plot, a description of characters, suggestions for understanding

elements of a script (e g , format, technical terms), vocabulary and comprehension

activities (on plot, theme, characterization, and setting), and questions to enhance

language and reading development The guides acknowledge the reading-writing
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connection and, therefore, have questions which may be responded to in either

mode

Among tile "enrichment activities" are those which ask for critical evaluation (CBS

wants to ercourage a more critical/non-passive audience), personal experience

(CBS recognizes the importance of children's "prior knowledge" and relating

reading and viewing to one's own life), and creative expression (CBS understands

that imagination is needed to envision alternative realities)

Research has found that supplementary work with scripts increases enjoyment and

interest in reading Furthermore, motivation, participation, cooperation, and

effort levels are raised The study of scripts prior to viewing increases

understanding of content, after viewing, rereading the script enhances

appreciation of characters In addition, the combined effect of the visual and

printed word influences values and attitudes Students have said that the

opportunity to act out scripts is stimulating, and, when parents view TV with

thew children, there is a closeness that develops More than 25 million students

have been involved with the scripts since the CBS Television Reading Program

began Among the wide variety of broadcasts offered are The Lion, the Witch,

and the Wardrobe by C S Lewis and Oliver Twist by Charles Dickens

Reading Rainb,li

On March 27, this Year of the Young Reader in the United States, "Reading Rainbow,"

which started in 1983, launches its seventh season on public television Its target

audience is five- to eight-year-olds, grades kind:Tgarten to fourth The program

is broadcast by nearly 300 public television stations to 95% of all US homes

"Reading Rainbow" stresses that reading is an exciting way to open up new worlds
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of learning and imagination, to make reading part of youngsters' everyday lives

Its goal is to cultivate a love of learning and reading Each program has a video

adaptation of a feature book from which the theme is drawn In addition to the

feature book, three other books are enthusiastically reviewed by children There

are dances, songs, animation, and "kid -on- the street" interviews This year,

"Reading Rainbow" has ten new programs on topics ranging from mummies to

household and jungle cats, from facing blindness to African music In total, there

will be 60 different half-hour episodes, and science programming plays a key role

in many of them

Actor LeVar Burton hosts the series and explores the unusual locations which are

settings for the stories For example, for the book Barn Dance', by Bill Martin,

Jr, and John Archambault, viewers travel to the Tennessee hilltops to track down

some country bluegrass music Country music star, Roy Clark, narrates the feature

book For Duncan and Dolores, by Barbara Samuels, the story of a girl's attempt

to win a cat's affection, viewers goes to Marine World Africa USA , in California,

to see a Hon and Bengal tiger They also go behind the scenes of the Broadway

musical, "Cats," to see how actors transform themselves For the book Mummies

Made in Egypt, by Al iki, viewers go to the Boston Museum of Fine Arts to look at

a mummy through modern CT-Scan technology

"Reading Rainbow" has touched the lives of millions of children In summer 1988

&one, it reached eight million children a wr:ek To date, the number of titles

featured and reviewed is more than 250 The books discussed have a special

imprinted logo, whicn children and parents can easily recognr° it designates a

"Reading Rainbow" selection Parents are urged to make reading a family affair

There is a Resource Guide, too, for each of the featured books, which is intended
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for both teachers and parents it includes a summary of the story, discussion

questions, learning activities, a list of the three "review" books," and an

"additional book" suggestion for further reading on the same topic Booklists are

sent to librarians and teachers to give to children

The program attacks the nation's literacy problem by encouraging beginning

reader: to "read for pleasure and entertainment "Reading Rainbow" aims to

"nurture a child's imagination and the ability to express this imagination in

words" Children are asked "to make up stows, to create art, and to describe

places" The intent of "Reading Rainbow" is to bring reading and the written word

to children's attention, using TV to motivate children to read The program has

received many awards and has had a positive impact on children and the family

A recent survey revealed that 93% of the librarians questioned said they expanded

their collection of "Reading Rainbow" books to meet increased demand from

children Of those surveyed, 86% credit the show with stimulating children's

interest in reading more books, they think it is a powerful influence on children's

attitudes Publishers, too, observe pos:tive effects sales increased from

between 200 to 780% cn "Reading Rainbow" fc-itured books

Long Ago & Far Away

"Long Ago & Far Away" is brand new The sixteen-week series, which showcases

international television programs of classic and contemporary children's books,

folktales, and fairy tales, began on January 28, 1989 Tne promotional materials

say that the half-hour telecasts "will iiispil e the love of reading as they guide us

through the wonderful world of children's literature" The series spans a diversity

of cultures and customs, places and languages, themes and ideas
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"Long Ago & Far Away" appeals to children ages five to nine It is presented

nationally on PBS by WGBH/Boston, in partnership with The International Reading

Association, The Library of Congress-Center for the Book, and the Association for

Library Service to Children/American Library Association In addition, the series

has received endorsement from The United States Board on Books for Young People

(USBBY), the National Council of Teachers of English, and the American Federation

of Teachers

The series uses se 'era] different captivaLing visual styles- animation,

claymal ion, puppetry, and dramatization -to unfold the magic of such stories as

The Pied Piper of Hamelin" by Robert browning, "The Sleeping Princess" from the

Brothers Grimm, The Wind in the Willows by Kenneth Grahame, Abel's island

by William Steig, and The Talking Parcel by Gerald Durrell The telecasts are

faithful to their literary sources traditional symbols of folklore abound, musical

background is true to the setting, openings parallel those in the published books

There are two guides available to assist paren teachers, and librarians One of

the guides, which I edited, is a 16-page student newspaper that was printed and

distributed by the Newspaper in Education network The total distribution of this

insert is 250,000 nationwide A single page is devoted to each story, it includes a

synopsis, related material on the subject (e g , the Russian folktale "Svatahor" has

a segment on sunflowers), an activity (frequently emphasizing writng) or game,

and a list of other books to read called "More Books About It Thee are

experiences to involve children in the beauty of literature

There were 92,000 copies printed of a four -color poster promoting the series,

with "Tir, for Librarians" and a bibliography of related books Publicity efforts
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have reached more than 10 million people, including teachers, students, parents,

and school administrators

The television series, "Long Ago & Far Away," and the newspaper supplement are

designed to use children's literature to teach reading The producer say, "By

interesting children in these characters and adventures, we hope to encourage

them to read these stories and others We hope that they will recognize that

reading the newspaper can be fun and interesting, too The report card isn't in yet

for "Long Ago & Far Away,' but the show promises to be a success with many

seasons yet to come

final Words

There exists a special relationship between television and the classroom, and

teachers and parents need to use the best of this technology to educate their

children Research 'eveals that most of toaay's youngsters have to be motivated

to read Some of them read no more than four minutes a day, but they watch on the

average of four hours of television daily If television can lure you'ig minds to the

special world created by beautifully conceived words and can show children the

pleasures found in books, then adults need to take account of its power

TV is here to stay, and it is fast becoming our nation's primary storyteller

Although it will never replace being cuddled on se.nleone's lap following page by

turning page, nor will it eves replace sitting around the hearth mesmerized by a

caring adult's voice, television is a potent force in today's world It must be

reckoned with The medium of TV is far-reaching and enormously influential, we

have Just begun to use it to educate the young in the humanities
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SECTION II

MAXIMIZING ThE APPEAL OF READING MATTER P.M CHILDREN
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Maximizing The Appeal Of Reading Matter For Children:

The Home/School Connection

by

Bobbye S. Goldstein, U.S.A.

Reading Consultant, New York City Schools

The Hcc.gh:School Connection can be compared to a boat with

two oars. One oar says "Home," the other "School." Pulling

only on the oar that says "Home," will cause the boat to go around

in a circle in one direction. Pulling only on the oar that says

"School," will cause the boat to go around in a circle in the

opposite direction. However, if both oars, Home and School, are

pulled together at the same time, the boat will sail on a smooth

course.

So it is with the Home/School Connection and reading. Paren-

tal cooperation enhances reading enjoyment and helps promote suc-

cess. An informed parent generally provides a support system for

programs in the school, and reinforces them at home.

The first step in attaining this cooperative goal is to ar-

range parent and teacher workshops or meetings. These sessions

acquaint people with the wonderful range of suitable materials

available in the field of children's literature and poetry. Since

new and exciting ways to encourage children to read and to enjoy

reading are constantly evolving, these workshops should be ongoing.

Here are some suggestions:
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1. Encourage reading together at home for at least 15 minu'.es

a day. If this is done in an enjoyable mannel: for both the child

and parent, it becomes a memorable experience. Take turns in read-

ing together and read to each other. The youngsters can also read

to siblings and friends.

2. In school, the teacher should provide a section of "Buddy

Books." Duplicate copies of the same book will allow the children

to read together as buddies. They can share their reactions to the

book with each other and with the rest of the class at "Book-Talk"

time.

3. Use props such as rappets, hats and simple costumes to add

variety to a story. This activity is suitable both at home and at

school. Children can play "theater," an dramatize stories.

4. Invite children to illustrate their favorite parts of a

story. Exhibit their work at home on the refrigerator or other

convenient place. In school, a bulletin board or blank wall becomes

an "Art Gallery."

5. Staple blank pages together to form little books. Chil-

dren can then write and illustrate their own stories In them.

Share these books with an audience, be it grandparent, aunts, un-

cles, siblings, friends, neighbors etc.

6. Develop a home library for children by giving them books

on special occasions, such as birthdays and holidays, as well as

through bookclubs. This encourages the pride of ownership.
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7. When a child receives a book from a book-club or a sub-

scription to a suitable magazine, interest is increased. The ex-

pectation and realization of receiving their own reading material

through the mail is an exciting experience.

8. Give children two gifts, a book, and the time to share it

with them. This helps develop a personal and positive climate for

reading pleasure.

9. Library cards are often called the first credit cards.

Parents, teachers and children should all have their olm library

cards and use them. Public and School Library Services help par-

ents, teachers and children become more knowledgeable. They learn

about the wide range of suitable materials, to which they might not

otherwise have access. This includes records, tepee, videos, cas-

sette players etc.

10. Make a trip to a bookstore or library an adventure. Let

your child or students browse and self-select a book of his/her

own choice. Select something for yourself to read as well. In

this way, you become a goc,d role model. Hopefully, books are

displayed with their covers showing, rather than just their spines.

This heightens interest and encourages self-selection.

11. Seek ouu and read more than one version of a story and

compare the format, artwork etc. Highlight the illustrations and

call attention to the different art techniques. Ask the children

which version they prefer. Show them you value their opinions.
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12. Parents, visiting relatives and others can participate

in school as "guest readers." Each week a different guest is in-

vited. It should include school personnel as well. The cook,

principal, crossing guard etc. can all be part of the "guest reader"

program.

13. Wordless picture books stimulate language development.

The children interpret and discuss the illustrations. They talk

about the story the pictures toll.

14. Highlight international books and authors with a "Pass-

port to Reading." Use construction paper to make booklets resem-

bling passports. The child's name, address and picture should be

placed on the inside cover. As books are read, the subsequent

pages of the passport are used to record their titles, authors,

n113 country in which the stories take place. A picture of the

country's flag is included.

15. A son6 I use in Reading Workshops follows. It fits

in to the tune of "Tea for Two."

You read to me and I'll read to you,

You'll enjoy it, I will too,

You read to me and I will read to you.

Reading can be family fun,

And it's good for everyone,

You read to me and I will read to you.

Bobbye S. Cddstein
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WORDS INTO BOOKS BOOKS INTO HANDS
REACHING OUT TO THE YOUNG READER

Sarah Shaps: Octopus Books

I shall be looking at two particular aspects of publishing for children as
crucial factors, from an publisher's point of view, in attempting to
reach out to the young reader. The first aspect is what I will refer to
as the 'aesthetic' principle: cover and inside design, format and
content. The second aspect concerns the exploitation of the available
avenues for retailing, and their relative effectiveness.

It is crucial to bear in mind that by far the majority of children's books
are bought by parents and relatives, whether on impulse, as an
intended gift or, particularly with young children, at a child's request.
Moreover, that parents remain a strong influence on purchase over
time, even as a child gets older. Children's books must therefore appeal
to the adult as well as to the child.

Other factors to consider are adult attitudes to reading, the status of
(children's) books within society at large and practical considerations
such as retail price and availability of stock. All of these combine to
form positive or negative influences on getting books Lo young readers.

In the UK, the milieu into which a children's publisher sells his/her
books is a bizarre mixture of market depression and innovative vitality.
Certainly, on first glance, it seems apparent that book production and
bookselling is an established market in which business is declining due
to rapidly-rising prices and the availability of new and more attractive
media.

Recent research has shown that over the past two years in Britain
there has been a slight falling off of book-related activities among
adults, and that during the course of 1988:

- less than half the people interviewed bought books or borrowed books
from public libraries at all regularly (more than 10 times).

- one person in five (20%) admitted to not having read a single book
during the year.

( MORI, for The Sunday Times Books section 26 February 1989,
conducted a representative quota survey of 1,053 adults ages 18+,
interviewed in 53 sampling points throughout Britain in December 1988.)

This depression in reading habits shown by the survey might also be
compounded by other factors such as the difficulty of maintaining
annual additions to book stock in public and school libraries; the well
ab we average price rises for paperbacks and hardbacks that have made
reading books more expensive as a leisure activity, especially as the
prices of competing video products are stable or decline; the
competition from television and other electronic media as more attractive
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sources of entertainment and instruction; in the case of children's
books, the historic low profile of children's bookselling the
children's book department may often be located in a cramped area or
up or downstairs where it is impractical for a buggy to go; the
children's books may be placed on shelves too high for children to
reach; more often than not there no facilities such as play and nappy
changing areas so that child and parent can browse at leisure.

The innovation and vitality springs from the following positive factors:

that the fastest growing sector in the whole books market
over the past ten or so years, is the children's book market,
particularly the paperback sector.

that there has been a growth and diversity in retail outlets for
children's books. These outlets act as a supplement to the traditional
bookshop and reach the kind of customer who might not normally
buy books. New outlets include such high street chains as Marks and
Spencer, Woolworths, Mothercare, and Sainsbury's as well as toy
shops, newsagents, and motorway shops. Worthy of special mention
are school bookshops and children's book clubs both in school and at
home which, in more recent years, have done much to reach out
directly to the young reader.

the growth in specialist children's bookshops, pioneered by
avant-garde booksellers. These booksellers include Young
Waterstones who offer play areas, nappy changing facilities and low
level shelving. There are plans to open twelve more branches in
Britain such has been the success of their shop in Bath. Other
children's bookshops have been opened by companies such as the
Early Learning Centre a specialist children's toy and book shop.

the benficial effect of the media, particularly television, in creating
and giving maximum exposure to characters who become household
favourites. This aspect is not to be underestimated, since television
tic -ins and the familiarity of characters are major factors in
influencing choice in book and other merchandise selection. It is
worthwhile to note that as a specific sales strategy last Christmas,
Marks and Spencer chose to feature four well-known characters
throughout their children's merchandise.

the growing market for 'mixed media' products such as combining
books and tapes, electronic devices, merchandise, etc.

What then are the specific effects of these phenomena on the decisions
that children's publishers take in producing and selling their books?

Firstly, the cover. Adults and children alike respond to the visual
impact of a book, as presented init:ally by its cover. This phenomenon
is of particular importance when bearing in mind that over 50% of sales
occur through impulse buying and that the impact of a cover is
crucial for attracting attention. This is particularly relevant in places
where children accompany their parent shopping, for example in
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supermarkets, since here, the child is a main influence in determining
purchase at the point of display.

Cover impact can be achieved through devices such as the promotion of
a famous name or a familiar television or film character as well as
through careful design and visual appeal. The cover can also sell the
book by making sure that it gives an accurate and bold representation
of the content when this constitute's the book's unique selling point.
One such example is a title that Octopus bought in from Madison Press
Books of Canada: Exploring the Titanic. This clearly capitalised on the
familiarity of the subject to adults, probably above that of the child.
The highly emotive story of the sinking and recent discovery of the
Titanic, was rewritten especially for children by Dr Robert Ballard who
discovered the wreck. This edition became a bestseller, following the
success of its predecessor which was written and published for adults
the year before.

As a children's book publisher you are always concerned with achieving
high levels of readability in text and design. In the case of the
younger reader, this may mean using bright, clearly defined areas of
colour, simple images and in the case of text, clear uncluttered type.
The world famous series of Spot books illustrate these techniques as do
the Bruna books.

But books are not an assured success by religiously including the
features listed above, or other factors enhancing readability for young
or older children's books. Publishers have to be flexible about what is
appealing to a child and also consider whether a book will be read to a
child or whether they will read it for themselves. Perhaps the most
stunning example of this are A. A. Milne's Winnie-the-Pooh books,
which have become classics of children's literature and published in
every part of the world. In this case, the stories are invariably read
out to very young children, perhaps as little as three years old, and
enjoyed by them enormously, although strictIy speaking, the text
employs syntax and vocabulary beyond a riling child's experience.
Another example are the books written by Beatrix Potter, where the
text is known to include words as incomprehensible to a child as
'soporific'.

A very different, but relevant example of unconventionality is the
highly successful series of cartoons called, The Rudiments of Wisdom
which were devised, written and drawn by Tim Hunkin. These cartoons
were a popular el( ment in the children's section of The Sunday
Observer magazine from 1973 to 1987 and featured subjects as diverse
as Antiseptic, Hay Fever, Inflatable Boats and The Wild West! In
Hunkin's own words, they are 'full of obscure advice, odd facts and
ridiculous information'. In this ease, it was Hunkin's idiosyncratic
approach which was so appealing to children who loved his cartoons
despite his miniscule handwritten notes, sketchy illustrations and the
crammed and confusing layout.

An unusual format can be responsible for attracting attention and may
also have an educational purpose as well as the more obvious novelty
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appeal. Popular formats include pop-up books, which may stimulate
discussion; flap books, where the child i'-; encouraged to predict what is
underneath the flap; and the technique of die-cutting which can be
used in all sorts of ways to encourage prediction and comprehension
skills as well as allowing children to play with the book.

A more overt use of innovative design to capitalise on educational
content is the Octopus Croup's home learning scheme, the Parent and
Child Programme, first launched in 1987 with a series of highly
attractive, colour workbooks. This scheme is a good example of when a
publishing decision has been made tc capitalise on what was perceived
to be an enormous, but as yet unfulfilled need of parents to give their
children support in early learning.

The Parent and Child Programme is by far the best-selling home
learning scheme in the UK and continues to expand with books and
tapes, parent guides and reading books. The reading books utilise the
shared reading tec'inique which has been much praised for its ability to
give parents support and confidence in helping their child to read,
creating an enjoyable shared reading experience, and for making
reading fun and unstressful for the child.

Watching television rates as a favourite pastime amongst adults and
children alike and it is often accused of luring children away from more
profitable pursuits such as reading. However, as 1 have already
mentioned, it can also be responsible for creating great enthusiasm for
reading books that feature well-known television personalities. Two
established examples of these are books featuring Thomas the Tank
Engine and Postman Pat who were brought to life through animation.
This is surely a case where the impulse for purchase comes from the
children themselves. The popularity of these characters is also proven
from the plethora of merchandise which has followed.

The emergence of new characters, as well as the persistence of the old
favourites, bears witness to the scope for publishers in this arcs. Last
year, Heinemann Young Books published a set of four titles featuring
Fireman Sam and his crew, to tie-up with a new animated television
series. This series achieved average viewing figures of 3.7 million and
the set of four books sold out within the first fcw weeks of publication.

The power of popular characters is also demonstrated by certain
'classics' which can be translated into numerous languages, sold into
diverse cultures and achieve enduring popularity worldwide:
Winnie-the-Pooh is an established example and the modern-day Spot
books are another. Conversely, through Methuen, the character of
Tintin has travelled very successfully from France to the UK with new
editions highlighting the historical background to the cartoons.

The second aspect of this discussion, that of retailing, has already
been partially mentioned in my introduction. Additional points relate to
the type of books requested by the high street stores and the growth
of school bookshops and home and school book clubs.

1 01,
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It is interesting to note that most of the stores demand an enlightened
educational content to their books, especially in when choosing books
for the under eights. This capitalises on the same concern of parents to
provide their children with constructive support in their education,
previously mentioned in relation to the Parent and Child Programme
which sells in numerous other non-traditional outlets. This kind of
impetus is well-known as a strong buying incentive; buying patterns
reveal that parents generally look for pre-school books all year round
as opposed to the times they look for books for older children which
seem to relate to holiday times.

The other crucial role that these outlets play is in bringing books to
the people who would not otherwise enter a bookshop. In this respect,
it is proven that sales of a title featuring a particular character in a
bookshop are not dimitr4iished by ,.. cheaper format featuring the same
character, in say Marks and Spencer.

Finally, the most innovative growth area responsible for bringing books
directly to young readers is the development of the school bookshop
and children's bookclubs at home and school. These fill a gap in supply
that is not provided by any of the other outlets that I have already
listed.

In 1962, 2% of general hooks were sold by bookclubs; now, the figure
is more like 20%. Home bookclubs operate through direct mail and and
through advertising in key magazines and specialist shops. School
bookclubs operate through individual teachers who distribute brochures
and order forms to children who then choose which books they would
like to buy with or without help from their parents.

But it is the development of the school bookshop .vhich shows an
impressive ability to function as a direct encouragement to the young
reader. School bookshops are an imaginative response to what is
obviously a huge market for books located in a unique catchment area
the school itself. They are also a sensitive response to a situation
where schools, lacking in funds, are unable to replenish their library
stocks as much as they would wish.

Basically, the school receives a license to act as a bookseller. They are
sent a bookcase of books, often pre-selected according to reading level,
which is held for display in the school for a limited period of time.
Both children and their parents are able to buy their favourite books in
a familiar, motivating environment and given advice and encouragement
by experts - the teachers themselves.

The school also benefits by receiving complimentary copies of books
according to how much is sold. Other ways that school bookshops may
operate is by selling a school pre-selected boxes of books which can be
taken from class to class.

In the case of bookclubs, school bookshops and high street stores,
books will usually sell at a lower price than those sold in bookshops.
Obviously, this benefits the customer ana helps to sell to those who
place a low priority on buying books; high prices might deter them
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from buying as well as being outside the means of many children and
lor income families. Originally, the effect of a low retail price was
offset by larger production runs and guaranteed sales. Ironically, thevicious circle of more titles, numerous suppliers, shorter production
runs and higher unit costs have started to bite into publisher& abilitiesto publish for this crucial sector of the market.

In conclusion, and to reassure everyone That there is always an
opportunity for innovation around the corner, I will mention an
enormously popular title that did not use any of the techniques I have
previously mentioned in promoting sales. Infact, many of its features
might seem to doom its success from the start: a high retail price, lackof promotion, no television tie-in, no famous character content. Yet thistitle, The Jolly Postman, has :old over 3/4 million copies and has
already been translated into ten languages.

The root of its success must he in the uniqueness of the idea,
conceived by Janet and Allan Ahlberg when they saw the fascination
with which their two year old daughter put papers endlessly in and outof envelopes.
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BROUGH GIRLING

SESSION 2, MAXIMISING THE APPEAL.

PAPER GIVEN TO INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM ON CHILDREN'S
BOOKS, JERUSALEM BOOK FAIR, MARCH 1599.

CHILDRENS BOOKS TOYS OR MEDICINE?

I'm told that you are an academic audience, so start with a
quotation.

It comes from that great work of modern philosophy, Fungus The
Bogeyman, by Raymond Briggs:

'Bogies are by nature libidinous - they lust after books, and
almost all are libertines in that they disregard the 1aw and
habitually borrow more books than they have tickets for.'

Now it seems to me that this is what all of us in this room are
wanting to create - children who lust after books.

I am head of an organisation in Britain called The Children's
Book Foundation, and we believe that we are on a splendid
mission: to convert all children into readers. We have a dream
that one day soon you'll be able to go into any school playground
and shout 'come here you little reader', and all the children
will instantly recognise this description of themselves, and rush
towards you as if you were some Pied Piper of Paul Hamlyn.

th,5
Why doesn't happen?
Why don't all children lust after books?
What is wrong with us all?

Most of the things I'm going to say this afternoon are my own
opinion, and are therefore susceptible to wild exaggeration: I'm
not an academic, as a matter of fact I used to be a promotions
consultant, and if a promotions consultant isn't exaggerating
he's not doing his job.

However, here are some fully researched and authenticated facts
about book use in Britain - I can't remember where I got them
from:

Two thirds of the population don't go into bookshops.

Two thirds of the population don't use our marvellous public
libraries.

That's four thirds of the population written off before we start.
- I take to statistics like a duck takes to sawdust.

The average British child watches twenty three hours tv a week

U
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and over half the children in the country watch more than twenty
hours a week - some of them a lot more.

As a matter of unsubstanciated fact I believe that the situation
is getting better, and that recreational reading in my country is
on the increase, but I do feel that we haven't yet learnt how to
maximise the appeal of book to ordinary kids.

Where do we go wrong?

I believe that the answer lies in the fact we are adults, and
they are children, and our perceptions about books and reading
are very different. By bringing our perceptions about books into
their world, we invite failure.

Books to us are special and precious. We believe that they
improve us, and we're right. In our world reading is worthy.

Afterall, it's perfectly normal for an adult to wake sweating in
the night and suddenly shriek, oh my god I'm forty and I've never
read any Proust!

In Britain we have the wonderful Booker Prize for new literary
fiction - which creates huge sales for the winning author, and a
vast population of middleclass dinner party goers who keep having
to say "I haven't actually got round to reading it yet, I'm
afraid."

One year a book called The Bone People won it: I haven't met
anyone yet who managed to finish reading a review of it!

is PG Wodehouse only for pleasure, or is he literature?

do I dare be seen reading yet another Agatha Christie - I'm not
even on holiday!

Horror, culture, guilt, work ethic.

Children are not like this. There are of course many species of
child. They've been successfully bred in captivity for thousands
of years, but one of the few certain things known about them is
that for them reading, if it is done, is done solely for
pleasure.

They are not like us. They have no concept of self-development.
An average ten year old wakes up in the morning, checks itself
out for early signs of the onset of puberty, and then gets on
with its days

While we associate books with education, self-development and our
literary and cultural heritage, thy see them as toys.

They treat them as a simple recreational option: they either read
a book, or kick a football, watch the telly, check each other out
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for early signs of the onset of puberty, or do nothing.

Redding to a child is play: it's no great shakes!

If we, as adults, want to drop our standards and read something
for pleasure only, we excuse ourselves and call it holiday
reading - a good book for the beach. All children's reading is
holiday reading. Lucky old them!

Because we think we know better than this, we have made at least
two fundamental errors.

Firstly, because we think and feel that reading is a dignified
skill we've been Inclined to remove fun from learning how to do
it.

Secondly, we've become over-concerned with quality. We review and
praise only those children's books that are 'stretching'. We tell
children's to read books because it's good for them. I call it
the medicinal view of children's reading. We keep asking them:
"Why don't you read something better?"

Teaching first: the age of the reading scheme is still not quite
over. I will read to you for a moment from a commonly used
reading scheme.

'Here is Peter, and here is Jane, and here is Pat the dog
Peter is here, Jane is here and is hero_
Here they are'...

Now, in case lixe me you are beginning to have a little
difficulty with the plot, the book is amply illustrated, and if
you look on the right hand page, look, blow me there they all
are!

Reading schemes like this one do actually teach children how to
read: they learn to de-code the language, but because these books
have no plots and no characters, no humour no wit no emotion,
they don't want to read. They can read but they don't.

They don't associate books with pleasure. Reading has no appeal.

Giving children boring books is an under- publicised form of
child abuse. It's a crime against the joy of literacy.

"Get to book 384, level thirty and you can read Jane Austen!"
some hope!

I believe that it's absolutely essential for teachers to use real
books in the classroom. I mean paperbacks that are published for
the book trade. Books that are so good that they have to fight
for existence and success on retail bookshelves: books with super
covers, good stories with plots that make you want to turn the
page over. - The books that children buy for themselves in school
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bookshops and clubs (did you know that in Britain these sales to
children in schools are now running at over 25 million dollars a
year) In Britain we regard school bookshops as a key to the

future of literacy.

And what about reading ages! Who invented them - no other subject
in the curriculum has them - we don't have science ages, or
gymnastics ages or walking, talking or eating ages. I mean think

about it. I'm 42 with a reading age of about 27. If you really

want to know I have a swimming age of about five, and a disco

dancing age of 78.

No, reading i9 learnt by reading, just as walking and talking are

learnt by walking and talking.

Then there's this question of good child-en's books versus
rubbish. This to me is the major area in which we let ourselves

down.

Because we regard books as medicine, or at least as wholesome

meals, we're always prescribing them! We say read this - it's a

good book.

Do you recognise what I call the Treasure Island Syndrome?
That's when an adult says, "Here Jason, you should read Treasure
Island - it's an absolute classic. I read it when I was your

age."
Actually, he read it when he was about 14, and jason is about 8.
Jason tries Treasure Island, and soon goes off to lick his wounds
in front of the television, never to risk the humiliation of such

failure again.

Please don't allow your egghead to say at this stage "actually I

enjoyed Treasure Island at eight". I'm not talking about you,

I'm talking about ordinary kids.

If we stop the prescribing for a moment and actually talk to
children about what they like to read, we discover an amazing
and rewarding fact. They can enjoy rubbish and good books at the

same time!

Wow! How easy! Enid Blyton, and the Hardy Boys alongside Rosemary

Sutcliffe and the Nania series!

Children are perfectly at ease with double standards!

They can finish thirteen Nancy Drew stories and feel neither a
crushing sense of guilt nor suffer psychological damage, and then

they'll go and read Rcbert Cormier....

They're fantastic!

You see, to a child a book is simply a toy, a pretending game

toy.
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The age of innocence ceases the moment a book is picked up for
any other reason than the simply expectation of sheer pleasure.

And yet we continue to say 'read this, its good for you' - we
reduce reading to the level of eating up greens.

I believe that because adults know that books are special and
potent, untold damage is done. It means that risk-taking is
carefully avoided when books are given or recommended to
children.

The world of children's books moves too slowly.

In Britain, where we pu lih 5,000 new children's books every
year and have about 55,000 titles in print, a parent may walk
into a bookstore wanting a book for let us say a 7 year old. The
choice is bewildering and if they buy the wrong one may they
not do damage to the poor little reader's psychological
development?

So they bolt for safety. They buy an illustrated bible stories,

or Enid Blyton or Heidi because they know what it is, or they buy
a toy instead.

A toy is only for enjoyment. Books are to 6o with school; you
need expertise to select them.

A major new project for the Children's Book Foundation in London
is to set up a first class Children's Book Information Service
for teachers and parents. We'll take enquiries on the phone or by
post, on any topic. We're going to promote the service
nationally. We'll be standing by to take a thousand calls 7_, week.

Sadly at present children are protected from books by the
ignorance and fear of bewildered adults.

I wish parents, and teachers, didn't worry so; a good children's
book is any book that a child is reading.
Afterall children actually seem to be able to recover from the
terminal brain damage and eternal damnation that is surely
concomitant with reading a 'Sweet Dreams' romance.

Never believe that reading a rubbishy book is riot worth while: it
is worth while because it may lead to reading something else.

Don't let put children off simply because they don't come up to
our standards. I know several perfectly normal children who can't
get on with Wind In The Willows. It doesn't matter!

Let's consider for a moment the joys of the book. Its a
marvellous fact that each of us in this room today has a brain
with a mind of its own.
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The book talks to that brain, that individual mind, in a way that
little or nothing else can.

The private world of a book is a miracle.

And a book is portable, and lendable - and sometimes even
recoverable, and re-readable, and sharable, skippable, studiable;
and they don't need batteries.

Reading books is not to be sniffed at.

I believe, don't correct me if I'm wrong, that of course reading
is good for children. Of course I want them to read some
stretching books. But for heavens sake lets keep it a secret that
good books are good for them, otherwise the little readers will
give up before they discover it for themselves.

These are good times: children are getting bored with TV,
disillusioned with home computers, fed up with gimmicky toys.
Children's books have never been better. Brilliant writers,
marvellous illustrators. In the publishing industry children's
books are doing very well.

I believe we could be poised on the edge of something tremendous.

Good books can be wise and wonderful and sad and funny, and they
tell us about our world and take us to other ones. Reading books,
like laughing and crying and talking, separate us from other
animals; they make us special among the other species on this
spinning globe.

And I believe that actually children do lust after books, it's
just that adults sometimes get in the way.

Thank you.
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Considerations for the Israeli Buyer of

English Language Children's Books

Nancy Ayalon

In Israel we are still analyzing the impact television

has had on education and on children's reading habits. Israeli

television is now twenty years old and during these two decades

the Broadcasting Authority has improved and expanded its stock

of good imported programs for children and has produced some

very high quality shows locally. Television is becoming an

increasingly attractive way for young people to spend their

leisure time, time which in the past, may have been devoted

to reading. Booksellers and publishers are in constant

competition with television for the attention of young people.

On the other hand, the medium has ccntributed to the book

business by exposing children to a vast universe of knowledge

and information and thus enabling the publishing world to

step in with a myriad of products designed to satisfy the

very curiosity created by television. The television appearance

of Pinocchio, the Snuffs, Sesame Street or a Dickens classic

will always result in an accompanying "boom" in the sales of

the printed version.

1 U
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What concerns me, in my capacity as buyer of English

language children's book:, and a, i bookseller, 1- hos to

build marketable -,eleetion of books for chiloron in

Olich a,ill enhance Fnc1 i:-11 .-end, hopefully,

fee leastire. rio achieve

to knos shat i a\ailable in

to sta} informed of shat is

broadcast on tel,vision; and (') to take into consideration

those unique aspect of our notional character shich influence

Israelis' reading habit', the subject matter of the books they

choose to read, the hind'- of hooks they deer appropriate for

children and most irTortant for Mo, the fact that in Israel,

a knowlec:ce of 1.=, of par-.mount importance for all

will encourae further

this goal, it is nece sary (1)

the children's hook market.; (2)

In gcneral, ,:,p(-,urc to incJ.ish in Israel possibly exceeds

that in an other non-tnli-h sreakirq countr}. Israeli

children become al,ar of the importance of InOish at a %cry

early age. Poth the need anc the desire to manage the English

language grm, in geometrical progression ati the child gets

older. the difficult of loarninil dric;l1-1 1, compounded by

the introductiop a ne,, alphabet }lei( inn in the "srorn.j"

direction! favorite, imported tele%1 ion shou,, are

shosn sith the or1,11: In,!lich Houndtraek and at the movies,

charlctot- ,-;peak only Fric;lir-h computtr,,, not, found

In not and in rim} hon. alun demand a certain degree

of erefic-nc} in Liter, the l}ric of oepular rock

:;onc]:, make nIrt)lei eri ur it t Ir \eunfi te(1,: ;el she io, by
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now, in his fifth or sixth year of English studies at school

and is all too aware of the matriculation examination in the

not too distant f tore.

We also cater to a large English speaking public

children of new immigrants and diplomats and children who

have studied for a period of time in Erglis}i speaking countries

abroad. These children are highly motivated to read in order

to maintain this valuable asset. The incentive of all of

these children to learn English is strong and if channelled

correctly, the desired results will follow. Once a young

reader discovers a _,enre appealing to his tastes and level

of comprehension he i.ill be encouraged to explore more and more

challenginc literature.

There is a vast amount of quality literature for children

on the market today and it is in the interest of the publishers

to provide booksellers with the maximum information pertaining

to its new publications. Unfortunately, this information is

sometimes inadequate. It would he very helpful if the

publishers, including Pebreu publishers, were to Include the

subject classificatior and recommended reading age on all book

jackets, as a,el l as in tho catalog, In this say, a ,,ell-balanced

selection can be :,,ocked on the shelves, answering the demand

and curiosity of young readers.

`I he greatest influence over a motivation to road

remains in the hands of the educators. In kinderarten there
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exists an environment of books and storytime is regarded as

"prime time for both teacher and children. What would be

more natural than to continue this tradition into the primary

grades at school' Unfortunately, it does not. Once a child

reaches school the curriculum becomes highly focused on a

limited number of subjects and instead of exploiting a child's

natural curiosity, it seems to be repressing it, at least in

the area of reading for pleasure. In Israel, so much emphasis

is placed on curriculum that we have actually witnessed the

disappearance of books, other than textbooks, from the class-

room. How can reading be encouraged in the absence of books?

This situation, I fee,, is quite serious and the plea of

"no budget" is inexcusable. It is therefore not surprising

that when the child returns hore he prefers to watch television

to reading a book. The children's book market clearly reflects

this phenomenon by the diminished number of books published

tor school age children as opposed to the quantity published

for preschoolers.

Children are under great pressure to perform well in

school and to bring home the coveted prize a high mark.

Sad but true. It is also true that children are being educated

in school and there are many children who read for pleasure but

it remains a fact that educators put the largest emphasis on

education as a means to open the doors to future career

opportunities and have left personal enrichment behind. The

school system provides an annual visit by a popular author

in its efforts to encourage reading but that, is about all.



Publishers and booksellers offer special prices on children's

books biannually but without the support of the educational

system, reading tends to remain a useful tool to the child

and not something which is capable of opening up new worlds

of knowledge and enjoyment to him.

It is our collective responsibility as parents, educators,

authors, publishers and booksellers to join forces andmake

books simply irresistible and to ensure their availability

in the home as well as in the classroom.
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SECTION III

FROM THEORY TO PRACTICE: INTERNATIONAL RESEARCH AND
EXPERIENCE IN RECREATIONAL READING
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PROMOTING VOLUNTARY READING IN CLASSROOMS:

THEORY, RESEARCH, AND PRACTICE

Lesley Mandel Morrow

Rutgers University

New Brunswick, New Jersey, USA

"We must reignite our romance with the written word."

(Spielberg, 1987)

The cultivation and practice of literacy are essential

in a thoroughly democratic society. For that reason alone, both

parents and teachers should place high priority on the promotion

of children's voluntary reading as a habit of personal choice,

promotion that begins even when a child is very young. Voluntary

reading enables children to associate reading with pleasure

from their earliest years. First looking at books to enjoy them,

then eventually reading them encourages children to read more

books in greater variety and more frequently, and that habit

in turn leads to improved reading ability. The best school reading

program, one characterized by instruction that is totally devel-

opmental, integrates the systematic promotion of voluntary or

recreational reading. Voluntary and recreational reading reflect

and incorporate the opportunity and decision of children themselves

to spend time reading or participating in reading-related activi-

ties. Those activities include listening to stories and looking

at books as well as voluntary reading of newspapers, magazines,

pamphlets, and brochures, listening to taped stories, and reading



directions aid other informational literature.

That illiteracy is a problem is well-documen'_ed, even as

the benefits of literacy are taken or granted. But even more

damaging to democratic societi, than illiteracy, especially

in an audio-visual age, is aliteracy, the phenomenon that individuals

who can read choose not to read. In a 1984 report to the United

States Congress, Books in our Future, historian Daniel Boorstin,

then Librarian of Congress, warned that aliteracy constitutes

a threat at least equal to that of illiteracy in a democratic

tradition built on books and reading. He wrote that the prevalence

voluntary reading (or its absence) determines "the extent of

self-improvement and enlightenment, the ability to share wisdom

and the delights of our civilization, and our capacity for intel-

ligent self-government" (p. iv).

The overriding goal of schooling is to teach people to

read; :t is hard to conceive of a more basic and traditional

goal. It is all the more remarkable, therefore, that educators

pay little attention, especially in the early years of schooling,

to the promotion of voluntary reading and to the development

of yonngsters who will elect to read widely and often on their

own. Consider the tremendous impact of common literacy on the

history of societies and civilization. Literacy is generally

considered tantamount to civilization and knowledge, even in

our age of electronic audio and video communication. Who denies

or even doatts that a democratic, mor il, prodrctive society

depends on citizens who can and do read?

There is in educ.Itton a growing cnrpus c professional
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literature about the promotion and development of voluntary

reading. The literature offers statements of the significance

of voluntary reading and sketches a rationale for its greater

role in the instructional program. It includes descriptions

of programs and practices that successfully promote voluntary

reading. Briefly, the review of research that follows addresses

five areas:

(1) What is the extent of voluntary reading in educational

programs?

(2) What are the benefits of voluntary reading?

(3) What are the distinctive characteristics of youngsters

who read voluntarily and of their homes?

(4) On what theoretical framework voluntary reading programs

be developed in schools?

(5) What instructional strategies promote voluntary reading

in school?

The Extent of Voluntary Reading

Bloom (1964) found that reading habits develop early in

life, probably no later than sixth grade. To develop lifelong,

voluntary reading in their students, schools mast u,'liberately

an thoughtfully attract children to reading Turing their early

years.

it is unfortunately true that substantial numbers of children

and adults choose to read neither for pleasure nor for information.

Morrow and Weinstein (1982), for example, learned that given

free-choice time in the classroom, few primary grade youngsters
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opted to look at books. The fifth grade students whom Greaney

(1980) observed spent only 5.4% of their leisure time reading;

22% did not read at all. Similar studies by Walberg and Shiow-Ling

(1984), Greaney and Hegarty (1987), and Anderson, Fielding and

Wilson (1988) concluded that few children choose to read during

spare time. In a study of 8,000 English children, Whitehead,

Capey, Maddren, and Wellings (1977) found that children read

even less as they gr. , older. At age 10, only 9% of the children

they studied did not read voluntarily; at age 14, that figure

rose to 40%. A survey of 233,000 sixth graders by the California

Department of Education (1980; in the United States found that

70% almost never read for pleasure. According to a Gallup survey

in 1972, only 10% of the US population accounted for 80% of

the books read; half the adults surveyed claimed never to have

completed c book (Spiegel, 1981). The Book Industry Study Group

(1984), sponsored by a trade group in the United States, learned

that in the eight years between 1976 and 1984, the number of

identified "readers" among young people under 21 dropped from

75% to 63%.

While the BISG hypothesized that new electronic devices

had been introduced during those years and thus attracted youth

away from reading, other studies tend not to support the hypothe-

sis. Formal comparisons of television viewing and leisure reading,

for instance, have shown that there are apparently both heavy

and light readers among those who watch a substantial amount

of television and heavy and light readers among those who do

not. The studies also indicate that television apparently does



not interfere with the reading of books (Childers and Ross,

1973; La Blonde, 1967; Neuman, 1980; Quissenberry and Klasek,

1976). Witty (1967) followed a group of children from 1949 to

1965 and found that while the amount of television they viewed

during the years increased, the number of books they read remained

constant.

Other research results suggest that low frequency of voluntary

reading stems from the heavy skills orientation of most contemporary

instructional programs, that such orientation simply provides

too little opportunity for students to read for enjoyment (Lamme,

1976; Spiegel, 1981). The possibility is supported somewhat

conversely by reports from schools in which reading for enjoyment

is a regular instructional component. Those reports suggest

that systematic promotion of pleasurable literary activities

indeed fosters students' enthusiasm and other positive attitudes

toward reading (Irving, 1980; Manley and Simon, 1980; Rosier,

1979; Yatvin, 1977).

Overall, however, the use of literature use and systematic

encouragement of voluntary reading in early childhood and elementary

classrooms remain quite limited in practice. At least in the

United States, schools almost universally tend to define initial

reading instruction as an array of psychological and linguistic

skills and sub-skills; teachers schedule and use few literary

activities (Hall, 1971; Morrow, 1982). There is little immersion

of students personally in stories during those crucial early

years of schooling, and even less opportunity for youngsters

to select their own reading materials. Schools, after all, tend
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to measure their success with reading programs according to

scores on standardized tests rather than by gauging the personal

reading habits of their students (Irving, 1980; Spiegel, 1981).

They emphasize generalflable skills rather than the application

of such skills to personal use and benefit, and thus children

learn to read but not to develop the habit of reading. Except

as occasional motivation, reward, or supplement, recreational

reading plays little or no role in school instruction. Schools

teaching literacy skills, but leave little room for children

to practice them (Holdaway, 1979). Given those circumstances,

it is not surprising that startling numbers of children choose

not to read.

Voluntary Reading's Benefits

There are apparently strong relationships between the amount

of leisure reading students accomplish and their success in

reading. Greater time spent in leisure reading correlates positively

with reading achievement (Connor, 1954; Greaney, 1980). Anderson,

Fielding and Wilson (1988) found a correlation between the number

of minutes children read outside of school and their reading

achievement. Children who score at the 90th percentile on a

reading test, they found, spent five times as many minutes per

day reading books as children at the 50th percentile and more

than two hundred times as many minutes per day reading books

as children at the 10th percentile.

Voluntary readers also exhibit positive attitudes towards

reading (Greaney, 1980; Long and Henderson, 1973; Maxwell, 1977;

1
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Whitehead, Capey and Maddien, 1975). The personal motivation

involved in reading voluntarily evidently leads to greater interest

and skill development (Irving, 1980). Morrow (1983) studied

kindergarteners ane_ learned that those most interested in books

were also those whom teachers rated high in social and emotional

maturity, work habits, and general school achievement. The same

students tended to perform well on standardized reading readiness

tests.

Beyond all such observations, we teach reading so youngsters

can grow up to participate fully in a civilized society. Such

participation requires that they read by choice, not by coer-

cion. The well-educated person chooses to read in order to benefit

socially, individually, and educationally. Our society benefits

likewise benefits in turn. It is most appropriate, then, even

vital, for all of us, educators, parents, and citizens at large,

to promote voluntary reading activities among children from

their very earliest years. Educators especially must understand

how to develop voluntary reading at least as thoroughly and

rigorously as we explore the process of training children to

decipher the printed page (Morrow, '986a).

Voluntary Readers and Their Homes

Much of what we know about the development of voluntary

reading youngsters has been learned in studies of the family

environment of private 'domes.

In both Himmelweit and Swift's (1976) study of elementary

grade children and Morrow's (1983) study of kindergarteners,
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Other research indicates further characteristics common

to children who tend to become voluntary readers. Compared with

children who tend not to read voluntarily, their parents read

to them daily, provided more books throughout their homes, including

playrooms, kitchens, and children's bedrooms, and took them

to libraries often. They enforced television rules covering

viewing time and program selection (Whitehead, Capey, and Maddren,

1975). Briggs and Elkind (1973), Clark (1976), Durkin (1966),

Taylor (1983), and Teale (1984) studied youngsters who read

early or evidenced early interest in reading and discovered

similar home literacy characteristics. Generally, parents provided

children with easy access to large numbers of books, read to

children regularly, responded to children's questions about

print, and served as role models by reading a great deal them-

selves.

Voluntary readers among children tend to incl.xle many high-

achieving girls (Greaney, 1980; Long and Henderson, 1973; Whitehead,

Capey, and Maddren, 1975). Boys or girls, however, they spend

much of their playtime writing and drawing as well as looking

at books. Non-readers among children, by contrast, prefer playing

outdoors or with toys and trucks. Readers have been found to

watch less television (Durkin, 1966; Hansen, 1969; Lomax 1976;

Morrow, 1983). They also tend to score well on reading tests.

Skilled readers are apparently not necessarily voluntary

readers, however. Morrow (1983) identified a group of children

who exhibited low interest in books, but who scored higher on

a reading readiness test than the average high-interest students.
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children who showed heavy voluntary interest in books tended

to come from small families whose parents held ,:ollege or graduate

degrees. Greaney and Hegarty (1985) found more generally that

the more formal education parents have, the more they seem to

support reading in their homes. Hansen (1969) found, however,

that a child's voluntary reading behavior was influenced more

significantly by a rich literary environment than by either

family size or the educational level of parents. While Neuman

(1986) found that socioeconomic status is a factor in voluntary

reading, it is certainly not the most important one. Generally,

voluntary readers have been given a certain amount of independence

and responsibility at home. They have participated in a variety

of leisure activities. More signficant than any other single

factor, their parents have encouraged reading through pos_tive

behavior.

Many studies have shown also that parents whose children

became early voluntary readers had themselves served as reading

models (Clay, 1976; Moon and Wells, 1979; Morrow, 1933; Sakamoto

and Kiyosi, 1973). They read often in leisure time, novels,

magazines, and newspapers as well as work-related materials.

Intere:ftingly, the children of parents who tended to ignore

books in favor only of newspapers and work-related materials

tended not to develop the habit of voluntary reading. In other

words, while newspapers and work-related materials were read

by parents of both readers and non-readers, the children of

those parents who included novels and magazines in their own

leisure reading tended to become voluntary readers.
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Conversely, the mean percentile scores of some of the children

in the high-interest group were similar to the average for the

low-interest group. Apparently, even a child with d monstrated

academic ability will become a voluntary reader only if the

home or school offers a supportive literary environment. At

the same time, a child whose environment supports literary activity

and interest can develop a strong interest in books in spite

of lower academic ability.

Finally, Anderson, Fielding and Wilson (1988) found that

children from classrooms that promoted voluntary reading read

more at home than children from other classrooms.

Theory for Promoting Voluntary Reading

Reading instruction made up only of skills probably discourages

the nurture of a literate society whose members read fluently,

frequently, and voluntarily. Judging from research findings,

success in reading is almost certainly influenced by the attitudes

children develop towards reading, by their association of reading

with pleasure, by the opportunities given them to practice skills

by reading materials they have selected, and by exposing them

to rich literacy environments. To develop voluntary reading

as a key component of literacy, voluntary rer Ong must be i.tegrated

into the regular instructional program. Equal to the time allotted

for direct instruction in skills would be time for the following

components:

(1) regularly scheduled adult-directed activities aimed

solely at enjoying works of literature;
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(2) creation of classroom library centers for housing books

and related literature materials to be used and read in school

and taken home; and

(3) time set aside on a regular basis for recreational

reading in school.

An ideal instructional framework follows Holdaway's (1979)

theory of developmental literacy and Teale's (1982) description

of natural literacy development. It features environments and

interactions between adult and child that are socially, emo-

tionally and intellectually conducive to literacy growth (Holdaway,

1979). Teale argues that "the typical literacy curriculum with

its progression from part to whole and its hierarchy of skills"

is not an accurate reflection of how children learn to read. Rather,

children learn literacy through involvement in reading and writing

activities that are mediated by literate others. The interaction

is of key significance, allowing children to Cevelop and practice

not only the societal functions
and conventions of literature,

but also to associate reading and writing with personal satisfaction.

thus motivating further participation and practice. Teale's

emphasis on social aspects of literacy development follows Vygotsky's

(1981) more general theory that "all higher mental functions

(are) internalized social relationships."

Holdaways's (1979) theory of literacy development implies

classroom instruction similar to that foreseen by Teale, a program

of self-regulated, individualized activities and frequent peer

interaction in an environment rich with materials. Both Holdaway

and Teale borrow heavily from home environments that support
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literacy development in early childhood, including easy access

to a variety and abundance of literary materials, frequent story

reading by adults to children, positive response to children's

questions and comments, and role modelling by parents as readers

(Teale, 1978).

Such programs help children learn through four processes:

(1) Observation of literacy behaviors--being read to,

for example, or seeing adults road and write;

(2) Collaboration between child and another individual

who provides encouragement, motivation, and help;

(3) Practice, during which the learner tries out alone

what has been learned

(4) Performance, when the child shares what has been learned

and seeks approval from supportive, interested adults (Calkins,

1983; Clark, 1976; Holdaway, 1986; Snow, 1983).

Such programs have already been experimentally developed

in early childhood classroom settings.

Classroom Strategies

No one argues seriously that developing lifelong, voluntary

reading habits is unimportant. Yet, if children associate reading

only with repetition of skills, drills, and tests, can we expect

them ever to want to reach for a book on their own? "If we teach

children to read, but do not instill the desire to read, what

will we have accomplished?" Niles asks in the foreword to Reading

for Pleasure: Guidelines (Spiegel, 1981, p. v). Determining

whether a child will become a literate or aliterate individual
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is to a very real extent the teacher's responsibility in early

childhood and elementary classrooms. Research, all of it making

use of strong literary components, has indicated how that respon-

sibility might be incorporated more systematically into school

programs.

Literature in Voluntary Reading Programs

Much of the earlier professional literature carried anecdotes

telling how to promote interest in books and other literature

rather generally. It carried reports from schools that had sup-

plemented regular reading instruction with 'Spring Reading Cam-

paigns," "Reading Awareness Weeks," and "Reading C'ilebratiukis"

(Irving, 1980; Manley and Simon, 1980; Oanning and Manning,

1984; Rosler, 1979; Yatvin, 1977). Invariably these reports

suggest that such motivational events build students' enthusiasm

and foster positive attitudes.

Three studies analyzed the results in classrooms that were

packed wi_ large numbers of trade books. Teachers were simply

asked to encourage free reading. All three studies reported

more reading, better reading achievement scores, gains in vocabulary

and comprehension, and better attitudes toward reading (Elley

and Mangubhai, 1983; Fielding, Wilson and Anderson, in press;

Ingham, 1981). Morrow and Weinstein (1982, 1986) founa that

youngsters used dramatically more literature on their own after

teachers incorporated enjoyable literature activities into the

daily routine, established classroom library centers, and scheduled

regular periods for recreational reading. Improvement among
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low-achieving students in the study kept pace with that of high-

achievers. A similar study of inner-city 6- to 11-year-old minority

students in after-school and summer day care centers revealed

a significant increase in students' use of books (Morrow, 1987b).

Empirical research reported by Morrow (1982; 1987b) and

by Morrow and Weinstein (1982; 1986) focused on specific instruc-

tional activities that were found to promote greater voluntary

use of literature by children ranging in preschool through sixth

grade. One practice of utmost importance is simply to read to

children daily. Storytelling, often with such props as feltboards,

roll movies, puppets, filmstrips and tapes, creates interest

in books, especially when teachers make the actual storybooks

and props available to the children after the initial telling.

Discussions that go beyond mere factual recall into interpretive

and critical issues within stories heighten interest. Authors

and illustrators can be discussed and compared. The sharing

of books brought from home and of materials written by the children

themselves are extremely popular and valuable. Setting aside

classroom time specifically for literary activities and relating

certain pieces of literature with content area subjects both

correlate with children's increased use of literature.

While such techniques have been outlined so far primarily

because of their value in the promotion of voluntary reading,

the use of literature in the classrom is beneficial in other

ways, too. Both Clay (1979) and Smith (1978), for instance,

note .hat reading to young children helps them to distinguish

between written language and oral, identify print with sound,
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and recognize the fact that print carries meaning. Being read

to frequently in early childhood correlates with development

of certain literacy skills. Parents of early readers, of better

readers, and of children who could read before they entered

school all rep-et having read to their youngsters often during

the early years (Clark, 1984; Durkin, 1966; Holdaway, 1979;

Teale, 1978; Walker and Kuerbitz, 1979). Other correlations

indicate that similar early experiences help children develop

syntactic complexity, vocabulary, comprehension, and decoding

ability (Burroughs, 1972; Cohen, 1968; Chomsky, 1972; Feitelson,

Kita and Goldstein, 1986; Fodor, 1966).

Other research has gone even beyond specific activities

like reading aloud and storytelling to identify specific beneficial

behaviors that occur during such events. Apparently, the specific

nature and quantity of verbal interaction between adult and

child can influence literacy development (Flood, 1977; Heath,

1982; Ninio, 1980; Teale, 1981; Teale and Sulzby, 1987). For

example, the style in which teachers read affects children's

comprehension (Dunning and Mason, 1984; Green and Harker, 1982).

Social interaction between reader and listener seems to help

youngsters in the active construction of meaning from text (Bloom,

1985; Ninio and Bruner, 1978). Read-aloud events encourage children

to emulate adult reading by reenacting the event. It has even

been suggested that the nature of the adult/child interaction

affects the amount of information the child picks up as well

as its skills and attitudes towards reading ' Teale and Sulzby,

1987).
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Still other experimental research has helped define specific

techniques that enhance a child's literacy skills, techniques

such as role playing, retelling, or reconstructing a story with

pictures after having read it (Brown, 1975; Morrow, 1985a; Pellegrini

and Galda, 1982). Eliciting children's responses to literature

enables them to integrate information, to see relationships

among story parts, to understand and interpret text according

to experiences, background, and beliefs, and in general to construct

meaning about the text, largely through the interaction of adult

and child (Altwerger, Diehl-Faxon and Dockstader-Anderson, 1985).

Classroom Environment

Even though it is often overlooked in instructional planning,

classroom environment plays a vital role in promoting voluntary

reading and eacouraging students to use good literature (Bumsted,

1981; Phyfe-Perkins, 1979; Sutfin, 1980; and Weinstein, 1977).

"Setting deprivation" often results if instructional program

and environment are not coordinated, a situation in which physical

environment fails to support the activities and needs of students

(Spivak, 1973). Physical setting actively and pervasively influences

the attitudes and the choices of activity children demonstrate

during a school day. Appropriate furnishings and their placement,

the kinds and quantities of materials selected, how they are

stored and displayed, the aesthetic qualities of discreet areas

of the classroom all contribute.

Most specifically, a classroom library center offers a

setting ideal for the promotion of voluntary reading (Morrow,
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1982 and 1983; Prescott, Jones and Kritchevsy, 1967). In studies

cf library corners found to be least popular with children during

free time (Morrow, 1982; Rosenthal, 1973; Shure, 1963), each

corner in question tended to consist simply of a bookshelf with

books shelved in a disorderly fashion. Usually, the corner was

difficult to locate, unattractive, physically inaccessible,

and stocked with uninteresting materials. Conversely, Coody

(1973) and Huck (1976) have maintained that the effort required

to create an inviting classroom library corner is rewarded by

increases in children's interest and achievement in reading.

Indeed, Stauffer (1970) held that a library should be the central

focus of every classrom because it is a principal source of

knowledge. Beckman (1972) noted that although a central school

library is essential, classroom libraries offer more immediate

access to reading materials. One study indicated that children

whose classrooms contain collections of literature read 50%

more books than children whose classroom contained no such collection

(Bissett, 1969). Powell (1966) also found that easy access to

library materials increased the amount of recreational reading

pupils did.

Specific design characteristics of classroom library centers

have been shown to correlate with their increased use during

free-choice periods (Anderson, Fielding and Wilson, 1985; Ingham,

1981; Morrow, 1982, 1983, 1987b; Morrow and Weinstein, 1982;

1986). Those library centers that proved most beneficial in

children's voluntary reading:

* were' accessible and attractive;
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* were sectioned off from the rest of the room for privacy;

* held about five children at a time;

* offered comfortable seating, some of them including a

rocking chair, pillows, and a rug;

* were stocked with five to eight books per child on various

reading levels;

* offered a wide variety of literature, including picture

books, novels, magazines, informational books, newspapers, poetry,

fairy tales, fables, realistic literature and biographies;

* were organized by easily identified categories;

* circulated new books regularly;

* were administered by a simple procedure for checking

books in and out;

* held open-faced bookshelves that highlighted particular

books;

* were augmented with attractive posters and bulletin boards;

* provided story props such as feltboards, cutout characters,

and puppets;

* contained taped stories with headsets.

Of course, physical features alone will not successfully

promote voluntary reading without the efforts of a teacher who

introduces the materials and features books as daily routine.

Conclusion

School reading instruction will meet its ultimate goal

of producing literate citizenry only when it pays as much attention

to developing the habit of reading as it does to teaching a

1
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child to read. Research indicates that such development is not

only ideal, but practical pedagogy as well. Voluntary reading

allows children to practice the skills they are taught in traditional

reading instruction. It imbues the success and enjoyment that

encourages them to choose to read.

Continued research into the promotion of voluntary reading

is imperative if voluntary reading is to take its place as an

integral part of reading programs. Anecdotal and correlational

daa, already available, must be followed up with longitudinal,

experimental research with children from different socioeconomic

levels, from both urban and suburban environments, and with

different cultural backgrounds to identify the benefits and

most efficient techniques of literacy development. The research

should include the effects. of parental involvement, which has

already been identified as a powerful conduit to a child's early

literacy. The research should be broadened to incoroor-Ite the

decision-making processes that effect classroom instruction.

Shavelson and Borko (1979), for instance, have already

found that in addition to a teacher's personal attitudes, insti-

tutional constraints, external pressure, and instructional materials

also shape beliefs and influence or determine classroom practice.

Money, space, and time are often seen as institutional constraints

that hinder the promotion of voluntary reading. Pressures to

improve standardized test scores, to restrict classroom time

to skill development, to rely on easily measured skills, whether

or not they encourage the reading habit, tend to claim professional

loyalties to an undue extent. By contrast, voluntary reading

A ,J
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begs for qualitative evaluation as much as quanti* tive. Stimulating

and nurturing the intellect, acculturating the individual, conveying

information, and the many other benefits of voluntary reading

are developed in the long-range rather than at the immediate

moment.

We must also recognize the administrative attractiveness

of basal reading programs, with their emphasis on word recognition

and skill development, and a converse void in promoting recreational

reading. While some claim that teachers who rely solely on basal

reading materials are technicians who have relinquished their

role as decision-makers to the textbook (Hoover, 1983), recreational

reading and basal instruction can work together.

It is time for schools to look beyond achievement test

performance and to implement reading programs that include as

a major purpose the development of voluntary reading. Otherwise,

we are quite likely to continue to sell ourselves and our children

short on their ability to participate to their fullest in a

democratic, civilized society, with all the benefits a literate

society affords. Every classroom can and should become a literacy-

rich environment in which children read not because they have

to but because they want to.

*Adapted from a longer manuscript prepared for Handbook of Research
on Teaching the English Language Arts eds. (J.Jenaen, D. Lapp, J. Flood
J. Squire. New York: Macmillan (In Press)
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FOSTERING AN INTERNATIONAL LITERARY HERITAGE
WITH CHILDREN'S LITERATURE IN TRANSLATION

by
Dr. Patricia J. Cianciolo

As long as there have been cultural exchanges between people of different

languages, there have been translations and translators For thousands of

years and in our own time, too, translation is viewed as more than a craft; it

is a creative art form in itself. If translating were a mechanical process

where one could do a literal or a word-for-word translation, would long ago

have had computer translations. We have learned that a word-for-word

translation is really misleading, inaccurate, and unintelligible, for rarely do

two words, each in a different language have exactly the same meaning.

Translating consists of recreating in the target language the closest natural

equivalent of the original, first in terms of meaning and second, in terms of

style. As much es is linguistically possible, the "feel" or "effect" of the

text should be the same in the original and in the translation.

A literary translation is only truly successful if it gives the

impression of having been written originally in the language of the reader

The voice of the translator must give cohesion to the translation. It is a

unique voice that captures the sense and the feeling of the original book

smoothly without being obvious to the reader thuL it la a translation. If one

reads in translation, reads like a translation, one has got hold of "the wrong

side of the Turkey tapestry."

Dr. Cianciolo is Professor of Literature for Children and Adolescents,
Michigan State University, East Lansing, Michigan (USA)
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Translation of novels and picture books is a widespread practice in the

contemporary publishing of literature for children and adolescents. Often when

picture books are published in translation, all of the illustrations are

printed from the same negatives or plates and the translated text is inserted.

The publishing of all kinds of books, but full color picture books especially,

has become very expensive. This kind of international co-publishing helps to

cut the production costs of the books, thereby making it possible to publish

throughout the world high quality picture books that otherwise would not be

published let alone published at accessible prices. Consequently it is more

likely that the ideal of an international literary heritage will become a

reality, for more children and youth world wide will have experienced

essentially the same fine literary selections.

For dramatic and convincing proof of internationalism in literature for

children and adolescents, one needs only to visit the libraries and bookstores

when traveling in foreign countries. For example, ap American traveling in

Vienna will find 'be Shrinking of Tree Horn written originally in English by

Florence Perry Heide and illustrated by Edward Grey translated into Dutch.

Johanna Reiss, Newberry Award Winning cutobiogrohical novel The qpstairs Roos,

was written originally in English and has been translated into Dutch and is a

very popular book in Holland. In Japan, will see the Japanese language edition

of Ile_ Master Purvetteer by Katherine Paterson and the smashingly beautiful

mood picture book Diga written and illustrated by Uri Shulevitz.

Any number of literary selections from non-English speaking countries

have been translated from their source languages Into English and published in
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the United States and in other English spea4ing countries. Consider King

jounce the 1st written and illustrated by Helms Heine. A farfetched happening,

but a very important statement about the importance of fun as an outlet for

one's tensions is offered young children (ages 4-6 years) in this gem of

international publishing. Originally published in Austria under the title

gong Huef Deri, this picture book, now available in translation to English

speaking children, is illustrated with collage illustration that are very much

on keeping with the theme of wholesome, uninhibited vitality. High adventure,

narrow escapes, droll humor, and intense emotional energy typify the novel

entitled Roma. The Robber's Daughter by Astrid Lingren, published originally

in Stockholm, Sweden in 1981, translated into English by Patricia Crampton, and

published in the United States in 1983. (Eighth graders who read this novel in

translation said when they shared their responses to it that they were

fascinated with the atmosphere of the Scandinavian landscape and folklore that

prevails throughout this fast paced novel and they favored without hesitation

the friendship that developed between Ronia the beautiful, adored daughter of

Matt, a hot tempered robber chieftain and Birk, the son of borka Matt's

archenemy and chieftain of a rival band of robbers.)

Occasionally one reads in the professional journals about aspects of

children's and adolescent 116erature that literature in translation is not

"popular" with children. One should not be too surprised with such a claim,

for most frequently it is the award winning hooks and classics of a foreign

country that tend to be chosen for translation. These award winning books and

classics tend to be "quality" literature and seldom is "quality" or

"excellence" popular, although excellent books are certainly popular
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sometimes. Since it is the responsibility of teachers, librarians, and parents

to help children to learn how to enjoy and select quality literature on their

own, popularity should not be the major criterion for making literature

accessible to children. Even if this literature will be read and enjoyed by

some children (and usually it is the enthusiastic, accomplished, and

experienced readers that will read these books on their own), it should be

published and thus made accessible to them. Furthermore, one will find that,

in most instances, even the less experienced and less accomplished readers will

be most enthusiastic in their responses to much of this quality literature in

translation when it is read aloud to them.

Children's Responses to Literature in Translation Recently I conducted

an exploratory study of children's responses to literature published originally

in other countries in languages other than English, subsequently translated

into English, and published in the United States. The major purposes of this

study were:

1. to determine whether or not children's choices of literary

selections in translations differ from the critics' choices;

2. to determine if children encounter special problems when reading

books in translation;

3. to determine the reception given by children to books of

international origin, especially to those in translation.

Thirty-nine literary selections were selected for use in this study and

constituted of all of the original fiction 2 that were published in

translation in the United States in two consecutive years: twenty-three (23)

titles included in List 41 were published in the United Mates in 1982 and
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sixteen (16) titles included in List #2 were published in the United States in

1983. The subject population wbo participated in this study consisted of

twenty-five (25) students enrolled in an eighth-grade English Language Arts

class in a middle school in central Michigan. I met with the students to

explain the purposes and procedures of the study and showed them all of the

books that were included in the two lists. I also showed them as many of the

books in the original (source) language that I was able to get. The students

were asked to examine all of the books in each of the two lists and were asked

to read as many of these books as they wanted to over a twelve week block of

time

The students were asked to evaluate each of the books they read in terms

of specific criteria: 3

1. the textual qualities of the book, that is the content and type of

book being considered;

2. the book's manner of presentation and the potential appeal to

children (each of the students designated the age range he/she

thought would be interested in reading each of the books included

it these lists;

3. Aspects of overall design of the book: illustrations, end papers,

book jacket, etc.

The students were asked to fill out one "Book Evaluation Form" for each

book they selected to read, whether they read it all or in part. When rating

the book they were asked to check one of five reactions:
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1. I think this is an excellent book. I enjoyed it very much.

2. I like this book

3. This book is "o.k."

4. I dislike this book.

5. I disliked this book very much.

They were told to state specifically as possible why they rated each book as

they did. Also, they war( asked to indicate on the evaluation form if the book

was read aloud or read independently, for during the ,ourse of the twelve weeks

of this study they could ask the teacher or fellow classmate to read aloud any

of the books included in the two lists.
4

I observed the students at least twice each week for twelve weeks as they

met in small groups and/or as a whole class to discuss and share with each

other their responses to the books they had read to date (each class period

lasted 50 minutes).

During the last week of the study I met with them for three consecutive

days to guide their discussions and final balloting sessions, for by the end of

the third day, which was the last day of the twelve week block of time they

were to decide by way of discussion and finally by arr.-vinous paper ballots one

book from the list which they considered to be the most outstanding books in

translation.

The titles that the majority of the children designated as "the most

outstanding book in translation" from each of the two lists were identi:al to

those chosen by the members of the Bstchilder Award Committees who made their

award selections from these same titles.
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The reception given by the students to these books of international

origin and in translation was enthusiastic and revealed thoughtful evaluation

of each selection. Most of the books focused on the Universal needs, desires,

and general concerns of people; only a few of them focused on the salient

shared experiences of individual ethnic, national, or cultural groups. Both

attitudes are necessary to offer accurate and comprehensive knowledge of

tign people and to promote understanding of the respect for cultural

pluralism among people anywhere

The students were fascinated with the phenomenon of internationalism in

children's literature; in fact, they were quite surprised with their discovery

that historical incidents the cultural qualities associated with an ethnic

group or nation are sometimes reflected in their literature. Their comments

about the themes and styles or content of the stories and illustrations

revealed that they were more, than a little surprised to find that children and

adults from other countries were in many respects quite like themselves. A

major finding of this study (revealed in their discussions) was that they

became more aware of the fact that they are a part of a world community and

that they liked the contribution that their global "neighbors" were making to

the field of children's literature.

some problems and_Risks. At times the students competed with one another

a -ompared the number of books each read, noting who read more picture books

than novels or more novels than picture books. I tried to minimize their focus

on quantity and readability level of the books read and thus sq--lch as much as

possible the attitude of competition by aski 1 each student to recer,1 his/her

own responses to the literary selections that he/she selected to read or the



teach or or age mate read aloud. Each student had a folder, and I had act's' to

its contents. 1 reminded the students as often as necessary that the purpose

of this study was not to quantify their readi-g, that the purposes were to find

out what they liked and/or disliked about books in translation and to designate

two books from all those they chose to read from each list as the most

outstanding.

Eight percent, or two of the twenty-five subjects, elected to read mostly

the picture r..nd only a few novels. This was done by pupils who were not

"enthusiastic readers." According to the teac),er, none of the children were

"remedial readers," but some of them were "reluctant readers" and tended to

read only those things required of them. These same students listened most

attentively when the teacher read the novels aloud and when their peers read

passages from the novels during their discussions of the novels. So the fact

that they did rwt read many novels on their own by no way meant that they were

uni. -crested in them.

I might mention that before initiating this study I thought that some of

tLe children at this age range and grade level (age 13.14 in grade eight) would

consider picture books "too babyish" and would want to read only novels.

Therefore, I pointed out during my first meeting with them that: 1) picture

books are no longer just for the preschooler, but are for readers of all

ages--children and adults, aid 2) their task eventually (like tne adult

literary critics who name the Batchelder Award Book each year) was to name the

most outstanding ,00k for chili -en up to and including age fourteen. I

reminded the children that for this project they were too old to read any of

the picture boks included in this study
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I read all the books included in the study; consequently, I was aware of

the novels that could be identified as "high interest, easy reading." (i.e.

Lank," Longlegs and Marring Off Mother) and those that were especially

sophisticated in style or content (i.e. War Without Friends and Sax's Gang.)

Because the children were encouraged to actually handle the books, read the

blurbs on the book jackets and page through them before selecting them to read,

they tended to iecntify, on their own, titles that were more in keeping with

their individual interests and achievement levels. Also, children tended to

share this sort of information during their discussions of the books. All this

helped the children to select the books that were compatible with their

enthusiasm, experience and interests in reading. I told the teacher about the

two titles that I thought were especially sophisticated in content and style.

She read these aloud to the entire class. She also read aloud other books the

children asked her to read aloud. (Den's Lucky Hat). Thus, even the most

reluctant readers had a chance to respond to these stories. A few of the more

enthusiastic, accomplished, and experienced readers had read them before they

were read aloud to the class or reread them on their own after they were read

aloud.

Potential Benefits and Imulications Some of the literary selections

used in the study were award books in their source languages in foreign

countries where they were originally published or were favorably reviewed by

literary critics and professional translators before they were translated. So,

depending upon the quality of translation, the children who participated in

this study had an opportunity to read a healthy quantity of top-quality

literature, as opposed to mass market books and mechanically produced series.
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Although most of these books in translation focused on the universal

needs, desires, and concerns of people from foreign countries and only a few of

them focused on their salient shared experiences, as a body of literature the

thirty-nine literary selections did offer accurate and insightful glimpses of

people living in the countries in which the stories were originally published.

Thus, the subjects of the study were afforded an opportunity to read literature

that at least had some potential to promote understanding of and respect for

cultural pluralism among people anywhere, especially if the students read them

in a thoughtful and evaluative manner.

Because the students were asked to share their responses to the books

they read, they realized that 1) everyone does not respond the same way to the

same literary selections, and 2) diversity in response to what one reads is

quite acceptable. It was a very hard lesson for the students who participated

in this study to internalize the realities of personal and subjective response

to literature. They often verbalized it during their discussions, but by the

last three days of the project they actually practiced it, reminding those who

appeared unaccepting of a dissenter's statement that "each one has a right to

his/her own opinion" and they truly did listen to what each person had to say

in defense or against a book.

the phenomenon of internationalism in children's literature especially

literature in translation, was new to the subjects of this study and they were

genuinely surprised with the knowledge of such a happening. Consequently they

did move a bit closer to becoming more cosmopolitan in their perspective of the

place in the world. There is no doubt that their reading of this literature in
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the context and the manner they did for this study added a stream of fresh and

free thought to their stock notions and habits.

The students who participated in this study expanded their reading

interests and became much more competent in their ability to evaluate the

literature in terms of specific criteria. One would hope that they would

ccntinue to read other literary selections in this same critical way.

This study determined that the students who participated in this study

responded favorably and enthusiastically to literature in translation It

would seem safe to conclude that librarians, teachers, and parents can feel

more confident in making literature in translation to children than they seem

to have been in the past.

One is not being overly optimistic to believe that as more and more of

the internationally created literature i; exchanged among nations (in their

source languages as well as in translation) children will come closer to

acquiring an international literary heritage. Among the literature in

translation children conceivably read.

1. abou' subjects not yet tackled or tackled differently or

inadequately in another country;

2 about specific subjects unique to a foreign culture (unfortunately

books about these subjects are seldom selected for translation);

3. literary selections of "unmissable" quality (unmistakably wonderful

literature) created by authors and illustrators living in a country

different from one's own;

4 quality series books (which satisfy a basic developmental need of

children regardless of their cultural identity).
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Conclusions. Children do not seem to care where the books they read coma

from. Usually they do not read them because they come from their own country

or a foreign country as adults tend to do. Instead they will choose to read a

book because it is an adventure story, a fantasy or an animal story, whether

the source language of the story was their own language or a foreign language.

Nonetheless children will reap some potential benefits when they do read books

in translation, especially if they are aware that these books were published

originally in a foreign country in a language different from their own. It is

the responsibility, the charge of the librarians, teachers, and parents to

bring the books in translation to the attention of the students and to motivate

them to read them thoughtfully.
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Footnotes

1. George Steiner. LAMSNAJO And Silence: Issa/, on Laniruaze. Literature

and the Inhuman. (New York: Atheneum, 1967) pp. 267-268.

2. Toy books, mass market books, reference and how-to books in translation

were not selected for use in this study.

3. These criteria are essentially the same as though established by the

American Library Association's Association of Library Services for

children for the Mildred Batchelder Award to the publisher for a

children's book considered by members of the award committee to be the

most outstanding of those originally published in a foreign language and

subsequently published in English in the United States. The only

criteria the children were not asked to consider were those which focused

on:

a. the relationship of the relationship of the translation to the

original work:

1. The translation should be true to the substance (e.g., plot,

characterization, setting) and flavor of the original work and

should retain the viewpoint of the author.

2. Reflection of the style of the author and of the original

language are assets unless in the translation these

reflections result in awkwardness in style or in lack of

clarity for children.

3. The book should not h!, . -duly "Americanized." The book's

reader should 1.e able to sense that the book came from another

country.
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b. in the case of picture books and illustrated books, the retention

of the original illustrator's work in the U.S. edition. This

researcher assumed the responsibility for making certain that each

of the books used in this study satisfied these criteria, since

these kinds of judgments can only be done by a professional book

selector familiar with facets of translation and international

co-publication.

4. The teacher of these students often read aloud literary

selections of her choice as well as the students' choice, so

this researcher initiated her study. The one restriction was

that the literature read aloud while this study was going on

would be selected only from those titles included in this

study.

They designated Hiroshima No Pike, written and illustrated by

Toshi Maruki and translated from the Japanese ( included in

List #I) and Honis- _the Robber Daughter, written by Astrid

Lindgren and translated from the Swedish by Patricia Crampton

(included in List #2).

Assessment of the extent to which the children realized the purposes of

the study were determined from data obtained from a content analysis of the

comments that the children made during their book discussions that this

researcher observed and noted, And from the Book Evaluations Forms that each

students completed for each of the books they read in its entirety or started.

1 :
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Children's Literature in Translation
by

Dr. Patricia Cianciolo

List #1

Andersen, Hans Christian. The Swineherd. Translated from the original Danish by Antheo
Bell. Illustrated by Lisbeth Zweger. William Morrow, 1982. Original title Der
Schweinhirt published in German by Veriug Neugebauer Press, Salzburg, 1982.

Bolliger, Max. The Lonely Prince. Translated from the German by Matheuen Children's
Books of London. Illustrated by Jurg Obrist. Margaret K. McElderry
Books/Atheneum, 1982. Originally published in German under the title Heinrich by
Artemis, Zurich. Switzerland, 1981.

Donnelly, Effie. Offbeat Friends. Translated from the German by Anthea Bell. Crown,
1982. Originally published in German under the title Der rote Stimpf by Cecilie
Dressler Verlag, Hamburg Germany, 1979.

Dubelaor, Thea. Maria. Translated from the Dutch by Anthea Bell. 'William Morrow, 1982:
Originally published in Dutch under the title Sionetie in Dutch by Uitgevery
'loegsmo, 198"

Hartman, Evert. Wor Without Friends. Translated from the Dutch by Patricia Crampton.
Crown, 1982. Originally published in Dutch under the title Oor log Zonder Vrienden
by Lemniscoat b.v., Rotterdam, Holland, 1979,

Haugen, Tormod. The Night Birds. Translated from the Norwegian by Sheila La Forge. A
Merloyd/Lawrence Boak/Delacorte, 1982. Originally published in Norwegian under
the title Nuttfaglene by Glydenol Norsk Fray A!S in Norway in 1975.

He liberg, Hans-Erick. Ben's Lucky Hot. Translated from the Swedish by Patricia
Crampton. Crown's 1982. Originally published in Swedish under the title Bjorn med
Trollhotten by Albert Bonners FOrlog in Stockholm, Sweden, 1965.

Kasuya, Masahiro. The Beginning of the World. Translated from the Japanese into
German by Peter Block and then into English. Illustrated by Masahiro Kasuya.
Originally published in Japan by Shiko Sha Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan in 1979.

Lindgren, Barbro. Sam's Car, Sam's Cookie, and Sam's Teddy Bear. Translated from the
Swedish. William Morrow, 1982. Originally published 777/edish under the titles
Max Bii, Max Kaka and Max Nalle by Raben and Sj5gren in ctockholm, Sweden ;n
1982.

Otto 5, Svend. A Christmas Book. Translated from the Danish by Joan Tote. Illustrated
by Svend Otto S. Larause and Co., 1982. Originally published in Danish under the
title S.kken voldsom Traengsel og alarm by Gyidendoiske. Bognandel, Copenhagen,
Denmark in 1978.

Otto S., Svend. The Giant 7sh and Othe, Stone, Translated from the Danish by Joan
Tote. Illustrated Svend Otto S. Carouse and Co., 1982. Orig:nalre published in Donish
under the title Bornene i Nordatlanten by Gldenolske Boghandel, Copenhagen,
Denmark, 1991.

i
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McKellar, Shona. The Beginning of the Rainbow. Translated from the Japanese into
German by Peter Block-from the German and then into English. Illustrated by Shone
McKellar. Abingdon, 1982. Origindll; puD'ished in Japan by Shiko Sha Co. Ltd.,
Tokyo, Japan, 1976.

Moruki, Tashi. Hiroshima No Plka. Translated from the Japanese by Komi Shoten Co.,
Ltd. Illustrated by Toshi Moruki. Lathrop, Lee and Shepard, 1982. Originally
published in Japanese under the title Hiroshima Wo Pika oy Komine Shoten Co., Ltd.
Japan, 1981.

Miyoshi, Sekiya. Jonah and The Big Fish. Translated from the Japanese. Illustrated by
Sekiya Miyoshi. Abingdon, 1981 Originally published by Shiko Sha Co., Ltd., Tokyo
Japan, 1977.

Nikly, Michelle. The Emperor's Plum Tree. Translated from the French by Elizabeth
Shub. Greenwirlow, 198i Originally published in French under the title Le Prunier
by Albin Michele Jeunesse in 1982.

Nostlinger, Christine. Marrying Off Mother. Translated from the German by Anthea Bell.
Harcourt, Brace and Jovanovich, 1983. Originally published in German under the
title Ein Mann fur Mama by Verlag Friedrich Oetinger, Hamburg, Germany, in 1972.

Scorry, Huck. Life on a Barge.. A Sketchbook. Translated from the French by Huck
Scarry, Illustrated by Huck Scarry. Prentice Hall, 1982. Originally published in
French under the title Unvayage in Peniche by Michel Du Plaix of Flurnmarion et
Cie.

Vincent, Gabrielle. Eravo, Ernestine and Celestine; Ernestine and Celestine; Ernestine
and Celestine's Picnic; cnd Smile, Ernest and Celestine. Illustrated by a7eiTe
Vincent. Grar=villow, 1982. Originally published in French under the titles Ernest
et Celestine Musiciens des Rues; Ernest et Celestine Ont Perdu Simeon; Ernest et
elestine Picqie-niquer; Ernelotographe. Published in

French oy J. ducufot, Gembioux,-g-elgium, 1982.
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Children's Literature in Translation

by
Dr. Potricio Cianciolo

List #2

Baer, Frank. Max's Gong. Translated from the German by Ivanka Roberts. Little Brown,
1983. Originally publisned in German under the title Die Magermilch-Bonde by
Albrecht Knaus Verlag, Hamburg. Germany in 1979.

Donnelly, Elfie. Tlno Into Two Won't Go. Translotea from the German by Anthen Bell.
Four Winds Press, 19$3. Originally published in German ender the title Tina durch
Zevei nicht by Ceci lie Dressler Verlag, Homburg, Germany, 1982.

Goy, Michael. The Christmas Wolf. Translated by Michael Goy. Illustrated by Michael
Goy. Greenwillow, 1983. Originally published in French under the title Le Loper by
L'Ecole des Loisirs, Paris, France, 1980.

Houbensak-Tellenbach, Magrit. The Story of Noah's Ark. Translated from the German.
Illustrated by Erna Emhardt. Originally -ublished in Germon under the title Arche
Noah by Druckerie Uhl in %deify& le, Germany, 1977.

Heine, Helme. The Most Wonderful Egg in the World. Translated from German.
Illustrated by Helme Heine. i theneum, 1983. Originally publisned in German under
the titie Das Schonste Ei der Welt by Gertrand Middelhouve Verlag, Koln, Germany,
1983.

Koide, Tan. May We Sleep Here Tonight? Illustrated by Yasuko Koide. Margaret K.
McElderry Books/Atheneum, 1983. Originally published in Japanese by Fukulnkan
Shoten, Tokyo, Japan, 1981.

Korschunow, Imo. A Night in Distant Motion. Translated from the German by Leigh
Hafrey. David R. Godine, 1983. Originally published 'n German wider the title Er
Heiss Jon by Benziger Verlag in Zurich, Switzerland in 1979.

Likhonov, Albert. Shadows Across the Sun. Translated from the Russian by Richard
Laurie. Harper and Row, 19-83. Originally published in Yunost magazine in Moscow
in 1977 and in hard cover under the title Solnechnoe Zatmenie by Moldoya Gvardia,
Moscow, 1979.

Lindgren, Astrid. Roma, The Robber's Daughter. Translated from the Swedish by Patricia
Crompton. Viking, 1983. Originally published in Swedish under the title Ronja
Rovcrdot ter by Roben and Sjoren Bokforlay, 1981.

Lindgren, Barbra. Sam's Ball, Sam's Bath, and Sam's Lamp. Translated from the Swedish.
Illustrated byB-Cirbo Lindgren. Wiltiom Morrow, 1983. Originolly publisned in
Swedish under tne titles Max Boll, Max Baljo, Max Lompa by Raben and SjOgren in
Stockholm, Swede'' in 1981-

Over
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Lindgren, Barba. The Wild Baby Goes to Sea. Translated from the Swedish py Jock
Prelutsky, Illustrated by Eva Eriksson. Greenwillow, 1983. Originally published ;n
Sweden under the title Den Vilda Bebiresan by Raben F. Si Ogren, 1982.

Lorentzen, Karin. Lanky Long legs. Translated from the Norwegian by Joan Tate.
Illustrated by Jan Ormerod. Athenium, 1983, Originally published under the title_
Stine Stankelben.

Morgenstein, Susie. It's Not Fair, in French Tarrar Straus and Giroux, 1983 C'est pas
juste, ou les d'ehoires dune petite fille entreprenante, Paris France, 1982.

Tonoko, Hideyuki. The Happy Dog. Illustrated by Hideyuki. Atheneum, 1983. (Wordless
book) Originally published by Fukuinkan Shoten, Publishers, Tokyo, Japan, 1981.
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APPENDIX I

BOOK EVALUATION FORM

Title of Book

How do you rate this book?

I think it is an excellent book. I enjoyed it very much.

I liked the book.

The book was o.k.

I disliked the book.

I disliked the book very much

I liked the book because

I did not like the book because

My name is

Check one
The bock was read aloud

By the teacher
By a classmate

I read the book independently.
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BEYOND BOOKS: MAKING CONNECTIONS
Nancy E. Seminoff, U.S.A.

"Reach out and touch someone," is an advertising slogan that
comes to mind as I think about encouraging recreational reading.
What educator, when asked to name a favorite book, hesitates for
long to cite at least 'Ine book that has touched his or her
thinking in some way. In Bridge to Teribethia I came to knot..
Katherine Paterson the author, and something of Katherine
Paterson the person, through her writing. She is a sensitive,
compassionate person and her characters allow us to appreciate
the impact that persons can have on others' lives. Literature,
like good friends, can help us to be more compassionate, global,
tolerant and understanding of oursel s and others. We have an
opportunity to share with others, especially children, the
insights and joys that good literature can provide-- to make
connections between readers' lives and others' experiences.

Even in an era of high technology, print is very much alive.
According to a recent U.S. Gallup Survey to investigate
Americans' reading habits (Wood, 1989), the incidence of book
reading increased substantially (+16 percentage points) to 37%
since the same survey in 1962. Magazine reading grew also (,10
percentage points) to 52%. The incidence of television watching
has increased substantially (,14 percentage points) since the
previous survey, with nine in ten Americans indicating they
currently engage in TV watching as an entertainment activity.
In the U.S., women, the college educated, Midwesterners,
Westerners and heavy book buyers seem to be the greatest
readers. (The survey did not include persons under 18 Fars
old.)

The incidence of book and magazine reading by adults in the U.S.
is not surprising, even in light of heavy television watching.
Among other things, books and magazines provide information and
recreation, stimulate imagination, provoke controversy and allow
for repeated readings. They are easily portable and don't
require batteries or electricity to operate. Magazines contain
literary selections which are short and readily completed by the
reader, often present original works by known authors and
illustrators and contain an array of genres in a single issue,
either on a central theme or on several topics. Books and
magazines appeal to children as well as adults for these
reasons.

There are numerous sources available to guide the interested
educator and parent to select good literature. In addition to
the usual library references, the following sources may prove
helpful: The Booktinder (Dreyer, 1985), the International
Reading Association (IRA)/Children's Book Council (CBC) project
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"Children's Choices," IRA's "Teachers' Choices," Children's
Magazine Guide, Children's Magazines in the K-8 Classroom
(Seminoff, in press). Pillar (Pillar, 1987) notes several
useful resources also. It is important that we, as educa'ors
and parents, utilize the resources available to identify and
select outstanding literature.

Previous presentations have addressed the array of literary
genres available and their numerous benefits. What can we do to
connect children and literature? We must: a) create print-rich
environments, b) understand the accomplished reader, c) engage
children in meaningful activities involving literature, and d)
promote individual and institutional partnerships to foster
recreational reading.

CREATING INVITING PRINT-RICH ENVIRONMENTS

Picture a classroom or public library which contains comfortable
furniture, space to sit and read alone, a wealth of books and
magazines which appeal to children with various levels of
reading sophistication and interest, posters and other print
(e.g., functional signs, etc.). A display may reflect some
aspect, perhaps setting or characters, of a specific book. Time
seems endless, somehow... Compare this environment with one in
which few books and magazines are available, chairs are few and
cannot be moved easily, the walls are bare and books must be
checked out, ready or not. There is considerable contrast in
the extent to which the envi_onment invites the reading of
selected books, encourages questions, entices browsing and
investigation.

We send important messages about the importance of recreational
reading by the way in which we arrange the physical space in a
classroom or library, the way in which we display what is
available, the magnitude of the collection, and the time and
support for self-selection and assistance. Morrow (Strickland
and Morrow, 1989) reports studies which indicate that
well-designed classroom library corners had a positive impact on
the number of children who chose to participate in
literacy related activities and that physical features of the
classroom library are important if children are to use them
voluntarily.

Sele,!ted books and magazines, especially recent ones, should be
lisplayed so that the rovers can be seen, "bookstore fashion."
tducators report that students' initial selections are often
because of the cover. Library media specialists suggest plarig
the most recent Issues of magazines near the book check -nut
counter, a technique that encourages browsing while waiting for
a book to be checked out. Access to back Issues of magaz,nes in
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an open shelf arrangement 4ithin the reach of children also
encourages browsing. Special displays, arranged according to
unit of stud. , an author, a genre or a topic, invite new
choices. Children should be afforded frequent oppdrtunities to
select and exchange books and magazines. Adequate time to
browse through the book and magazine collections before making
choices (.1(1 sufficient space in whicn to do so fosters a
positive attitude toward literature.

Functional signage that is readable and appropriate can assist
children to use locational skills. However, the "help sources"
in the classroom or school library should be so transparent to
the child, i.e., the information so easily understood, that the
child does not have to solicit help from an adult. Posters
inviting children to read featured books contribute to an
inviting atmosphere.

The collection of books and magazines should be dynamic and
sufficient to invite browsing and use. A portion of the book
collection on display should be replaced periodically, i.e.,
every 3-4 weeks, to stimulate interest. In addition to regular
purchases, books and magazines can be obtained through book
clubs and donations from parent groups and publishers. As an
example, The Puffin Club and Junior Puffin Club produce Puffin
Post and The Egg for their readers. Each magazine contains news
of Puffin books for purchase, letters and features on authors
and student competitions. This British Club might be a
consideration as might the popular Scholastic Book Club and
Weekly Reader Book Club in the U.S. for ready access about books
to purchase. Magazines, particularly sample back issues, often
can be acquired from publishers if their intended use is noted
and if requested on school stationary. Inviting parents and
patrons to donate a book or magazine subscription to a school
library for a child's birthday or as a holiday present in lieu
of a class treat can increase a collection. The donor's name
can be affi\ed to the coN.er of the book or issue. Books and
magazines can be contributed by families and educators who have
outgrown them.

We know, for example, that early readers 'end hi cow from homes
where parents provide en\ironments in which print materials are
readil} a\ailable and used, and where parents accompanied
children to libraries and bookstores (Durkin, 1966; Morrow,
1983; Teale, 1984). This supportive home environment should be
a\ailable for children at all age levels and levels of reading
ophistication. When children recelo book:3 and magazines as

subscription,: and gifts, and when the} visit bookstores to
self select books, a sense of pride in ownership and d respect
for literature is enhanced. A location for books at home is a
ke} ospeci of an environment for recreational reading.
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Booksellers could contribute more effectively to creating
inviting environments for recreational reading. Recognizing
that books are expensive and yield a modest profit margin in
their sale, book sellers could none the less create comfortable
browsing areas in which copies, perhaps in paperback "for
sampling" would be available, at least for selected titles.
"Clean copies" for purchase could be housed in a separate
location. In this way children could "connect" with books they
want to own for a lifetime.

Environments which invite sampling at one's leisure, market
books too good to miss, provide for a range of topics and levels
of difficulty, and allow for easy access are central to
encouraging children to connect with books, over and over and
o'er.

UNDERSTANDING THE ACCOMPLISHED READER

In today's busy world we read newspapers and magazines to keep
up with the incredible information explosion or to relax,
sometimes reading carefully, sometimes skimming. We read trade
manuals, executive summaries, reports and memos at our jobs.
Books and magazines provide recreational outlets and, as
accomplished readers, we choose to complete an interesting
article or a book, or have the choice to abandon an
uninteresting or difficult one. We don't have that latitude at
times with occupational reading. As adults we read a variety of
materials for a variety of purposes. As accomplished readers we
make choices and read different materials differently. Children
need our assistance in recognizing that they have choices and
expectations.

Recently, reading research has focused on the interrelationship
of the reader, the text and the context (Paris, Lipson, Wixson,
1983; MRA, 1984). Understanding these variables allows us to
market print in an appealing and appropriate way for children.
In the past educators viewed reading as a series of discrete
skills which were sequential and hierarchical in nature.
However, this emphasis did not necessarily develop students who
were accomplished readers.

Rather than assuming that the author bears the sole
responsibility for conveying meaning, as previous cheory
suggested, educators now recognize that the reader has an
integral part in actively seeking and expecting meaning as he or
she reads. The characteristics and background (linguistic,
social, cultural, psychological and physical) of the reader will
influence his or her understanding of that selection. The
reader accumulates meaning on the basis of acquiring initial
information through reading the selection, drawing tentative
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conclusions and modifying those conclusions in light of.new
information.

Meaning is constructed through the integration of knowledge the
reader brings to the selection, i.e., prior knowledge and
experience, and the information suggested in the selection. The
more familiar the concept, the more readily he or she can grasp
the meaning being conveyed by the author. In addition,
experience with the specific genre being read also contributes
to the student's ability to understand and predict. Problems in
comprehension arise when the general structure of the genre is
not maintained (Armbruster, 1984) or when the reader lacks
sufficient background to understand.

Cognitive psychologists, through the development of schema
theory, have helped us to better understand how we process
information (Anderson & Pearson, 1984). By organizing important
elements related to the same concept into a framework, we can
recall, anticipate what will happen next, fill in missing
information, and know when something doesn't make sense. The
more familiar the reader is with various genres, the more
readily he or she can anticipate how to approach reading them.

Reading involves adapting to each reading situation as it is
encountered. Consequently, the selection itself, the student's
purpose for reading the selection ani the interest in the topic
affect his/her comprehension. It follows that the topic, genre
structure of the selection and writer's style will all affect
the way in which the reader will read that selection, e.g.,
reading a short story, a poem and a factual article each
requires a different approach and these approaches may vary even
within the genre. Purposes, e.g., for fun or for a test, and
interest, e.g., perceived as boring or enlightening, also affect
comprehension. Selection, purpose for reading, and interest
caused the reader to "shift gears" and approach differently each
encounter with a literary selection. It is important that
children recognize the need for this variation and learn to read
in an appropriate manner.

The reader's consciousness awareness and ability to control his
or her cognitive process has been termed metacognition
(Alverman, 1987). This involves adjusting reading strategies to
comprehend successfully. The reader is in control of his/her
reading when he/she knows about his/her strategies, the
selection being read, the expectations of the task and
understands the selection being read.

Children must be assisted to be flexible, strategic readers who
are able to monitor their own comprehension if they are to
understand and enjoy good literature. As educators, we can
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assist them to do so and to use good literature as the vehicle
for learning and practicing to become accomplished readers.

ENGAGING CHILDREN IN UNDERSTANDING AND APPRECIATING LITERATURE

All of the wonderfully written and illustrated books and
magazines in the world could go unnoticed and unappreciated
unless encountereu in meaningful ways. A multitude of
techniques and ideas abound to encourage children to read and to
maximize each encounter they have with good literature. Many
have already been shared at the symposium. Consider these six
basic principles when engaging students in understanding and
appreciating literature.

1. Introducing students to a wide variety of genres on various
topics expands their understanding of literature and life.
These introductions can be through reading aloud to the entire
class, providing a display on an author, sharing an article or
book with a child or posing a "fact of the day" on the bulletin
board under "read more about it." Whetting students' appetites
by introducing a classic such as D'Aulaire's Norse Gods and
Giants or Greek Myths or a contemporary Linnea n Monet's Garden
can open new horizons for further exploration and appreciation.
Experiences with biographies, historical fiction, traditional
literature, poetry, etc., allow students to incorporate the
structures of these genres into their schema. By doing so,
language use and its importance-- especially the point that we
use different language in different situations-- is emphasized.

The importance of helping students to expand their background of
experience and to draw from prior knowledge in reading cannot be
overstated. As teachers and librarians, we need to bridge the
gap between what studentb already know and what new information
they will encounter in print reminding them of what they know
and/or providing what is mi,:sing. The art is in assisting but
net intruding to the extent that the printed information need
not be read as a consequence of our assistance. Knowledge and
experience with literature and lite can enable the student as
reader to predict, anticipate and have a purpose for reading
more readih..

2. Reading aloud %arious t}pe,-, of selections to children of all
ages is an important means of helping them to enrich their
knowledge of how to write IA healing what others have written.
It has been said that 111,tening to literature anchors works in
children':, ear(' that their eel, can eventually load. Jim
Trelease remind:, us that "ne,st to .igqing and talking to
children, reading loud is the gioatest gift we can give them.
Beyond the positive iole modeling and physi..al bonding taking
place, we it stimulating imagination, enriching vocabulary,
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building listening skills, and whetting the appetites for a love
of reading." (Trelease, 1986) Listening to predictable books
encourages children to incorporate the sentence structure into
their schema. However, this "direct marketing" for appreciating
literature should not stop when children learn to read; rather
they need to continue to appreciate and collectively share
throughout their lives in encountering well crafted literary
works.

The selections we share with students should be, at least in
some measure, those we love and appreciate. Our exuberance and
identification with the selection is quickly detected by
children as is our familiarity with it (therefore, be certain to
have read the selection previously). Whether we share an
excerpt of a biography, a riddle, factual article, short story
or poem, we model the importance of print and our lives and the
structure of the genre.

3. Providing time for students to read, unencumbered by
questions, worksheets and skills lessons, and to self-select the
material is necessary to develop life-long readers. Daily
opportunities for free, unstructured reading time allow children
to lose themselves in print, perhaps for fun, perhaps to
investigate for information to complete a report or project,
perhaps to search through a book or magazine to connect with
something to eventually read indepth. This is truly necessary
as we strive to help children to mature as readers and writers.

Students need to self-select what they will read and, in doing
so, to make choices. Although a teacher's initial concern may
be that students read only one type of genre and/or one
style/format of writing, students eventually tire and move on to
other types. Familiarity breed; a sense of comfort and
security, perhaps even more necessary and understandable for
tentative readers. Who of us, however, has not read several
books in a series and/or the same book more than once, only to
gain new insights? And, for instance, a carpeted area with a
rocking cnair and muted lighting help make the setting more
inviting.

4. Providing opportunities to discuss selections affords the
students a means for expanding their insights and using the
language of the selection. Students can be grouped with three
or four others whD have read selections on the same scene or by
the same author to note similarities/differences in plot,
information presented, etc. or, students could share with the
class and/or teacher or dramatize some interesting aspect of the
selection he/she read, and through discussions generate
additional selections for future reading. Book reports in the
traditional sense tend t,_ create a regurgitation rather than a
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critical or creative response. The professional literature
abounds with alternatives to these traditional labors.

5. Having students write about what they've read and read about
what they've written can refine student's communication and
expand their thinking. Writing activities should be functional
and meaningful rather than contrived. Writing activities can be
of a creative nature, e.g., what would you have done as the main
character, or of a critical nature, e.g., compare the
similarities and differences in the actions of in depth and
Hercules. Students can use the excerpts from the selection to
support a point. Related selections on the same topic or with
the same style can be introduced or self-selected for comparison
and/or further insight. For example, selections on modern dad
heroes and mythological heroes could be compared for context,
character, motive...

6. Encouraging student to monitor what they read can help them
to become independent, rategic readers. Students need to know
that what they read should make sense and sound like language;
if not, they should determine why and make appropriate
adjustments. Students need to recognize that purpose, intent,
familiarity with the topic and the genre each effect the way
they approach the reading and contribute to their understanding
of the selection. We must help students to realize that it is
appropriate to read each selection differently and, not
necessary to complete each selection.

These principles can assist in maximizing students' encounters
with good literature. While they really draw from our own
e\periences, and perhaps obviate their mention, it is easy to
overlook them or to assume students are sufficiently proficient
at understanding and appreciating good literature.

PROMOTING PARTNERSHIPS

Both institutional and individual partnerships can lead to more
frequent encounters with good literature A few illustrations
dre presented here d'; springbnards for additional ideas.

Institutional Partnerships

Ptofe,,sional al,sociations, such as the Tnternational Reading
Association, provide excellent sources for identifying
ont,,tanding literature. "Young Adult Choices" identifies books

the middle school and high school level. Fach year a.1 IRA
committee screew; approximately 210 titles submitted by

and circulate these books to students throughout the
Inited State, Their choices are repast d in the October issue
of the Journal of Reading. "Children's Choices", an TRA /CBC

1
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joint committee project, draws the best from a review of
approximately 500 of the more than 4,000 new titles each year
intended for elementary students. These books are reviewed by
children and the results are reported in the Fall issue of the
Reading Teacher with annotations, as well as in a separate
supplement. "Teacher's Choices" focuses on outstanding books
resulting from a survey of teachers each year. Two other IRA
awards, the "Children's Book Award" and the "Paul A. Witty Short
Story Award" are also worth noting. These awards reflect a
first or second book by an author and an original short story
published in a children's periodical, respectively

A partnership between a publisher or distributJr and a school
district can yield useful rebults. For instance, the publisher
might give month-old magazines to a school or supply books to a
school on a monthly basis for students' purchase with a
considerable discount.

Children's Book Fairs held at universities afford children an
opportunity to inspect an array books and to hear from notable
authors and illustrators as well as to have these books
autographed. Here, children can browse through the newest
titles as well as receive bookmarks and other literature-related
items. The Children's World at this fair is an excellent
example of this type of activity.

Publishers, distributors and professional organizations can be
of great assistance in promoting a love of literature and
literacy by donating paper and pencil to children in third world
countries so that they might create their own selections. This
is an area that has gone almost unnoticed to date and if it is
being done, it has received little publicity.

Individual Partnerships

Individual partnerships might include the following; a) making
certain that every child has a library card, for both the school
and public library; b) placing a student's reviews of books in
with a notation of "why I like this book", " why another person
should read it," etc., in a card file in the library; c) placing
a student's own books in the library, both those they have
written and those from their own collection (a bit of censorship
may be needed here and the wise teacher will act accordingly).
These activities promote ownership and personal involvement in
the library.

Other activities could include book trading, similar to the
baseball card trading of the past, in which students bring
copies of books to school on a designated day and are afforded
opportunities to swap with each other. Another activity that
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has met with great success in the U.S. is a "Friday Night Prime
Time" where students come after school and stay into the evening
to have books read to them and to share in activities related to
literature, e.g., viewing a film, having time to read their own
books, enjoying the foods mentioned in a particular story...

These partnerships are illustrative of the relationships and
networking that can create connection between good books and
readers. While libraries have a most important responsibility
to encourage students to engage in enjoying literature, they by
no means have the sole responsibility. Those associations and
agencies which promcte their use are responsible also for
establishing sound connections.

As teachers, librarians, book sellers and authors, we can reach
out and touch others through literature, having an affect that
can last a lifetime. We can help students to see new horizons
through the connections they make with books at an early age.
Remember the story of Jesse and Leslie in Bridge to Teribethia
in which Katherine Patterson s!lares Jesse's reflection after
having lost his dear friend_

"It was Leslie who had taken him from the cow pasture into
Teribethia and turned him int a king. He had thought that was
it. Wasn't king the best you could be? Now it occurred to 114m
that perhaps Teribethia was like a castle whera you came to be
knighted. After you stayed for a while and grew strong you had
to move on. For hadn't Leslie, even in Teribethia, tried to
push back the walls of his mind and make him see beyond to the
shining world--huge and tsrrible and beautiful and very fragile?
(Handle with care--everything--even the predators.)"

"Now it was time for him to move out. She wasn't there, so
he must go for both of them. It was up to him to pay back to
the world in beauty and caring what Leslie loaned him in vision
and strength." (Patterson, 1977)

We, too, can make a significant difference in the lives of
children through the use of literature.

;
t.
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EDUCATION CENTER
Mrs. Ruth Geffen-Dotan, Director, Educational Center, T.1 -Hai College, Israel

flOOKS ARE FRIENDS

A project for encouraging 10-12 year old children to read, directed
by Ruth Geffen Dotan at Tel Hai Regional Collage, in cooperation
with the Ministry of Education.

THE PROJECT

"Rooks are Friends" is an activity in which aoproximately 200 4th-6th
grade children participate. The children are drawn from the settle-
ments of Upper Galilee, and from the Golan Heights.

The meetings take placeonce a month, and this is our third year. So
far there have been 21 meetings between children and people creatively
engaged in the realm of literature for children and youth.

THE IDEAS ON WHICH THE PROJECT IS FOUNDED

1. Children wtlo love reading need to have the importance o' the sub]ect
recognized. They need to meet other children, from other places,
who likewise InvP reading, and they need enr.chtlent lncj brodonlno,
in the field.

2. Creative children can give the lead in their circles - their schools-
in any subject close to their hearts, if and when they got encourae-
ment. There, "encouragement to read" need not nocesserily bp some-
thing out of the ordinary. That is, children can be encouraged and
brought closer to books through friends of their own age.

3. Children of varying ages (within a 2 to 3 year age range) can have
a "cross-fertilization" effect on each other, besides stimulating
and spurring each other on to intensive reading.

4. It is important for those of us engaged in educating children to
come acquainted with their tastes, their Interests and their thoughts,
so that we may be able to suggest reading matter which is enjoyal.le
and enriching.

THE AIMS OF THE PROJECT

1. Examination of the above premlse-,
2. Enrichment of the young redder,,, within the field
3. Encouragem t of tl'( participant - t h.! roder - to find t ho (mil

ways of ens )urag 1 r1,1 other t o r td

4. Stinulat ton of m)ro ,htldren to loin the c !to le
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CONDITIONS OF ACCEPTANCE

1. Any child expressing the wish to join
2. Children who read at least one book a week

ORGANIZATION

1. The project is for any school in the area which can muster a group
of participants according to the above criteria.

2. Each group consists of children from grades 4 to 6, headed by an
accompanying adult active in the field. (Teachers, librarians,
directors of "learning action groups", etc.)

3. The activity is open to any other interested adult accompanying the
group, (including parents).

WORK METHODS

1. The children meet once a month, for two hours, with a person crea-
tively engaged in children's literature.

2. A month before the meeting, the children receive details about the
visitor his/her name, works, etc.

3. The children prepare for the meeting, both by reading and by pre-
paring questions and subjects to duscuss with the visitor also,
other topics connected with the theme of the meeting.

4. The accompanying adult transmits the information to the children,
arranges for them to get the books and have a preliminary talk before
the meeting, and helps frame the questionG which the participants
want to ask at the meeting.

5. After the meeting, a report is given in each school, each in its own
way: in writing (school newspaper, Library newsletter, etc.) or
orally (class talk, school talk, etc.).

6. There are contacts and feed-back amongst the participants in every-
thing connected to the meetings. This contact is made between the
children through letters and telephone

CONTENTS OF MEETINGS TO DATE
Subjects:
1. Illustrations in children's hooks
2. Editing and publication of children's hooks
3. Poetry for children
4. Film and hook - comparison and 111u-it-ration
5. TV children's programs and hooks comparison, criticism, illustration
6. Theatre and litrature connections, comparison, illustration
7. Particular themes in children's hooks "hangs", "our street", family

stories
R. Children's literature pirti(ailr to places, n)ture, the

Holocaust and resura-nce, et( .

q. Nahum Gutmann and his work (le,ting with his on
10. Imtqlnative literature
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Writers, editors, illustrators:
1. Hila Havkin - illustrator
2. Writers: Yona Tefer, Shlomit Rosinman, B. Benshalom, Yitzhak Noy,

Dvora Omer, Tamar Bergman, Hemi Gotein, Gerda Cohen, Uri Orley,
Yisrael Lehrmann

3. P6ets: Edna Kremer, Mira Meir, Leah Na'or
4. Writer and journalist: Dan Biran
5. Publishers and editors from Kibbutz Me'uhad and Sifriat Po'alim

Publishing houses

Cinema and video-films
"Mahanayim" by Franz Molnar
Work of Leah Na'or
Nahum Gutmann as a painter
The Great-winged Eagle (Nature film)
Alice in Wonderland ( extracts)

Theatre
"Bimama" Theatre in "Ten stories plus one more"

PRELIMINARY CONCLUSIONS

i. The number of participants and range of schools is gradually in-
creasing (from 50 children to 200).

2. The mixed -ale grou,,s oroved la exezting an inflt,enco
both in the smaller sphere (amongst children of the same class) and
in the larger (the school).

3. The meetinos are very important to the children; they come regularly
and they come prepared. Last Year's 6th graders decided on their own
initiative to continue coming this year, although we explained to
them that we would not be able to give them special consideration.

4. In each place which always sends the same adult to accompany the
children, the number of child readers has gone up progressively,
as has their interest in the subject.

5. We have come to the conclusion that, in order to give more depth
to the activity, we must:
- Extend our work to cover adults at the sane time (tachers, lib-

rarians, parents)
Begin working with children of the earliest possible age, stress-
ing a suitable library environment and book talks. This should be
done through study groups with educ:,tional personnel.

FUTURE OUTLOOK

We want to:
1. Open a very modest center in the College, as a guidance "corner"
2. Extend the teaching program (We have 2 permanent classes).
3. Enlarge the circle of counsellors. (We have a special group that

has been going f)r three years with the writer and educator Miriam Roth.)
4. Give guidance for teams of educators and parents in the area - to

be given by the undersigned.

Ruth Geffen-Dotan January 1989
Ayelet Hashahar
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Ms. Lila WeInschelbaum, 188Y, Ilternational Board on Books for Young People

Points for a report

The democratic government was inaugurated in December 1983.

From the very beginning one of its main concerns was to

ensure full freedom of expression.

Joint efforts of authorities,writers, publishers, teachers

and parents, have resulted in the progressive growth of the

available offer in the field of literature for children and

for the young.

The Municipality of the City of Buenos Aires, through its

Educational Research and Planning Department, is engaged in

comprehensive studies for identification and up to date

putting of methodology and materials.

The National Cultural Secretariat, through its Book's

Direction, enacted a project known as "Leer es Crecer"

(Reading means Growing) Since its beginning, in 1987,writers

travelled a11 around the country in order to meet their

young readers.

At the same time, assistance programmes forteachers outside

the Capital and main cities cf the country were prepared

and divulged. In several provinces, lr.7.81 centres are active



in the divulgation of new books and other reading materials

as well as in extra c'Jrricular workshops (e.g. COrdoba,San

ta Fe, Tucum6n, Chaco,Rio Negro, San Juan, etc.)

In the City of Buenos Aires, many workshops, both private

and publicly sponsored, aimed at reading encouragement,

are active at present.

The case of the workshop called "La Galletita Ilustrada"

(The Learned Cracker) is one of these.

This workshop functioned during the last four years in the

Centro Cultural General San Martin (General San Martin Cultural

Municipal Centre).

As of 1989 this workshop will be included in the activities

of the"Centrito para Ninos" (Little Centre for Children).

The governing idea of this workshop was from its opening

in 1985 that reading and writing are:

}Dols

a) "media for , " instruments, and not ends in

themselves;

b) in Language, inverse and complementary operations (as

in Mathematics adding and substruction or multiplying

and dividing).
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The activity includes "reading own and others' stories"

('ruentos Propios y de los Otros" which was the first name

given to the workshop). that is, stories written by Argen

tine and foreign writers.

With models of good use of the language through attracting

texts and on given directions, participating children aged

from 6 to 14 years, work either in group or individually,

proaucing their own texts.

When the activity is done collectively , the most important

part of the work is that of the debate caused by subjects

that can be on conceptual or.ideological matters or on the

use of the language.

The Little Centre for Children, which will start to operate

in the General San Martin Cultural Cent.-e, will include the

largest possible variety of ways of expression within the

framework of education through art.

The proposal will also encourage children to publish their

own Bulletin with chronicles, reports on experiences.

interviews, photographs, illustrations, and so forth.
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Moreover, the Municipal Education Secretariat, Department of Non-Curricular

Programmes, has been developing, since 1987, a proposal for the "School

Magazine", done entirely by the children Many schools have Joined this

programme and this activity also means, yet again, permanent contact with

all kinds of reading materials

The approach to children's literature with which we are working at present,

starts with the statements made by Emilia Ferreiro in her studies on the

psychogenesis of the written language That is, that normal children build

their own code for writing within their own period of time Therefore, we

are conscious of the load each child bears at his alphabetizing age,

considering the stivilation they receive through the media As Mr Girling

said yesterday, we try to show our children that what they may find inside

the books is related to the themes they are interested in and that has more

to do with their everyday life and with the subjects they hear around,

rather than with those many adults think may interest them The written

material I brougnt, although it's in Spanish, may show you our point of

view and what we offer to children in order to encourage them to read.
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Prof. Hilmar Hoffmann, Stiftung Lesen (Mainz)

Concluding Remarks

at the Fourth Jerusalem InterEntional SympoElum

on Encouraging Reading, March 13 15, 1W,(,)
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Besides this, today we know much more about the significance

of the sor ial environment of children ana adolescents for

their career as a reader or a non-reader than we knew solv a

few years ago Parents who read and who shsw their chi 1 dren by

their own example the toy of reading hae a much greater

influence than all -7--;1.-__101 effort's Mir r not directed
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This morning was the hour of the researchers and their

findings with regard a better on1er- of reauit:, of

teaching how to read ,.1%l of Sr. irr,:',771_;,4 of sira.,s.c
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developed an emotional relationship to ro _tlIng and only those

who, for the joy of reading. activate their ,r,atIve

will become passionate readers,02y open up the wide world of

books step by step

It is thu_ the task of reading promotion to develop ideas !-.L7,4

the door tu tie unknow- world of imaginuti-an may he opened for children.

To achieve this task, we will certainly need. Dorothy and Jerm. Singer ,S experience in research,
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hurorDir, and practical approach.
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regard to his school career once and for all A child's

experience at school that precedes his learning how to read

serves only as a preparation for serious learning "

Is reading only a matter of school and only an instrument used

for learning, then? Is it the task of the school, then, to

convey the technique of reading and thus to make learning

possible?

Indeed, the opinion that reading belongs into the school is

widespread even today and the image -)f the book.as a medium is

dominated by the association of books with learning. This has

recently been confirmed by the survey on "Youth and Media" in

the Federal Republic of Germany.

The younger generation of those under 30, who were interviewed

in this survey, considered books primarily as a means of

education and an instrument for imparting knowledge That

books may also be entertaining and that reading may be fun is

obvio,Jsly only known fo a Tincrity romember BroUgh GlrlIng. Most of

the respondents first thought of television and radio in connection with

entertainment.

To come back to Bruno Bet,elheim He does not believe that

school should be the primary contact bet4een children and

books quite to the contrary.

"In reality many children learn how to rea,_! before they enter
school or shortly afterwards without anyone teaching them how
to de-code words or something like that They learn it at
home, more or less independently from what they are tauglA at
school."

"Such children have acquired their Joy in reading by the fact
that their parents read aloud to them A child that likes his
parents to read aloud to him, learns to love books He is im-
pressed by his parents' interest in reading and their plear;dre
in reading aloud to him and he follows the fascinating stories
with great interest."

"Children whose interest in reading has been raised at home
find it easier to learn reading at school The education
establishment likes to present these child'ren as a proof that
the methods used to teach reading at school are successful.
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But it was not because of these methods that they became good
readers or book lover:: later on in their lives. One is tempted
to say that the children acquired this attitude i nspite o f their experience at school. If this were not
the case, how could we explain the fact that children of well-
educated parents have such a big advantage with regard to
their performance at school compared to equally talented
children of less-educated parents? How could we explain that
so many children from culturally less priviledged homes do not
become readers later on in their lives although they acquired
the necessary skills at school?"

I have referred to Bruno Bettelheim because he

mentions some of the key issues which must be taken into

consideration when we think abe c promising ways of reading

education, reading promotion and reading
polid.y. I would like to repeat the two moat important points:

1. Home, Lot sciJol, is the child's central field of ex-

perlence which sets the course for his later life with or
without books.

2. Children from socially and culturally less priviledged

homes encounter more difficulties in school because they
lack the "reading-cultural" background

It is these childrel. who have lifelong reading problem,-; and
who, for this very reason, never experience the joy of reading,
for them the world of books usually remains sealed
forever, as it was emphasized by Brough Girling yesterday.

Two consequences can b derived from this

1. Great efforts are necessary to evoke joy and pleasure in

reading in the socialization process after and outside the
family Nothing is impossible, and as long as man exiats he
is capable of learning. Even old people are willing to
learn. At this stage, however, success is much harder to be
had than during the socialization phase within the family.

Reading promotion in areas like these must especially be:
imaginative and intensive.
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2. Without intending to offend teachers, the school

school politicians, it might be worth considering if the

time has not come to conceive reading promotion not only as

a task of cultural politics but of ycuth and family

politics as well

It is important that our impulses on reading and book educa-

tion and cur practical suggestions reach deeper into the

family tnan in the part And it is partacularly important to

try out nea was to reach socially and culturally under-

priviledged fzm-lies and adolescents

If ,e look at the ever/day life in the fanily. it becomes

obvious that books dorrinate the media household rather rarely.

There is lardly a household that does not have at least one TV

set, mostly there are several radios, cassette and record

players, very often there are also video recorders and home

computers

Many children ef.perien,:e wide areas of reality only through

the media: sometimes they seem to life a second-hand life

Thus. television has become the family mediim Already at a very

early age, _hildren are confronted with the media, above

all with ,levi.,?-.1onorwIthbehavior pattern that are determined

by televi-zion viewing Only think of time of the evening

meal, ve: y of ten it is determined by TV program as we learnt
from Dorothy Singer.

Tele71.Elo% vie.41ng cannot remain without influence on the

cognitivr: and ,_motional c'velopm,_nt of r1,11dren An inces---ant

flood of cull, a crippling of the crP,atave imagination,

red ctio:, a_tivitl,_ like playing F1141 -_ports, but also fear,

aggress-1,,n, la,: 4 of at. traction, They arc' some of the catch-

phrases freyiently used to de-.Lribe the of televic,lon

viewing on children

Considerin.; media effect s like the-,c, th, Ii.ection has tc Le

asked if it is not mainly on effect of n-p,.-chiessnesr

the family It is highly disputed among ,_:entists whet hem

television viewing stimulates or prevents conversation



It is a fact, however, that children from families that

frequently watch television are less interested in books and

reading On the other hand. if parents frequently read aloud to

their children, if children grow up in a family environment

that is not characterized by mute and random television

viewing, if reading parents serve as an e--:ample, if books are

not foreign to children, then according to other research-

these children stand a good chance of becoming

lifelong readers, they thenwillfindyv and entertainment not only

in television viewing,but also in books, newspapers, and

magazines

Thus the family, and not school, is the primary area of media

socialization and the development of media habits, thiE is

true with regard to television as well am to nooks The fact

that their parents read determines f the children

consider books to be entertaining and exciting Dr rather

boring In short. Without a reading example, without books

that are easily arcessible, without the attention of parents

while reading alotd ortelling stories to their children, it is

very difficult tc encourage children to read.

Let me =um up what I caasider to be an adelaate approach to

reading promotion in our tame

Media behavior lo always social behavior as writ ppad:rF

promotion with the aim of changing media 1,ehasTior in fa;uz of

books and _t reach its addressees in their cmcial environment

Reading prcmotion that primarily addrecmoc children and

adolescent meet simultaneously influence tne social no'ork

that surrounds them flr,t family. kindergarten, friehd-, then

school and later in life the new social environments into

which they have grown

Tu a.ert the e:osion of reading culture it is riot sufficient

to mtabilize its three "pillarm" libraries, he book

trade, and school. but we must, above all strengthen book

nabits and reading in the following areas
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o the family as a primary place of contact with books

o kindergarten as an intensifyer of book education at an early

age

o youth activities outside school as an important place of

experiencing the "entertainment value" of reading.

3.

I am glad that I was given the honor of making these Short Con-

cluding remarks in front of such an expert audience and that I

could . Spare all justifications of reading. If we speak

about reading promotion elsewhere, we often have to explain

why reading promotion is not only in the interest of a iew ivory-

towered friends of literature but in the interest or the

future of our society as a whc.le Only newspaper reports about

the spreac! of a new func'ional illiteracy in many induF.tria-

liz.?d nations have caused that the demand for increased

Efforts to promote reading are no longer seen as a mere

expression of cultural pessimism

The United Nations nave proclaimed 1990 the internationell year

of reading, writing and alphabetization

However the

proclamation alone is of little use if no actions follow From

today's point of view we cannot see which aCtIvItleS 1990 will ge-

nerate for the promotion of reading. On the other hand, the

proclamation by th,_ United Nations may certainly help to

secure an increased public attention to our reading promotion

activites We should take advantage of this effect.

In the German-speaking countries we are 1.ceparing a wi.:espread

campaign called "The Adventure of Lading" (Abenteuer Lesen)

It is the aim of this campaign to make children and adoles-

cents thirsty for reading with the offensive help of many media and

communication channels Astrid Lindgren provided us with the

philosophy for our campaign when she wrote.

"The most boundless of all adventures of childhood was the
adventure of reading. It began for me, when I was given my
first book and I sniffed around in it. At this moment my
thirst for reading awoke and I have not received a more
precious gift in all my life."
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We would be happy if the idea of this campaign "The Adventure

of Reading" also gained ground in other language areas and If

it was put into actions wherever the UN proclamation of "The

Year of Reading and Writing" is taken up The Fifth Jerusalem

International Symposium on Encouraging Reading" in 1991 would

then have the following topic:

"The Adventure of Reading Review of a World-Wide Campaign".

Let me close on this utopian idea.

Thank you for your attention.
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CONTRIBUTORS TO THE FOURTH JERUSALEM INTERNATIONAL

SYMPOSIUM ON ENCOURAGING READING

MS. NANCY AYALON

Ms. Nancy Ayalon is assistant to the head buyer for Steimatzky Ltd.,

Israel's largest bookstore chain and distributor. Ms. Ayalon has a

Bachelor's degree in English Language and Literature. In the past she

worked as an editor in the Research Authority of the University of Haifa.

DR. PATRICIA J. CIANCIOLO

Dr. Cianciolo is Professor at Michigan State University. Prof. Cianciolo

received her Ph.D. at the Ohio State University. She has extensively

researched the reading interests of children and adolescents and their

responses to literature and book illustrations and the teaching

of critical thinking through literature. She is internationally recognized

as a literary critic and book reviewer. Dr. Cianciolo has had numerous

books and articles published in professional journals about literature and

created audio-visual materials for commercial television and classrooss.

DR. JOHN Y. COLE

Dr. John Y. Cole is Director of the Center for the Book in the Library of

Congress, established to promote books and reading and to encourage the

study of books. He is a graduate of the University of Washington, the Johns

Hopkins University and the George Washington University where he received a

Ph.D. in American Civilization. Dr. Cole has published books and articles

about the history of the Library of Congress and the role of books, reading

and libraries in our society.

MRS. RUTH °E'EN DOTAN

Mrs. Ruth Gefen-Dotan is the Director of the Educational Center of the

Tel-Hai College in Israel. Mrs. Gefen-Dotan was for many years a school and

college teacher, a school principal and ea: coordinated educational

programmes in the Upper Galilee for five years. Mrs. Gefen-Dotan has

published many articles in the field of children's literature.
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MR. 'ROUGH GIRLING

Mr. Brough Girling B.Ed. (Oxon) is head of the Children's Book Foundation

of the Book Trust in London. New in this post, he has many innovative

plans, ideas and goals aimed at encouraging children to read. In the past

he worked mainly in the British school bookshop movement, encouraging

schools to open their own paperback shops. Mr. Girling is also a children's

book author.

DR. BOBBYE S. GOLDSTEIN

Dr. Bobbye S. Goldstein is a past amber of the Board of Directors of

the International Reading Association and Honorary President of the

Manhattan Reading Council. She is a reading consultant for the New

York City Schools, and taught at Fordham University. For her work in

promoting readership, and as originator and guiding force of the Annual

Parents and Reading Conference she received mary awards. In 1988 Dr.

Goldstein was the recipient of the prestigious I.R.A. Special Service

Award.

MS. NIRA HAREL

Ms. Nira Harel is Executive Editor of the publishing house "Am Owed". A

prolific author, she has written over 20 children's books as well as

numerous educational programs for schools and radio programs for children

and parents. She has been awarded the Ze'ev Prize for children's literature

and has been translated into English, Danish and German.

PROF. HILMAR HOFFMANN

Prof. Hilmar Hoffmann is a referent for culture and leisure time in

Frankfurt. A lecturer at Marburg University, he has published *any books

in the realm of culture, films and education. He has been a professor at

Bochum and Frankfurt Universities; is a guest professor at the Tel Aviv

University and the School of Film in Ramat Gan, and honorary professor at

the Hochschule fur Hulk and Darstellende Kunste in Frankfurt.
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DR. LVI MALACHI

Dr. Zvi Malachi studied librarianship at the Library School, Jerusalem and

the Royal Library School, Copenhagen. He is the Director of Public

Libraries in Jaffa, Tel Aviv and Lail and the Director of Regional Library

in Lod as well as Chairman of the Habermann Institute for Literary Research

at Lod. Dr. Malachi is a researcher of Medieval Hebrew Literature and

teaches at the Tel Aviv University. He has published books and articles on

literature and on librarianship.

DR. LESLEY MANDEL MORROW

Dr. Mandel-Morrow is an Associate Professor and Coordinator of the Early

Childhood/Elementary Programeat the Graduate School of Education at

Rutgers University. Dr. Mandel-Morrow received her Ph.D. in Education from

fordham University in New York City. Dr. Morrow's area of research deals

with early childhood literacy development and specifically focuses on

promoting voluntary reading through the use of children's literature. She

has more than 60 publications.

DR. ARLENE M. PILLAR

Dr. Arlene M. Pillar is Newsletter Editor for the United States Board on

Books for Young People (USBBY) and a consultant for school districts on

literature-based reading programs. She is an experienced educator and

recognised specialist in the literacy movement at national and

international levels. Dr. Pillar has published over 40 articles and

chapters in various journals and books.

MS. BARBARA RUSH

Mt. Barbara Rush is a library-media specialist at the Wood Park Primary

School in Commack, NY, serving kindergarten, grades 1 and 2, and all

special education students in the district. Ms. Rush is a professional

storyteller at universities, libraries and theaters throughout the USA and

Israel. She is a teacher of professional courses and lecturer on

creativity in children's literature at numerous universities and reading

councils as well as in Israel.
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DR. NANCY E. MINIM?,

Dr. Nancy E. Seainoff, currently Dean of the School of Education and

Professional Studies at Central Connecticut State University, has been a

professor of education with responsibility for teaching reading and

language arts. She has also been a classroom teacher and reading consultant

at the elementary and secondary levels. Dr. Seainoff has recently

completed a three year term on the Board of Directors of the International

Reading Association. Dr. Seainoff received her Ed.D from Wayne State

University in Michigan. She is a past president of the Michigan Reading

Association, a member of the Michigan Reading Journal Advisory Comaittee,

and past president of the Michigan Secondary Reading Special Interest

Council.

MS.- SARAH SNAPS

Me. Shape is Senior Editor of Hamlyn/Octopus Children's Books which

produces books for the brand market in UK (Marks and Spencer; Mothercare;

Woolworths and WH Smith) as well as books under their own imprint.

Previously Ms. Shape was a Senior Editor at Longman UK, a major publisher

of books for primary schools.

DR. DOROTHY G. SINGER

Dr. Singer is Professor of Psychology at the University of Bridgeport and

Co-Director, Yale University Faaily Television Research and Consultation

Center. She is also a Research Affiliate at Yale University Child Study

Center. Prof. Singer received her Dr. of Education from Teachers College,

Columbia University, School of Psychology. She has published numerous books

and articles relating to television and the child.
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DR. JEROME L. SINGER

Dr. Singer is a Professor of Psychology at Yale University and Co-Director

of Yale University Family Television Research and Consultation Center, as

well as Director of Graduate Program in Clinical Psychology at Yale

University. He received his Ph.D. in Psychology from the University of

Pennsylvanfa. Dr. Singer has published very widely and is a world authority

in the areas of daydreaming and imagination.

MS. LILA WEINSCHELBAUM

Ms. Weinschelbaum has been dedicated to children's literature for the past

nineteen years. At present she is working on several projects, most of them

belonging to the country's official educational programmes. Through

workshops, the projects aim at increasing vocabulary, encouraging reading,

production of stories and better use and understanding of the language.

Previously Ms. Weinschlbaum has taught and been headmistress in primary

schools.

MR. ROLF ZITZLSPERGER

Mr. Rolf Zitzlsperger is the Gerneral Secretary of the Deutsche

Lesegesellschaft in West Germany. He spent many years as an educator,

research assistant and has been in charge of programmes aimed at

encouraging reading and media education on an international and national

level. A prolific author of books and articles on these topics, Mr.

Zitzlesperger has been a member of the international committee for the

Jerusalem Symposia on Encouraging Reading and contributed greatly to its

founding.
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